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1. GENERAL INTRODUCTION 

Thermal plasmas are characterized by large densities, strong 

ionization degrees and moderate temperatures. The applications of 

thermal plasmas cover a wide spectrum of interest, not· only from a 

scientific but also from a technological point of view. The study of 

optical properties, such as transition probabilities, spectral line and 

. continuum radiation, and transport phenomena such as energy and particle 

transport, is inspired by the question to which extent thermal plasmas 

can be described with equilibrium models. 

These studies can be helpful also for the applications of these 

kind of plasmas in e.g. plasma spraying, cutting, welding, high pressure 

light sources, high temperature chemistry etc. Other applications are 

e.g. high pressure circuit breakers and atomic emission spectroscopy 

with inductively coupled plasmas. 

For the study of the properties of thermal plasmas over a broad 
range of temperatures and electron densities, it is necessary to 

generate a stable plasma under well defined conditions at preset values 

of current and pressure. From a diagnostic point of view it is 

advantageous to work with a cylindrical plasma column and to obtain a 

good accuracy it is necessary to observe the plasma in an "end-on" 

situation. The so-called cascade arc, introduced by Maecker [MAE56], 

fulfils these requirements. 

Many studies of the wall-stabilized arc plasma of the cascade arc 

have been published in which d~fferent gases and various plasma 

conditions have been subject of research. In the following we give a 

non-exhaustive summary. 

Extensive studies of the deviations from Saha-equilibrium of 

helium, neon, argon and krypton have been published by Uhlenbusch et al. 

[UHL69,70,71,74] and in nitrogen by Bacri et al. [BAC83]. Studies to 

develop radiation sources in the visible and vuv domain in argon and 

helium have been performed by Lee et al. [LEE73], Ott et al. [OTT75], 

Bridges et al [BRI77a] and Preston [PRE77a]. Investigations of Stark 

broadening effects in pure hydrogen have been published by Wiese et al. 

[WIE75] and in mixtures of helium with 2% hydrogen by Helbig et al. 

[HEL81]. Broadening effects in pure argon have been studied by Tonejc 

[TON72]. The continuum radiation of argon, hydrogen and nitrogen have 

been subject of research investigations by e.g. Preston [PRE77b], 

Schulz-Gulde [SCH69], Incropera [INC72], Schnehage et al. [SCH81]. 

Calculations of recombination, ionization coefficients and diffusion 

effects of argon in cascade arcs have been done by Gl~izes [GLE81,82] 



and Kafrouni [KAF79]. Thorough studies of radiation mechanisms and 

transport properties in the argon arc up to 10 atmosphere have been 

published by Kopainsky [KOP71,73]. 

Most of these studies have been performed at pressures of a few 

atmospheres in the current range up to about 500 A. High pressure argon 

arc discharges to study the non-ideal plasma behaviour have been 

investigated by Bauder et al. [BAU76a,b] in the pressure range up to 

1000 bar and 250 A. 

In this thesis a wall-stabilized argon cascade arc is studied at 

values of pulsed pressure up to 14 bar and a pulsed current range up to 
2200 A with a time duration of about 2 ms. Our basic plasma is a cw 

cascade arc with a 5 mm diameter plasma column and a length of fl:l90 mm, 

which operates at a 60 A DC current and at one atmosphere filling 

pressure. This arc has been subject to extensive studies by Leclair et 

al. [LEC77] and Rosado [ROS77,81J at the Eindhoven University of 

Technology. Similar arc geometries have been investigated in Kiel by 

Helbig [HEL81,NIC82], the group in Hannover by Baessler [BAE80] and in 

Toulouse by Kafrouni [KAF79] and Gleizes [GLE82]. In these studies the 

small but finite deviations from local thermodynamic equilibrium (LTE) 

of atmospheric argon in the current range up to 200 A have been measured 

and have been compared with a partial local thermodynamic equilibrium 
(PLTE) model. Rosado [ROSSI) investigated the deviations from LTE of the 

argon neutral system with the aid of a collisional radiative model and 

by means of spectroscopic measurements. 

Since the cw plasma has been treated in detail in earlier work and 

as we will use a similar experimental set-up and similar spectroscopic 

methods in our pressure and current pulsed plasma, we start with an 

extensive summary of the cw arc investigations in chapter 2. To a large 

extent this summary is based on previous work and will appear as ,a 

paper [ROS84]. 
Under the rather extreme plasma conditions of currents up to 2200 

A and pressures up to 14 bar, the arc becomes highly ionized and the 

collisional radiative description as used by Rosado [ROS81J, needs to be 

extended in order to interpret the experimental results. It appears to 

be necessary to extend the collisional radiative model with equations 

for the densities of singly and doubly charged ions and with the ground 

level density of the triply charged ions. 

Furthermore we want to describe the plasma transport phenomena and 

to this end a treatment of the transport equations of all the plasma 

constituents is unavoidable. After a brief introduction of the basic 

transport equations in chapter 3, the mass equations of the constituent 
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particles will be treated in chapter 4 with the aid of the extended 

collisional radiative model. In chapter 5 and 6 the energy balance 

equations and the momentum balance equations will be discussed 

respectively. 

The electron density will be determined from measurements of the 

continuum radiation and will be discussed in chapter 7. There also the 
measurement of the temperature as far as is not discussed in 

chapter 2, the electric field, the pressure and the current is 
described. As far as it.is not treated in chapter 2, the experimental 

set-up and data handling system will also described in chapter 7. 
Chapter 8 contains the experimental results on the electron 

temperatures and electron densities in the pressure and current pulsed 

plasma, Attention is given to the deviations from local thermodynamic 

equilibrium values of the ground level densities of the different argon 

systems. The results of the energy and momentum balance equations will 

also be given there. 
The last chapter, viz. chapter 9 contains the conclusions which 

can be drawn from the present work. 
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2. INTRODUCTION TO THE STATIONARY ARC 

(publ. R.J. Rosado, C.J. Timmermans and D.C. Schram) 

AN INVESTIGATION OF NON-EQUILIBRIUM EFFECTS IN THERMAL ARGON PLASMAS 

1. GENERAL INTRODUCTION 
The study of the plasma state has always been accompanied by the 

evaluation of the validity criteria for the description of the plasma 

state by an equilibrium model. 
A plasma close to equilibrium needs less parameters to describe 

population number densities, radiative emission, absorption and 

transport properties. In the case of complete thermodynamic equilibrium, 

a description in terms of one parameter, the equilibrium temperature is 

possible. Due to the existence of transport phenomena and partial 

radiation escape, laboratory plasmas are not in complete thermodynamic 

equilibrium, hence the study of the local thermal equilibrium (LTE) 

model requires much attention. For many applications this model is used 

to determine plasma parameters. The study of the.next model in the 

equilibrium hierarchy, the partial local thermal equilibrium (PLTE) also 

has gained importance [l, 2, 3, 4]. 
Besides in equilibrium studies, the high current atmospheric 

pressure arc discharge has also received interest for its applications 

in industry and in applied physics e.g. plasma spraying, cutting, light 

sources etc. More recent renewed interest in producing thermal plasmas 

for high temperature chemistry has been reported [5, 6], 

Another line of study is their.application as absolute intensity 

standard [7] both with hydrogen [8] and argon as arc gas especially for 

the ultra violet spectral region [9, 10, 11, 12]. For all applications a 

good description of the plasma parameters is very important. The 

validity of the LTE model versus that of the PLTE model becomes of 

special interest, as the arc plasma is usually close to but not already 

in LTE. In the past several criteria for the validity of LTE have been 

formulated. These criteria have been obtained from models which account 

for the effects. of diffusion, excitation, ionization and recombination 

[2, 13, 14]. 

With typical values for an argon arc plasma at one atmosphere, 

with an electron temperature T of 1 eV, we obtain from these criteria a 
e 22 -3 25 -3 

critical electron density n
13 

ranging from ne>6.10 m [13], to 10 m 
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[2], These numbers demonstrate that the theoretically determined 

criteria for LTE are strongly dependent on the point of departure in the 

reasoning, It is obvious that the value of Te is also very important for 

the occurence of LTE. This require a detailed further evaluation with 

emphasis on acquiring additional experimental data on the deviation from 

LTE. The experimental study of LTE must be based on an accurate 

determination of and ne. In general, the measured values of Te and '17e 
at certain gas pressure have to be compared with values Te and ne 
that follow from calculations of the plasma composition at that pressure 

assumingLTE [15, 16, 17, 18). 

We have followed this approach, assuming that the argon plasma 

studied has already reached a PLTE state in which the populations of all 

the energy states of the neutral spectrum, with exception of the ground 

state, are in thermal equilibrium with the electrons. This assumption 

will be motivated in section 2, where we describe a theoretical model 

for the deviation from equilibrium of the excited states of the plasma 

for the argon neutral spectrum. 

The electron temperature follows from the determination of the 
source function of suitable lines, i.e. the ratio of the emission- and 

the absorption-coefficients 

the temperature in this 

probability value in the 

of these lines [19, 20, 21], Measurements of 

way eliminates the need for a transition 

calculations. On the other hand only 

sufficiently absorbed lines come into consideration for this method. 

Moreover an absolute calibration of the line intensities is needed. This 

will be discussed in subsection 3.1-3.4. 
The electron density follows from the Saha relation, applied to 

the measured population densities. In this case the integrated line 

intensity and the relevant transition probability value are needed. In 

our method, based on interrelated measurement of ne and Te , the 

(Te,ne)PLTE points are obtained for one pressure value, These points lie 

on a curve that does not coincide with the LTE relation for Te and ne 

,(Te,ne)LTE" These experimental data show significant deviations from LTE 

at lower Te and ne values and are close to LTE for higher values of Te 
and n • e 

For a global check of the electron density, we have used an 

interferometric method to determine the electron density, This will be 
the subject of subsection 3.5. 

Section 4 concerns the experimental set-up and contains a 

description of the arrangements and of the optics, both for the 

spectroscopy and the interferometric set-up. The data collection and 

analysis are also treated here. Results of the measurements are found in 
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section 5. In particular the (T ,n ) relations will be dealt with in e e 
detail. The experimentally obtained relationship is used for the 

determination of transport properties. Special attention is dedicated to 
the consequence of using the (T ,n ) relation in the determination of 

e e LTE ' 
the plasma parameters. 

Section 6 contains conclusions that have resulted from the present work. 

2. EQUILIBRIUM CONSIDERATIONS FOR THE ARGON NEUTRAL SYSTEM 

2.1. Introduction 

For high density atmospheric plasmas with temperatures around I 

eV, the excited levels are close to equilibrium, with only small 

deviations from the Saha population. The ground level is generally 

overpopulated with respect to the excited levels, at least for ionizing 

plasmas. So we deal with the partial local thermal equilibrium (PLTE) 
condition. For lower values of the temperature even the 

are not necessarily in equilibrium with the ground state 

ionization stage [16, 24]. 

excited states 
of the next 

An elaborate study of the overpopulation of several excited levels 

of the helium, neon, argon and krypton systems has, been published by 

Uhlenbusch et al. [18] and in this context helium has received by far 

the most attention of the noble gases. This is not so surprising as one 

of the major causes of overpopulation of the 

diffusion, is very pronounced in helium. In argon 

beforehand that the deviation from equilibrium of 

levels is negligible [17, 20, 21]. 

ground 

it is 

the 

level, 

usually 

higher 

inward 

assumed 

excited 

For a general approach to the problem of PLTE this assumption seems 

justified. However, the non-equilibrium population of the excited levels 

becomes an important factor when a more precise determination of the 

electron temperature from line intensity measurements is aimed at. 

, In this section we use a collisional-radiative approach to 

determine population densities of the levels of a simplified model of 

the argon neutral system, ArI. Our aim is not to present an exhaustive 

description of all the contributing processes, but rather to illustrate 

the influence of the more important processes on the distribution of the 

population densities. 

2.2. The collisional radiative model and the validity of PLTE 
We will consider the particle balance eqtiation in state q. For the 

labeling of the excited levels we use the convention N> r > q > p > 1. 
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The symbol N identifies the m.aximum !evel which needs to be considered, 

r and p are the symbols of levels to be summed up, as is sketched in 

fig.2.1 and in table 2.1 the used symbols are explained. 

~ 

"< <<' '('''' • 

----

N 

r 

q 

p 

grrund level 

Fig.2.1. Schematic representation of the distribution of excited levels 

in the energy spectrum with the notation used in this subsection. 

The net source term of the particle balance equation can be written as 

N 
= n e (n k -n k ) - l (n k -n k )-n k + + 

p pq q qp n=q+l q qr r rq q q 

exc-deexc. from below exc-deexc-. 
from above 

N 

l 
r=q+1 

3-body 
recombination 

rad.rec. spont. emission 

Table 2.1. Symbols used in eq.(2.1). 

-3 :population density of state p(m ) 

:ion ground level density (m-3) 

electron 
ion 

n A r rq rq 

cascade rad. 

:electron excitation rate p --> q(m3s-I) 

:electron ionization rate from level q(m3s-I) 

:three particle recombination rate coefficient (m6s-1) 
3 -I :radiative recombination rate coefficient (m s ) 

:escape factor for recombination radiation 

(2.1) 

:transition probability for transitions state q to state p(s- 1) 

:escape factor for line radiation of the line q --> p 
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Radiation absorption is treated by the inclusion of escape factors 

as a local approximation,, which is a valid. description provided that the 

optical depth is large enough. 
Using the principle of detailed balancing, eq.{2.1) can be reduced to a 

simpler expression, which is especially valuable for situations close to 

{P)LTE. We introduce here the reduced density bq of level q defined as 

the ratio of the actual density n and the Saha-density n S h , and the q q, a a 
related relative deviation ob through q 

b =---'--
q nq,Saha 

and (2.2) 

where n S h is given by the q, a a 
With the Saha-equation, 

Saha-equation S +(T ). q e 
the notation for the reduced density bq 

and the principle of detailed balancing one can obtain for eq.{2.1) 

1 

nq, Saha 

<Jn 
(-9..) = [ 2 (b .-b Jk .-k + (b -1) ] + S k (2) A(2J 
3t CR ne i=l ~ q q~ q q q+ +q +q 

£.;q 

q-1 N 

pil bqAqpAqp + r=~+l brBr~rqArq, (2. 3) 

where Sq+ and Brq are the Saha respectively 
defined as 

the Boltzmann expressions 

and 

Here 

B rq 

E - E 
exp { - r q } • 

kTe 

:statistical weight of the ion ground level 

• > > • > > ·,, excited level 
:the energy of the level q 

=15.759 ev, the ArI ionization energy 

=(2.95.Jo- 11eV'm+3/ 2Kl)..'n /T'; the reduction of the 
. • . e e 
ionization energy [ 25 ]. 

{2.4) 

(2.5) 
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Note, that Sq+ and BPq are only functions of the electron temperature 
and are shown in fig.A.I of Appendix A for the temperature range of 

interest. 
For the deviation from Saha,obq = bq - 1, we obtain from eq.(2.3), 

1 on 
n (otqJ ne 

q, Saha CR 

q-1 
s k(2J 1.J2J - l. 

q+ +q +q p=l 

N 
{ l (ob.-ob Jk .-k +ob l + 
i=l ~ q q~ q q 

(2 .6) 

From eq.(2.6) the non-equilibrium population of the different excited 

levels can be calculated. 

Note that in eq. (2.6) the symbol (onq/ot)CR is defined by 

on 
a/1- + div(nq·!:!.q) - (2.7) 

where w stands for the drift velocity of particles in the state q. -q . 
Eq. (2.6) represents a set of coupled equations which have to be 

solved simultaneously in order to obtain information about ob 
q 

(q=l .... N). Provided that data about cross-sections are available, this 

solution can be obtained from a straightforward numerical analysis. This 

lies outside the scope of the present study and would be redundant 

the high density plasma under consideration, . which is close 

for 

to 

equilibrium. Therefore, we choose another approach, viz. 

only a limited number of levels, and making some 

approximations. 

considering 

a priori 

This simplified model of the argon level scheme is shown in 

fig.2.2. Here we consider all the sublevels of one group e.g. 4s as one 

effective level. This is justified because .of the strong coupling 

existing between these sublevels. As typical example of this coupling we 

can quote the collisional rates for the 3p - J p sublevels of the 4s 
2 1 

group at an electron temperature of 1 eV: 

9 -I 
n <ov > exc = 5.10 s for n e e e 

= 1022 m-3 and 

10 -I 22 -3 
5. I 0 s for n e ~ IQ m • 
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These rates are considerably larger than the transition probabilities, 

e.g. A =6.7 10 s-J for ;\ = 696.5 nm [26]. If the rates for excitation 

from the sublevels of one group to the sublevels of the other group are 

not too much different, then it is justified to average over the 

sublevels, and consequently use the effective level scheme described 

above, 

Fig.2.2. Simplified diagram of the considered Arl excited levels showing 

the relation with our four level model. 

Application of the numerical values for the effective energies, 

statistical weights and other relevant quantities, gives the possibility 

to derive expressions for obl, ob2 and obJ. assuming that 6b4· o. 

When diffusion of the excited states is neglected in eq.(2.6), 

then we obtain for the stationary state (a/at= 0), 

N 
n l ob.k . + 

ei=l t. q1,, 

ob = i 
q 

N 
where Kq = l k . + k • 

i=1 q1,, q+ 

q-1 
S k(2)A(2)- l A A + 

q+ +q +q p=l qp qp 

q-1 
nK + l A A 

e q P,=1 qp qp 

N 

l (l+ob JB A A r rq rq rq 

(2.8) 
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In Appendix A this expression for the levels q=1, 2 and 3 is discussed 

in more detail. Also the values for the relevant collision cross

sections and the radiative contributions will be given there. The 

results for ob2 and ob3 as functions of the overpopulation factor of the 

ground state ob 
1
, are for an argon plasma with a tempera tu re of l eV 

10-3 ob
1 

+ 
9 -3 

ob2 RS 
m 

ne 
(2.9a) 

ob
3 

F:;j 10-3 8b1 -
5.1019m-3 

n 
(2.9b) 

e 

From these equations it appears that non-equilibrium of the levels 

q=2 (48 group) and (4p group) is mainly by the competition between 

overpopulation due to collisional (de)-excitation and underpopulation 

due to radiative losses. In anticipation of the discussion in section 5, 

we can already state · that for the parameter range of interest 
22 23 -3 

(5.10 <ne<2.10 m ), ob2 will remain positive, which means that 

level q=2 will be slightly overpopulated. This overpopulation is very 

small, a few parts in a thousand, and is of negligible influence on our 

measurements. The level q=3 (4p grqup) is slightly underpopulated, 

mainly due to the strong radiative decay to the slightly overpopulated 

level q=2. 
We conclude that PLTE 

remains sufficiently small. 

is justified indeed provided that ob1 
A second conclusion is that a slight 

underestimation of the temperature will result from our measurements 

(see section 3) if we neglect the non-equilibrium of the levels with g=2 
and q=S in the lowest temperature region. 

2. 3. Non-equilibrium of the ground state level 
For the ground state level diffusion can not be neglected. For a 

stationary argon plasma in the four level description from eq.(2.6) ob
1 

can be written as [27] 

Here 

s
1

+ :Saha factor for the ground state, see eq.(2.4) 
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k( 2) :radiative recombination rate coefficient, see taole 2.1 
+1 

A(2 ) :escape factor for recombination radiation, see taole 2.1 
1+ 

!:'..l :diffu·sion velocity of the particles- in the state q=l, see 

eq. (2. 7) 

nl,Saha :the Saha density, see eq.(2.4) 

A
21 

and A
41 

:line escape factors 

A
21 

and A
41 

:effective transition probabilities for tlie 

levels 2 --> 1 and 4 ~> 

B
21 

and B
41 

:Boltzmann factor, see eq.(2.5) 

N 

In his thesis Rosado [27] has concluded that for the plasma 

parameters of interest, the radiative recombination term is the dominant 

radiative contribution in eq,(2.10), The escape factor for recombination 
(2) 

radiation A+l appears to be in the range O.l - 0.7 [28], where the 

escape factors of the resonant lines A21 and A41 are of the order of 

10-3 -10 -
2 , The ratio of the resonant radiation of the 2-1 ·transition 

of the four level model to the recombinat~on radiation is about 20 

%. For the 4-1 transition this ratio is about 5 %. Nevertheless we have 

taken into account in the model of obl these 2-1 and 4-1 transitions. 

For the conditions of interest, the calculation of the 

reabsorption of recombination radiation by the ground state as a 

function of the radius imposes a serious problem. In the spectral range 
over 200 nm hardly any absorption appears, but below 200 nm and 

specially in the wavelengths below the free-bound edge (78 nm), the 

radiation is strongly absorbed, because the mean free path for 

photoionization is smaller than the radius of the arc [28], Thus the 

reabsorption of the recombination radiation is appreciable but not large 

enough to allow fully for a local description by the introduction of a 

locally defined escape factor. 

To cope with this problem we used a calculation of Hermann [28] ,. 

who analysed an argon arc 

Under the assumption of LTE 

radiation with wavelengths 

of 5 mm diameter at atmospheric pressure. 

and neglecting the effect of continuum 

above the free-bound edge, (78 nm), he 

obtained radially resolved values of the 

consequently· of the radial dependency of 

Hermann's result of' the escape factor of 

can be approximatively represented in 

net radiative recombination and 
(2) 

the escape factor A+l • 

the .recombination radiation, 

fig.2.3, In fig.2.3a the escape 
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factor is given as a function of the temperature; fig.2.3b gives the 

reduced value as a function of the radius. 

a 

1.2 

-o.s 

Fig.2.3. 'nle escape factor for recombination radiation, 

a: as a function of the electron temperature for the axis r=O mm. 

b. reduced radial dependence of A (2
1
)for a 5 mm diameter arc at . + 

atmospheric pressure [28]. 

b 

1.0 

In this description the reabsorption is described by a locally 

defined escape factor which is positive at the centre of the arc and 

negative in the periphery of the arc, ·cf. fig.2.3. 'nle physical meaning 

of a negative escape factor of the recombination radiation is that the 

photoionization in the periphery, because of radiation generated more 

inward, in hotter plasma regions is larger than the local radiative 

recombination due to the decrease in the electron density. 

'nlis local description has the drawback that the value of ni~) is 

dependent on position; nevertheless,we used this local description of 

ni~) throughout the plasma. We will see that the diffusion effects 

dominate anyway, so the errors introduced by this procedure are small. 

At the center of the plasma, the influence of the diffusion becomes 

smaller for larger values of the current as the radial profile flattens 

and radiative recombination increases because of the increase of the 

electron density. 
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3. PRINCIPLES OF MEASUREMENTS 

3.1. Introduction 

This section describes the plasma diagnostic methods which were 

used to obtain information about the plasma parameters. As mentioned in 

section 1, the electron temperature is determined from measurements of 

the ratio of the population densities of two excited levels of the 

neutral-atom spectrum of argon, ArI. Under the verified assumption of 

PLTE, we determine this ratio, the so-called source function [19], 

directly by measuring the emission and absorption coefficients of the 

transitions which show significant absorption,viz. 

Ki(A)i > 0.3 . 

From relative intensity measurements Ki(A) and hence the density 

of the lower state ni is known. Together with the quasi-neutrality 

condition, the electron density can be determined with the Saha 

equation. This is treated in subsection 3.2. In subsection 3.3 and 3.4 

the calculation and the accuracy of these measurements will be 

discussed. In subsection 3.5 the independent measurement of the electron 

density by means of feed-back interferometry is described. 

3.2. Spectroscopic determination of Te and ne 

Although the source function method is described in literature, we 

will give a brief overview of this diagnostic. The cascade arc plasma 

can be considered as a rotationally symmetric and axially homogeneous 

radiator of radius R and length i. The construction of the cascade arc 

allows end-on observations, eliminating the need for Abel inversion of 

the measured profiles. 

Integrating of the radiative tranfer equation over the length i of the 

plasma column, gives for the intensity IA(r,i) at a certain wavelength 

A , 

exp[-K(A,r)•i] ] , (3.1) 

where EA(r) = EA,i(r) + EA,c(r) and 

K(A) = Kt(A) + Kc(A) , the emission and 
absorption coefficients, eac~ consisting of line '(2) and continuum (c) 

"b • o· . f · J/ 4 · -I contri utions. imensions o E is s m sr, of K is m 
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The ratio e/K is generally known as the source function SA 

[19]. Under equilibrium conditions SA is equal to the spectral 

intensity of a blackbody radiator and follows from Kirchhoff's law, viz. 

1 

[ ha ] 
exp AkT - 1 

, (3.2) 

where the atomic constants h, a and k have their usual meaning, 

For PLTE the temperature, T in eq.(3.2) is equal to the electron 

temperature Te. From eqs. (3.1) and (3.2) it follows that 

S (r) 
). - = 1 - exp [- K(A,~)i] 

(3.3) 

The absolute measurement of IA(r,fl) alone is not sufficient to 

determine SA(r) and to calculate the temperature Te with eq.(3.2). An 
additional measurement of K(A,r) is necessary. This can be done with 

the well known method of imaging the arc in itself with a mirror placed 

at one side of the arc. 

One can conclude from fig.3.1, 

l:chopper closed 

2:chopper opened 
2 

IA, 2(r) = IA,l(r) { 1 + c"if exp [ - K(A,rH }] • 

(3.4) 

(3.5) 

Here ,
1 

and are the finite transmittivities of the eqd windows of 

the plasma vessel, and R is the reflectivity of the hollow mirror. 

Tl 
window 

T2 
window chopper 

R 
ho! low 
mirror 

Fig.3.1. Principle of measurement for the determination of the source 

functlon.Note that the light paths have been separated exaggerately for 

clearness.In reality they coincide. 
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The quantity 1; R can easily be measured by the relative 

measurement of IA 1 and IA 2 in the continuum, where K(A,r) Ka(A,r) , , 
is known as a function of the plasma parameters and appears to give only 

a minor correction. 

In our measurements, the source function is determined in a wavelength 

interval that includes a specific spectral line of the argon spectrum 

and its adjacent continuum. 

Fig. 3.2 shows a typical scan of the profiles of IA 1 and IA 2• , , 
Additionally a reference signal of a low pressure, low current argon.arc 

discharge is measured, From this signal the apparatus profile of the 

monochromator is obtained. This reference signal is unshifted in 

wavelength since the electron and neutral densities are low, So, in this 

way these signals can also be used as wavelength references for the 

lines from the atmospheric arc. 

Fig.3.2. Scan of the profiles of IA,l' IA,
2
. and the reference signal for 

the 0 8 mm argon arc, I = 80 A, A = 696.5 nm. The scanning in this 

figure is from right to left (696.0 nm~> 697.1 nm). 

Some remarks on the shape of the measured profiles IA 1 and IA 2 
which we shall denote by I;: 

1 
and "t;: 

2 
are: · ' ' , , 

1. The line profile of K(A) is composed of the combined effect of 

Stark and Doppler broadening in the plasma [2, 29], The Doppler 

contribution (Gaussian shape) to the total profile width is small 

compared with the contribution due to the Stark effect (Lorentzian 

shape), but will not be neglected. At A I';:! 700 nm and T=l eV the Doppler 

width is about 8.10-3 nm and the Stark width about 50.10 :..3 nm. The 

line profile of K(A) is a Voigt profile with a small value of the 
ratio of Gaussian vs Lorentzian width. 
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2. Because the line absorption is larger at the line center than in the 

line-wings, the line profiles of IA,l and IA, 2 are different from that 

of K(AJ • 'nl.is is expressed by the factor 

1 - exp [ -K(A)t ]· 

in eqs. (3.1) and (3.5). 
3.Broadening effects arising from the convolution with the apparatus 

profile of the monochromator are taken into account. 'nl.e apparatus width 

is about 20.10-3 nm and becomes an important contribution to the 

profiles measured at low values of the arc current. 

Measurement of the line-profiles of I and I allow to 
A .1 A ,2 

determine also other plasma parameters besides·s, (and thus T ), e.g. 
" e . 

the electron density n . This n value follows from the combination of e e 
the integrated value of K(A) , which yields the lower .excited state 

density n £' and the Saha equation. The Saha-equation contains n t' n..,,. 
the ion density ni and the measured value Te. With the quasi~neutrality 

condition ne = ni, ne can be calculated. Furthermore the density of the 

ground state atoms n
1 

is determined from Dalton's law 

where p is the pressure. 

Because we also want to determine 6b
1 

(cf. section 2 ) we need the 

Saha value of the neutral density nj,Saha" This value follows directly 
from eq.(2,4) with the experimental value of Te and ne' 

3.3. Calculation proce~ure for the plasma parameters 

We have used a numerical procedure in which values of the relevant 

plasma parameters were calculated iterativily from a comparison of the 

theoretical predicted intensity distributions IA 1 and IA with the 
.. '2 

measured intensity distributions I';. 
1 

and I), , To generate the 
•~ .2 

theoretical distributions IA,l and IA,2 in the numerical procedure, one 
should take into account: 

1. The Lorentian component of. the profile Kt (A) 

caused by the electron density ne. 
2. ni.e Gaussian component of_ Kt (A) due to 

temperature Te. 

due to the Stark effect 

I 

the Doppler effect with 

3.The.influence of the continuum Kc(A)t with the ~ - factor for the 
free-free emission taken from [30 ,31]. 
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The line profile of K1 (A)i is thus a Voigt function which can be 

calculated from the real part of the complex error function [57], using 

the fast algorithm developed by Gautschi [32}. With K(A)t and the 

value of T
8

, I A,l and I A,2 are constructed through eqs. (3.2), (3.1) and 
(3.5). . 

lhe influence of the apparatus profile is accounted for by convolution 

of the theoretical IA ,l profile with the measured apparatus profile A (A) 

as follows, 

and IA 2 = I, 2 * A(A) • 
, "' 

( 3.6) 

lhe fit to the measured profiles was performed with a least-square 

minimization procedure [33] in which the Marquardt algorithm was used 

[34]. In this procedure the constructed intensity distributions IA,1 and 

I, 
2 

are compared with the measured distributions I'! and T! for 
"• A~ A~ each wavelength value, and the function 

(3. 7) 

is minimized. 

Fig, 3.3 shows the structure of the numerical procedure, In fig, 3,4a an 

example of the result of a fit to the measured profiles is shown. In 

fig.3.4b also the residuals resulting from the minimization process have 

been plotted as a function of the wavelength to give an impression of 

the quality of the calculations. 

3.4. The accuracy of the plasma parameters 

lhe accuracy of the absolute calibration of the measured 

intensity, done with a calibrated tungsten ribbon lamp (Philips T234 

type W2k.GV22i) influences the various parameters. The emissivity for a 

strip temperature of 2600 K can be found from the tables given by de Vos 

[56]. The relative accuracy of the calibration is about 3 %. 

It is obvious that an error in the calibration factor leads to errors in 

1. The source function and consequently also in the temperature. 

2. The electron density, which is on his turn coupled via the Saha 

equation with the temperature and the excited level density. 
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INPUT 

MEASURED INTENSITY MEASURED APPARATUS DISTRIBUTIONS: PROFILE -m 
I).., 1 

-m 
and I).., 2 ALU 

FIRST APPROXIMATION I 
FOR THE PARAMETERS 

PARAMETERS 

I. STARK WIDTH 
2. LINE CENTER 
3. FREE-BOUND KSI-FACTOR 

·~OPPLER WIDTH I 4. ELECTRON TEMPERATURE 
5. DENSITY OF THE LOWER 

LEVEL OF THE CONSIDERED , 
TRANSITION 

6. T2R 
l 

CALCULATION.OF: 

I . KLU ..------- 2. I 
3. /,,1 

A.2 
I 

CONVOLUTION: 

IA 1 = IA 1 * A(A) . -
IA' 2 = IA, 2 * A(A) , , 

I 
COllPARISON OF: 
- -m 
IA,l with IA,l 

I;.. 2 with IAm2 , . , 
I 

IMINIMILASATION 

~ vuc 

1 
0 ( STOP 

CALCULATION OF IMPROVED 
'------ APPROXIMATION FOR THE 

PARAMETERS 

Fig.3.3. Flow-chart of the numerical method for the approximation. 
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tor-------.----..--~--------~ 

o.5 

0 200 400 
A1 {nml 

a 

600 800 

1Sr-----.------.----~---~ 
b 

~ 
- -10~----~----~-----'-----'--' 

~ 10 
"' 8 ·~ 

400 
A; !nml 

600 800 

Fig.3.4a. Example of a .result of the fitting procedure for the argon 
neutral line 696.5 nm from an atmospheric arc, diameter 0 5 mm, I= 180 
A and on the axis. 
b. Residuals of the fit shown in a. These residuals are defined by 

JOOx(i'Ai;a.-1:>..i,l)fi'Ai,l and IOOx(j'Ai, 2-r'Ai, 2)/IAi, 2 respectively. 
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ad 1. The relative error in the source function is equal to the relative 

error in the calibration factor, cf. eq.(3.3), From eq.(3,2) the 

following expression for the relative error in the temperature can be 

derived: 

with g(T } = { 1 - exp [ -
eo 

T 
] } eo -B-

(3 .8) 

4 B he/Ak = 2.07 10 K at A = 696.5 nm. 

The function g(T) is given in fig.3.5 and with a relative error in the 

calibration of about 3 %, the error in the temperature is about 2 %. 
ad 2. The error in the determination of the electron density is de.ter

mined by two effects: 

A. The error in the excited state density n
2 

which is calculated from 

the optical depth K(A)t. This value is affected by the inaccuracy of 

the relative measurement of IA,l IA,2 and see eq.(3.5). 
Additionally also the uncertainties in the arc length JI. and the 

transition. probability AuJI. in K(A) lead to an estimation of 

6n51. /:J.n 
~ ___!!: RI 5% • 

nJI. nu 

B. The error in the electron temperature Te' which influences the 

determination of ne through the Saha-equation. For the relative error in 

n we obtain 
e 

(3.9) 

where y =( E - M - E ) I k RI 4,78 104 K for a 4p-4s transition. The 
01 q . 

error in ne over the temperature range 10000< T
8 

<15000 K is about 10 %. 

g(Teo> o.55 

0.50 

o.45 

22 

electron temperature [103K] 

Fig.3.5. The function g(Te0J 

showing the influence of the 

relative error in SA on the 

determination of T • e 



Additionally it can be remarked that the functional relationship between 

!:;·n
8
/n

8 
and t::J!~(Te is such that the variation in the values of t;n

8
/n

8 
as 

a function of T
8 

has practically the same slope as the T~-n8 relation, 

This is an important conclusion to which we shall ·return in section 5. 

3.5. Interferometric determination of n
8 

For the determination of number densities, interferometric methods 

have the advantage of being independent of any assumption of (P)LTE and 

are based on the determination of changes in the index of refraction of 

a plasma. We used an interferometer of coupled-cavity type as first 

described by Ashby and Jephcott (35], and have been probing the same 

plasma volume as with the spectroscopic set-up [36]. 

Due to the high density of the neutrals their contributions to the 

index of refraction cannot be ignored. So, a two wavelength 

interferometer, viz. a He-Ne laser, with wavelengths of 0.6328 )Jm and 

3.39 µm is used. To obtain valuea of n
8 

in the stationary state from the 

variation in the refractive index, the arc is short-circuited, In the 

afterglow usually the electron density n
8 

decays ·faster than the. 

increase of the neutrals n1 and the variation in n
8

, viz. 6n
8 

can be 

determined with more precision than the variation 11n
1 

of the neutrals. 

4. EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP 

4.1. Introduction 

In this section the different arrangements for the experiments are 

briefly described. The section consists of three parts in which the 

spectroscopic set-up (4.2), the interferometric set-up (4.3) and the arc 

construction itself (4.4) are described, 

4.2. The spectroscopic set-up 

Fig. 4.1 is a schematic representation of the spectrocopic set-up, 

The arc plasma is observed through the telecentric optical system formed 

by lens L1 positioned at twice its focal length from the center of the 

plasma. The pinhole D1 placed at the focus of L1 determines the 

acceptance angle of about 1 mrad, whereas pinhole D2 with the same 

diameter as D1, viz. 0.4 mm, determines the diameter of the observed 

cylindrical plasma region'. The spherical mirror behind the arc makes it 

possible, in combination with the chopper CH1, to measure I A.,l and I A.,
2 
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alternating. It is placed at a distance of 0.50 m behind the arc and 

images the center of the arc back into itself. Selffocussing of the 

reflected beam has been investigated with the approach given by Kleen et 

al. [37] assuming a parabolic profile for the radial density profiles. 

For the conditions of our measurements this effect is negligible. Radial 

scanning of the plasma is possible by moving the entire arc axis 

planparallel to the optical axis of the detecting system. 

I 

BM ! 
CHI 

RADIAL I SCANNING 

ARC 

mm 
mi ,, , 

. / 

Gf 
CL 

(a) 

M 

/ 

~ ~ 
t t 

01 02 

F ..... 
CH2 CH3 

LPO 

Fig.4.1. Diagram of the spectroscopic set-up. 

MONO 

HROMATOR 

TO KEITHLEY 
ELECTROMETER 

Part of the light path consists of a parallel beam in which a 50 % 

transparent mirror PRM has been placed. This allows the inclusion of an 

additional profile from the low pressure argon discharge LPD. 

We used this additional profile to obtain: 

1. An independent measurement of the apparatus profile and 

2. A wavelength reference for the measured profile from the investigated 

arc, see fig.3.2. 

lbe remainder of the opticai system forms an'image of the plasma on the 

entrance slit of the monochromator, a Jarrell-Ash l meter double 

monochromator o.f the Czerny-Turner type. lbe current from the 

photomultiplier (type EMI9698QB/S20) is measured by a Keithley solid 
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state electrometer cf. fig.4,2. The output signal is then converted to a 

pulse train by an analog to frequency converter. The frequency is 

proportional to the amplitude of the measured signal (voltage range 0-3 

V, frequency range 0-500 kHz). The pulse train is fed to a micro

processer (M6800) controlled gate with programmable gate time, usually 

set to 0.1 sec. The pulses which arrive during the gate-time are counted 

and the accumulated number is stored. 

For the measurement of T and n as described in subsection 3 .2, e e I;'., 
1 

and I~.2 are determined in a number of equally spaced wavelength 

intervals of the line profile. In this way the information contained in 

the line can be fully used and, in addition, a check can be made on the 

assumption of the constancy of s/... over the line profile. 

(a) 

(b) 

arc posi
tioning fo 

radial 
scanning 

emitter 
fol lower 

laser 
detector 
signals 

Fig.4.2. Flow-chart of a: the spectroscopic and b: the interferometric 
.measurements. 

So, the signals f'!(1 , 1~ and the reference signal are measured 
11.,1 11.,2 

a predetermined number of times. Then a mean value is calculated and 

stored. The automatically controlled monochromator is shifted to the 

next wavelength setting and a new sequence is started. 
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After scanning the complete spectral line and its adjacent continuum, 

the collected data can be displayed on the local plo.tter or sent to a 

DEC PDPll/23 computer for storage. For further processing these data are 

sent to the central computer system Burroughs B7700, see fig.4.2. 

4.3. The interferometric set-up 

The spatial form of the laser beam waists vary with the wavelength 

and we calculated the minimum beam waist for each wavelength using the 

formalism of Kogelnik and Li (38] for the description of Gaussian beams. 

Each beam of the red and inf rared laser wavelength is a compromise 

between the minimum waist diameter w
0 

and the divergence A/rrw
0

• 

By careful alignment of the interferometric set-up, see fig.4.3, nearly 

the same cylindrical part of the plasma column is observed as in the 

spectroscopic experiment, see fig.4.1. The results are shown in fig.4.4, 

where the beam profiles for the red and infrared laser beams and for the 

spectroscopic arrangement are given, 

In interferometers of the feed-back type the condition has to be 

fulfilled that the wavefront at the spherical mirror BM has the same 

BM BC 'l2 Fl 

Fig.4.3. Diagram of the interferometric set-up. 

radius of curvature as this mirror. In addition, this condition should 

be fulfilled for the red and the infrared wavelengths. The calculated 

radius of the wavefront gave for A =0.6328 µm, Rl'::l 620 mm and for /, =3 .39 

µm, R ~500 mm, while the radius of the used spherical mirror =500 mm. 

The mismatch for the red laser beam is about 25 %, but due to the 

relatively long waist of this beam, a small shift of the axial position 

of the waist in the plasma, does not affect seriously the beam profile 

in the arc. 
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With an alignment procedure the interference signal is optimized. 

As described in subsection 3.5 the electron and neutral densities can be 

changed from the stationary value to a value corresponding to zero 

current condition by short-circuiting the arc. This is accomplished by 

switching a silicon controlled rectifier (thyristor), which is 

connected in parallel with the electrodes, to the conducting state. The 

arc current can be switched off in a time less than 1 µs, corresponding 

to the on-state transition time of the thyristor used, (Brown-Bovery, 

type CSllO). Diodes are placed in series with the switch-off thyristor 

to prevent current oscillations in the circuit. In the afterglow, 

particle densities and temperatures will decay to values corresponding 

to the room-temperature situation. The changes in ne and in n
1 

give rise 

to fringe shifts that are detected and stored in Le Croy 2256 waveform 

digitizers. These digitizers are connected with a PDPll/03 computer, 
which in its turn is connected with the same system as mentioned in 

subsection 4.2. 

w(z) 

0.3 

0.1 

-30 -20 -10 0 10 20 30 

ARC CENTER 

z (!ml) 

Fig.4.4, Beam waists in the plasma. I.Infrared laser beam (;\.= 3.3912 µm) 

2.Red laser beam (A• 0.6328 tim). 3.Spectroscopy. 

4.4. The 

The 

sketched 

formed by 

mm thick) 

apparatus 

plasma is produced in a cascade-arc of the "Maecker" type as 

in fig.4.5. The arc channel with diameter of 5 mm or 8 mm, is 

the central bore of a series of copper plates. The plates (1.6 

are insul<tted from each other with a spacing of 1':::10.2 mm and 
pressed together by means of the watercollectors. These watercollectors 

contain the 8 individually cooled electrodes and support the window. 

construction for the end•on observations. The arc current is supplied by 
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a current regulated power supply, either a "Diode" 750 V/100 A or a 

"Smit" 250 V/300 A • A stabilizing resistor is placed in series with 

each electrode to equalize and stabilize the current to each electrode. 

ELECTRODE (4x> ELECTRODE (4x) 

WATER CHANNEL 

WATER FLOV WATER FLOV 

WINDOW 

ARGON FLOW * ARGON FLOW. 
WATER FLOW WATER FLOW 

WATER COLLECTOR 

PLASMA CHANNEL scale ... 1: 3 

Fig.4.5. Overall view of the cascade arc. 

5. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

5.1. Introduction 

The results obtained with the experimental methods and 

arrangements described in the sections 3 and 4, will be discussed here. 

First in subsection 5.2 the results of the measurements of the 

temperature and density are given and compared with the corresponding 

LTE values. To compare the measured overpopulation of the ground level 

to the predicted one with aid of the simplified four level model, cf 

section 5,3 • first the influence of diffusion has .to be discussed in 
subsection 5.3.1. In subsection 5.3.2 this comparison will be treated 

and in subsection 5.3.3 values for the total rate coe~ficient which can 

be derived from the results will be evaluated. In subsection 5.4 the 

electrical conductivity is discussed. In subsection 5.5 the results for 

the electron density obtained with the source function method are 

compared with the results obtained with the interferometric method. 
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5.2. Results for the electron temperature and density 
The electron temperature and the electron density were measured in 

arcs of two different diameters (5 and 8 mm) and of different lengths at 

atmospheric pressure in the range of 40-200 Amps. Using the procedure 
described in subsection 4.2 the absorption and emission profiles of 5 
lines of the 4p-4s group of the argon neutral spectrum were measured, 

viz.A.=696.5, 727.3, 750.4, 763.5 and 794.8 nm [26]. 

Fig.5.1. 

argon lb Smm 
16 1 ba.~r..-~~....._~......,..-~~~~ ....... -200A 

:.:: 
m 

~ 
1-"' 12 

10 

Electron 

~~~ ........ ~~ ........ ~~~~~~·-140A 
• 

BOA 

40A 

696.5 727.3 750.3 763.5 794.11 
line wavelength ·1nml 

temperature values as determined 

transitions of the 4s-4p group of argon neutral. 

from various 

With the verified assumption of PLTE we determined the temperature 

T from the source function. Fig. 5.1 shows values of~ calculated from 
E e 

these measurements of the 5 lines of the 4p-4s group, for several values 

of the arc current of the centre of the 5 mm diameter arc. The va!ues of 

Te obtained in this way coincide within about 2 % which is within the 
experimental error. We conclude from these measurements that further 

investigations of Te can be 
measurements for one transition 

carried out using the results of 
for which the 696.5 nm line was chosen. 

Radial temperature profiles are given in fig.5.2 for different values of 

the arc current. These profiles have been used in the estimation of the 

t~Lect of diffusion and to obtain the electrical conductivity values. 

using 

From the total line intensity, values 

the PLTE model with A =6.7.10-7 
of n can e 
s-I for 

probability of the 696.5 nm line, see fig.5.6a. In this 

be 

the 

way 

calculated 
transition 

for each 

measurement we obtain pairs of values of T and n • The T -n relation e e e e 
is shown in fig.5.3. In this figure measurements are shown for 5 mm and 
8 mm diameter argon arcs at atmospheric pressure. Also drawn in the 
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figure is the T -n relationship, that results from LTE calculations, 
e e 

viz. Dalton's law together with quasi-neutrality and the Saha-equation 

with the experimental and pat a pressure of 1.035 oar. 

0 <12 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 
p ~r/R 

Fig.5.2. Radial dependence of the electron temperature for 5 values of 

the arc current. 

m 
'E 

QI 

c: 1022 
c 

argon 1 bar 
o 40A 

60A 
BOA 

140A 
x 200A 

; Bmm 
uni. Kiel 

1021~~-~~--~~~-~~-~~ 
B 10 12 14 16 18 

Te !103KJ 

F1g.5.3. The relation between the electron temperature and the electron 

density in an atmospheric argon arc plasma. 

PLTE:values of T
8 

and n
8 

determined experimentally un<;ler the assumption 

of partial local thermal equilibrium, PLTE. 
LTE:values of Te and n

8 
from LTE calculations of the plasma composition. 

The results are of measurements with 5 mm and 8 mm diameter arcs and a 

result obtained in a .4 mm diameter arc of the University of Kiel (BRD). 
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Variation of T was achieved in the experiment by: 
e 

1. Variation of the arc current. From I = 40 A to I= 200 A for the 5 mm 

arc and from I = 25 A to I = 100 A for the 8 mm arc, 

2. Performing measurements at different values o~ the arc radius. 

At higher values of Te-ne the measured curve approaches the LTE curve, 

at lower value of Te-ne the discrepancy becomes larger, as expected. In 

fig.5.3 is to see that the relationship between T and n appears to be 
e e 

rather independent of the radial position in the arc. Also shown in 

fig.5.3 is a value obtained from a measurement on a 4 mm diameter 

atmospheric pressure argon arc. This·measurement was performed by the 

research group at the University of Kiel [54]. 

The .data analysis was done with the numerical methods that are 

described in subsection 3.3. Referring to the discussion on the errors 

in the determination of ne ,cf, subsection 3.4, we show in fig.5.4 as a 

function of T the variation of l:,.n /n which is a function of l:,.T /T • e · e e e e 
cf. eq,(3.9). As is evident, the variation in n due to the method used, 

e 
are nearly parallel to the T -n relation. This means that small errors 

e e 
introduced in the determination ofn from the source ·function method 

e 
will hardly influence our comparisons between the experimentally 

determined T -n relation and the LTE relation because these errors in 
e e 

the ne measurements propagate almost along the experimental Te ~ne curve. 

11 12 13 14 15 

Fig.5.4. Variation of ts.n /n along the measured T -n relation for an 
e e e e 

uncertainty in Te equal to 2 % , 
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As described in subsection 3.2, with the aid of Dalton's law and 

together 

density• 

of which 

with the experimental values of the temperatures and electron 

the actual plasma neutral density can be calculated, the value 

is labelled as n
1 

and can be calculated from ,exp 

n = p/kT -2 n l,exp e,exp e,exp. 

The experimental values for n
1 

could be compared with two formal ,exp 
parameters, see fig.5.5: 

a,nl,Saha'which would be the ground state density if the ground level 
would be in equilibrium with the measured electron temperature T and 

e 
density n 

e 
b. n

1
,LTE •which would be the ground state density if the system was in 

LTE with temperature T at 1 atmosphere. Note that the corresponding e,exp 
ne ,LTE differs from the actual value n e ,exp• cf. fig.5 .3. 

There are two reasons to choose n
1 

as the equilibrium 
,Saha 

quantity to compare with nl,exp and to calculate from the ratio 
n

1 
!n

1 
S ·h the deviations from equilibrium, as expressed in the ,exp , a a 

overpopulation factor 8b
1

, see eq.(2.2). 

~ 

argon 
1 bar 

1022=-t ~--+=----'--""'=---'-~~__..___,_ _ _,___ 
6 

~ 
I I I I 

10 12 14 16 18 
Te !103K I 

Fig.5.5. The density of the.neutral ground level as a function of the 

electron temperature. 
n

1
. :measured relationship, assumption· of PLTF.. 
,exp 

nl,LTE:LTE calculation. 
nl,Sah~values from the Saha equation with experimental values of ne 

and T • e 
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The first and also formal reason is that this quantity n1 ,Saha appears 
in the expressions of the applied collisional radiative model and in the 

relative deviation from equilibrium, see section 2. 

A second reason however is that at low temperatures the .deviation of 

nl,exp and nl,LTE becomes small by the mere reason that the contribution 
of the electron density diminishes in Dalton's law. 

So the confluence of ni,exp and nl,LTE at low temperatures, would given 
a fals'e suggestion of an approach to equilibrium, see fig.5 .S, whereas 

in fact the deviation becomes larger for the low temperature regipn. 

This can be clearly seen in fig.5.5. 

10 210~~-o~.2-~~o.i. ~-o_,,,,.6_~.0B 
p•r/R 

80 
60 

40 

1.0 

- 0 ~: 
~ f-·---,/ 
}: 1023 200 -·----

argon 
1 bar 

10~~~~-~_,....-~..,..,.-~-~~~ 
0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 

p•r/R 

Fig.5.6. Radial dependence of (a) the electron density ne,exp and (b) 

the neutral density nl,exp' Parameter is the arc current in argon at 1 
bar, 0 5 mm arc. 

In fig.S.6.b the radial dependences of n calculated from the 1,exp 
radial profiles of T and n , cf. figs.5.2 and .s.6a, with Dalton's law 

e e 
are shown. The calculated values of 

can be compared with the results from our simplified four level model of 

the Arl spectrum of section 2. To this end we will discuss first in some 

more detail the diffusion and the radiative effects that contribute to 

the value of obl derived from this model, eq.(2.10). 
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5.3. Comparison of the measured overpopulation factor with the 

predictions 

5.3.l. The influence of diffusion 

The contribution of the diffusion term div(n
1

. 1!...t to Obl in 

eq.(2.10) will be expressed in terms of n and T by using the relations 
e e 

-\J•n lJ e -e 
(5.1) 

where ~is the electron diffusion velocity, Pe• pi are the partial 

pressures of resp. electrons and ions and DA is the ambipolar diffusion 

coefficient, given by [39] as 

3 kT e 2 -I 
[m s ] • (5.2) 

Here m
1 

is the heavy particle mass and n:2:z 1) is a first approximation to 

the ion-atom collision integral, which can be calculated from [39] 

n<l,lJ = 2.84.10- 17 
1, i 

T 0,36 
1 

3 -I 
[m s ] • (5.3) 

As shown by Gurevich et al. [40], the assumption T
1
=Te is justified for 

our investigated plasma conditions. With eq.(5.3) we get for eq.(5.2) 

with Tl replaced by Te 

(5.4) 

It is now possible to estimate the influence of the diffusion term 

on the value of o b1 calculated from the measured radial profiles of Te 

and n and the calculated radial profile of n
1 

as shown in the e ,exp 
figs.5.2, 5.6.a and 5.6.b. As a first step, the radial dependence of the 

anbipolar diffusion coefficient is obtained with the mentioned profiles, 

see fig.5.7. Also with these profiles, the radial dependences of Pe and 

p. are calculated, necessary in eq.(5.l). ·A fitting procedure to the 
~ . 

relevant quantities is used with bi-quadratic profiles of the form 



2 4 
x(p)/x(o) = 1 + b

1 
p + b2 p, 

with p = r/R and x the plasma parameter. 
The fitting is done by a least-square approximation. These profiles are 

then differentiated to yield values of the diffusion term, viz. 

div(n1 -~1) in eq.{2.10) and the radial dependence of this diffusion term 

is shown in fig.5.8. 

argon 
1bar 

103·~J.-~-'--7-o-~-----,,'-::-~L_ 
0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 

p•r/R 
1.0 0.2 

200A 

140 

80 

60 

0.4 0.6 1.0 
p•r/R 

Fig.5.7. Radial profiles of the ambipolar diffusion coefficient DA in 

argon at 1 bar, ~ 5 mm arc. 

Fig.5,8.The diffusion term of eq.(2.10) as a function of the arc radius. 

In argon at 1 bar, ~ 5 mm arc. 

5.3.2. Measured overpopulation factor versus model value 

In this subsection first the measured overpopulation factor of the 

argon neutral ground level will be compared with the calculated 

overpopulation factor derived from the four level model. Second the 

radiation and transport contributions 
mod the model obl will be discussed and 

comparison with the measured values. 

to the overpopulation factor from 

conclusions will be drawn frOljl a 

Finally a comparison will be made with the results of Uhlenbusch [17,41] 

and Nick [42]. 

The radial dependence of the measured overpopulation factor, 

denoted by ob~xp is s.hown in fig.5.9 for the current range 40-200A. 

From eq.(2.2) it follows that 

exp n1,exp 
ob - 1 with nl 1 nl,Saha ,exp 

~-P- 2n • kT e,exp e,exp 
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5 -2 Here p is a pressure of 1.035 .10 -Nm and n.1,Saha is the Saha ground 

level density, cf. eq (2.4), calculated with the experimental electron 

temperatures T and electron densities n from fig.5 .2 and 5.6a. 
e e 

In fig.5.10 ob
1

exp is plotted as a function of the temperature, The 

broken line is the best fit through the experimental points as found 

with a least square method. 
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Fig.5.9. The radial dependency of the 
exp 

ob1 of the argon neutral ground 

overpopulation factor derived from the 
range of 40-200 A. 
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For comparison, two values obtained by Bober at al. [22) have also b~en 

inserted in fig.5.10. The agreement with our experiments is good. The 

error bars of Ob~xp are based on the experimentally obtained accuracy 

in T of 2 % and in of 10 % • These variations are not independent as 
e 

has been discussed in section 3.4. 

a 40A 
0 60 
• BO 
+ 140 
x 200 

10-1a=----·····-'cc-~-o'::--~········-1c':4-~-:':16,..--~~,B. 
Tel103KJ 

Fi 5 lo Th t d d f 0 ..._exp :>nd obmlod • The broken g. • , e tempera ure epen ency o ., 
1 

curve is the best fit of the experimental points. 

In these figures are also shown 
mod factor ob which follow from the 
1 . mod 

the value of the overpopulation 

four level model of section 2. The 

error bars of ob
1 

are based on the same variations of ne and 
applied to the experimental points. 

The values of ob~od , which include the effect of radiation and 

diffusion for 40 A are in rather good agreement with the measured 

overpopulation. In the periphery of the 40 A arc, the model 

overestimates the value of ob~xp with roughly 30 %. For the central 

part of the arc with increasing current, an increasing tendency exists 
mod exp 

to ul;lderestimate ob1 with respect to ob1 with in. the worst case 

factor 2-3. 

Also for a current of 80 A the model overestimates the value of 00
1 

in 

the periphery of the arc. In fi_g.5.10 is shown that the model indeed 

overestimates ob1 with respect to the measured data for temperature 

situations occuring in the perip?ery of the arc. For the central part of 

the arc at higher currents, higher temperatures, the model gives a lower 
mod . exp value ob
1 

with respect to ob
1 

• 

Anticipating further discussion we want to remark here that the 

model underestimates the recombination radiation, because for currents 
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of 40 A where the diffusion is the main contribution to the 

overpopulation, the agreement is the best, cf. fig.5.14a. 

We will discuss the radiative and diffusion effects which 

contribute to the deviation from equilibrium. The radiative and diffusion 

contributions to ob;od, cf. eq.(2.10), have been calculated as a 

function of radius and are shown i~ figs. 5.11-5.13 for the current 

range of 40-200 A. 
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Fig.5.11.The radial dependency of the recombination radiation term of 
eq.(2.10) for the current range of 40-200 A. 
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Here s
1
+ is the Saha factor (2 .4) as calculated with the measured Te 

andn , cf. fig.A.I. of Appendix A. The recombination rate coefficient 
e 

is taken from Katsonis [43] and can be written as 

with T in ev. 

-0.17 3 -I 
m s (5 .5) 

e ( . 
The escape factor for recombination radiation ~ 2 ) is taken from the 

+1 
description of Hermann [28] as has been discussed in section 2.3., cf. 

fig.2.3 • The Boltzmann factors 8
21 

and 8
41 

are given in fig.Al of 
Appendix A, 

o 40 A 
0 60 
' ao 
+ 140 
•200 

rad 41 

io3~--~----,.L,----+---,,..,.l 
0.2 0.4 Oh o.a 

P• r/R 
0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 

p.r/R 

Fig.5.12. The radial dependency of the resonant radiation terms of 

eq.(2.10). 

Fig.5.13. The radial dependency of the diffusive term of eq.(2.10), 

concerning the escape factors A21 and A41 , these are calculated 

from an extension of the treatment of Klein [44], In this calculation it 

is assumed that the absorption a.nd emission profiles can be described 

with Voigt profiles. The Lorentzian and Gaussian halfwidth are known from 

the experimental data. The escape factor can be derived from the optical 

depth KR which is a fiinction of these halfwidths [27]. Note that the 

treatment of the resonance radiation is less elaborate than that of . the 
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recombination radiation. Here the treatment is purely local and no 

allowance is made for the possibility of a negative escape factor to 

describe a net absorption at the periphery of the plasma. 

The rate coefficient mod is taken from a numerical collisional 

radiative model which includes 49 levels of the argon neutral system 

[ 45]. 

In fig.5,14a-e are given separately the diffusive part 

factor, ob~od (dif), and the total radiative 

factor,O~Od(rad) Which contribute to clfiod , 

overpopulation 
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Fig.5.14. The radial dependencies of the diffusion and total radiation 
mod 

contributions of the overpopulation factor 80
1 

Based on the reasonable agreement found between the experimental 

overpopulation factor ob~xp of the argon neutral ground level and the 

predicted overpopulation factor ob~od derived from the four level model 

the following conclusions can oe drawn: 

1. The radial profiles of the experimental overpopulation factor ob;xp 

,cf. fig.5.9 are for O<r/R<0.5 rather flat. In the p~riphery of the arc 

a significant increase of ob;xp occurs towards the wall especially for 

the lowest currents. These larger deviations from the LTE model can be 

expected because of the increasing effects of the diffusion caused by 

the steep density gradients which occur near the wall, cf, fig.5.9 and 

5 .13. 

2. For the current range of 40-80 A the diffusion gives the main 

contributions to ob~od though the total radiative contribution can not 

be ignored, cf. fig.5.11-5.13 arid 5.14a-b. This can be expected from the 

gradients of the measured temperature and electron density.The radiative 

contribution increases with increasing currents, in particular near the 

arc axis. In the current range of 140-200 A at the center of the arc the 

diffusion is less than the, total' radiation, cf. fig.5.14d-e. 

3. The recombination radiation is the major radiative contribution to 

olf1°dand determines o1J!J.0 d at higher arc currents in the central part 

of the arc, cf.fig.5.11 and 5.12. 
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4. In the current range of 140-200 A the diffusive part of Obmod 
1 

becomes larger than the radiative for radii larger than half the arc 

radius, cf. fig.5.14 d,e. This is due to the rather steep density 

gradients near the wall. 

5. One can conclude from fig.5 .9 that for the central part of the arc at 

40 A where the diffussion is the main contribution, cf. fig.5.14a, the 

model is in good agreement with the measurements. With increasing 

current, where the diffusion contribution diminishes with respect to the 

radiative contribution, the model underestimates ob
1 

with a factor 2-3. 

For the current range of 140-200 A this underestimation is over the 

total arc diameter considered, cf. fig.5.9d-e. 

Our suggestion is that this is due to an underestimation by a 

factor of two of the radiative losses in the model, since the model fits 

best in the 40 A and less in the higher currents ranges, where radiat.ion 

contribution has more influence. 

With respect to this, the influence of the diffusion can also be 

compared to that of the radiative contribution by comparing the relevant 

time constants. From eq.(2.7) and eq.(2.6) one can write for the 

diffusion time TD respectively the radiative recombination time TR' 

and 1 
=-~~~~ 

n k( 2 )A(2 ) 
e +1 +1 

(5.6) 

The results are shown in fig.5.15 as a function of radial position for 

different currents. As can be expected at the center of the arc these 

times roughly spoken are equal for 40-80 A, but of course due to the 

steep gradient lengths near the wall there the diffusion time is shorter 

than the radiative time. We can see in fig.5.15 at the center of the 

arc for 200 A that .the radiative losses are greater than the diffusive, 

and the radiation time is shorter than the diffusion time. 

In subsection 2.2 we h~ve already discussed the overpopulation 

factors ob2 and 8 b3 for respectively the q=2 and q=3 level expressed as 

functions of Ob • With the measured overpopulation ob of about 0.60 and 
1 1 -3 

electron temperature T of 1 eV, it can be derived that ob
2

Rll0 and 
-3 e o b

3 
Rl-0.6.10 • In comparison with ob

1 
they are negligible and this 

yields a justification for the PLTE proposition. 
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.Fig.5.15. The radial dependency of the diffusion and radiation time 

constants for 40, 80 and 200 A. 

Uhlenbusch et al [17,41] and Nick [421 reported about the 

influence of diffusion and non-equilibrium populations in noble gas 

piasmas. The general conclusions on the dominance of diffusion are 

similar. However the results for the periphery of the plasma differ; our 

measurements performed up to a reduced radius of 0.8 result ·in positive 

overpopulation factors, whereas the results of Uhlenbusch and Nick at a 
reduced radius of 0.9 point to underpopulated ground states. 

Furthermore, the relation in our. measurements between T and n appears 
e e 

to be rather independent of the radial position in the arc. Uhlenbusch 

and Nick concluded that for reduced radii larger than 0.5 this 
independence is not present. 

The difference between our. results and the results of Uhlenbusch's 

as well as Nick's side-on measurements obtained at the plasma may be 
related to the difference in diagnostic method and arc construction. 

Our measurements, performed end-on, allow for very thin interspacing 

rings whereas Nick's side-on measurements require a larger interspacing. 
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In his case this may lead to a smaller influence of the diffusion 

effects which in our 40 A plasma determine the observed overpopulation 

factor. cf. fig.5.14a. 

With the aid of the energy balance for his 40 A end-on measurements. 

performed on a 4 mm diameter arc. Nick calculated a difference of about 

2000 K between the gas temperature and the electron temperature at 

plasma conditions of T Pd 10.000 K and electron density n Pd 1022,n3. He 
e e 

also concluded from his measurements that for electron densities less 

than 5.1021 m-3 non-equilibrium effects have their influences on the 

level of neutral argon. For electron densities between 5.1021 m-3 and 

7.1022m-3 he concluded that the PLTE concept is valid for the considered 

4plevels. This is in full agreement with our calculations of the 

overpopulation factors 6b2 and 6b
3 

derived from the four level model in 

which the levels are included. cf. chapter 2. For plasma conditions 
22 -3 ' of T , > 10.000 K and n > 10 m the PLTE curve of fig.5.3 is in e - e -

agreement with those of Nick. 

In spite of the difference in the periphery of the arc. the 

general conclusions about the overpopulations still agree well with 

those of .both authors. especially quantitatively for the central core of 

the 3 different arcs. 

5.3.3. The total excitation and direct ionization rate coefficient 
for the argon neutral ground state 

From the measured radial values of the overpopulation factor 
"bexp 
u 1 for the argon neutral ground state. the electron density ne 
calculated by means of the Saha-equation using the measured electron 

temperature and the density n'l' .saha , together with the calculated 
diffusion flux, cf. figs.5.6, 5.8 and 5.9, the total excitation and 
direct ionization rate coefficient K exp can be determined with 

1 

eq.(2.10), again given as 

exp exp 
Results for K1 are shown in fig.5.16. In the derivation of K1 the 

PLTE relation between T and n has been used, as well as the e e 
values from Hermann's calculations [28]. Also given in these figure is 

the theoretical relation of K mod following v/d Sijde [45]. As can be 
.1 exp 

seen in fig.5.16, the measured values of K1 agree roughly with the 

theoretical ones. 
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In the higher temperatures range the experimental points, Kl exp, 

are about a factor 1.5-2 below the theoretical values of Jt;0 d. This is 

in agreement with the suggestion that for the higher temperature region 

the four level model underestimates the recombination radiation. In the 

temperature range which exists in the 40 A arc and where the diffusion 

indeed is the main contribution the agreement is quite well. Although 

the accuracy in the determination of K~xp can be improved, eg. by more 

detailed knowledge of the escape factor Ai~~ we have demonstrated here 

that Kl can be determined from a relatively simple experiment. 

Fig.5.16. Measured total excitation and direct ionization cross-section 

for the argon neutral ground state as a function of the electron 
Al mod temperature. so shown is the theoretical relation Ki and Te [ 45]. 

5.4. The electrical conductivity 

In the lower current range. the plasma is strongly ionized (AilO %) 

and the influence of the electon-neutral collisions on the electrical 

conductivity can not be ignored. In 

is sufficiently ionized' and the 

used. Although conductivity mixture 

.the higher current 

well-known Spitzer 

rules . [46, 47] 

range the plasma 

expression can be 

for the stongly 
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ionized situations exists, we have used the numerical Sonine polynomial 

approximation which gives the best results from the strongly up to fully 

ionized plasmas where the Spitzer theory is valid [47, 48]. With a 

computer program developed by van Odenhoven, an 

polynomial expansion together with the measured 

eight fold Sonine 

radial profiles of 

electron temperature and 

dependenc. of the Sonine 

Debije length the effect 

density is used, to calculate the radial 

conductivity crS (r). For the definition of 
on 

of ion shielding is neglected. 

The arc conductance cr 
1 

can be calculated from ca c 

the 

cr calc 
= 2 Rf 

cr Son(p) P d:r> • (5.11) 

0 

where R is the plasma radius. 

From measurements of the arc current I and the electric field E , 
experimental values for the arc c~nductance'ineas• are obtained from 

crmeas = i with j = I/rrR2.. ( 5 .12) 

Here in accordance with [49, 50] the longitudinal electric field is 

assumed independent of the radius and an homogeneous current profile is 

assumed. We did not take into account the minor influence of the arc 

boundary [51, 52], Determination of crmeas at different values of the arc 
current yields results shown in table 5.2 for a 5 mm diameter arc. In 

this table also ~cr=(cr -cr 1 )/cr can be found. meas ca c meas 

Table 5.2. Comparison between the calculated and measured values of the 
arc conductance. 

I E 0 meas crcalc M 
(A) (V/m) ( A/Vrri) ( A/Vrri) (%) 

40 790 2580 2685 -4 

60 935 3270 3490 -7 
80 1040 3914 3778 +3 

140 1360 5243 5·169 +1 

200 1620 6288 6200 +2 
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For our current range, the measured values .of the electrical 

conductivity agree well with the values calculated with the aid of the 

Sonine polynomial expansion. It appears that in the lower current range 

the measured conductivity is slightly lower then the calculated Sonine 

conductivity. This small effect may well be due to the accuracy to which 

the contribution of the el.ectron-neutral collisions close to the wall 

can be estimated. 

5.5. Results from the interferometry 

With the interferometric set-up described in subsection 4.3, 

values of ne were Qbtained as a function of the.arc current. The 

accuracy of this determination. of ne is better than that of the 

spectroscopic results and amounts to about 3 %. The dominant factor in 

the accuracy in these measurements is the uncertainty in ·the arc length. 

Only when measurements with different values of the arc length are 

performed, the accuracy can be improved [53]. Our results are based on 

measurements with two different arc lengths, viz.·58 mm and 84 mm for 

both arc diameters of 5 and 8 mm. 

s argon 
1bar 
<1>8mm 

20 

o ne spectr 
• ne interf. 

-Nick(54] 

40 60 80 
current !Al 

100 

"" 'E 
N 

15 

1? 
-;. 1 
c: 

5 

one -spectr. 
• ne-interf. 

40 

argon 
1 bar 
9> Smm 

eo 120 
current !Al 

160 

Fig.5.17. Comparison of values of the electron density determined by the 

two wavelength He-Ne interferometry and by the spectroscopic methods 

used in this work and Nick [54] for a 8 mm diameter arc. 

Fig.5.18. Comparison of values of the electron density determined by two 

wavelength He-Ne interfer;ometry and by the spectroscopic methods used in 

this work for a 5 mm diameter arc. 
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Fig.5.17 and 5.18 shows these interferometric results as a function of 

the arc current for arc diameters of 8 and 5 mm; Also shown in these 

figures are the measurements by Nick [54] and our results from the 

spectroscopic methods. As can be seen the agreement is quite good. 

Helbig [55] compared the results of interferometric measurements of 

three laboratories (Kiel, Toulouse and Eindhoven), which measurements 
are performed with identical or comparable arc sources, with various 

wavelengths and various types of interferometers, viz. a two wavelength 

~lichelson laser interferometer and a two wavelength coupled-cavity laser 

interferometer. He concluded that no systematic errors were involved 
with our used coupled-cavity interferometer experiment. 

We would like to note here, that if the accuracy in the 

interferometric r-esults of n
8

are better, these results can be used in 
combination with fig. 5 ,3 to obtain a precise temperature determination. 

As has been stated before in subsection 5 .2 the T
8 
-n

8 
relationship is 

rather unsensitive to small errors in the measurement erocedure. So, 

because the T -n interdependence at the relevant pressure is known e e 
(fig.5.3), the use ofn in this figure can yield accurate values of 'T, e 
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6. CONCLUDING REMARKS 

In this section we will sum up briefly the most important remarks 

about the experiment decribed. 

I.Deviations from local thermal equilibrium (LTE) can be measured by the 

source function method, even for systems where these deviations are 

small. 

2.The deviations from LTE for .the argon neutral system are mainly caused 

by recombination radiation to the ground level and by inward diffusion 

of the neutrals especially near the arc axis. Radiative recombination is 

more pronounced at high values of the temperature, while diffusion 

effects dominate at low values of the current. The observed deviations 

from LTE of the ground level density are in reasonable· agreement with 

the deviations predicted by a model in which diffusion, radiative 

recombination and resonance radiation are taken in to account. These 

three effects are assumed to be the major causes of the non-equilibrium 

in the argon neutral system, 

3,With the source function method the electron temperature T 
e 

density n have been determined. The relation between T and e · e 
to be rather independent of the radial position in the arc. 

4.An accurate determination of Te can be obtained by the 

procedure: 

A measurement of ne using an interferometric method. 

and the 

ne appears 

following 

A derivation of T from this value of n with the T -n relationship 
e e e e 

obtained with the source function method, 

5. The measured plasma 

conductivity calculated 

approximation. 
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Appendb: A 

From eq.(2.8) the following relations result between the levels 

q:::l , 2 and 3 under assumption ob 4=0, 

and 

In these equations the following simplifications are made: 

a, A21A21 << K2Ne ,this is correct by more than three ordes of 
22 -3 

magnitude for ne>lO m • 

(A.2) 

b. A+
2 

, A+
3 

1 ,only radiative recombination to the ground state 

is partially trapped. 

,line radiation is also not trapped, for several 

of the 3-2 tranaitions the optical depth 

may approach unity.In that sense, the value for A32 
will be slightly smaller than unity. The transition 

3-1 is forbidden, so A
3

Ji.
31 

= o. 
Applying eqs.(A.1) and (A,2), Ch

2 
and ob

3 
can be expressed in ob

1 
as 

where the notations 

a = s2+k:;) - A21A21 + B3~32~ 
(2) 

8 = S3+k+3 - A32 + 

and y = B3~32 
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(A.4) 

(A.5) 

(A.6) 

(A.7) 



have been used for the radiative contributions. 

In table A.l typical values for the relevant collision cross-sections 

and radiative contributions for T "' 1 ev are given. We refer to the e 
figs.A.1-A.4 for more precise information. 

Table A.1. Numerical values of the functions of eqs. (A.3-A.7) for T =1 e 
ev. 

Radiative contributions 
[s -!] 

With the following values for 

Collision excitation rates 
[m 3s -ll 

k -16 
21 ""3.10 

k -16 
31 ""'2.10 

-13 
k23 ""'4.10 

-13 
k32""2.10 

-13 
k34 ""'4.10 

-13 
K2 ""5.10 
K "'-" 6 10- 13 

3 

-7 -I 7 -I 
et F"1 B3~32 = 2.410 s , B "'B4r43-A;rn Rt2,510 s and 

Y I ne « k
23 

for ne > 5 1022 m-3, results from eqs.(A.3) 
and (A.4) are 

and 

et + B l/k n n 34 e e 

With the numerical values of table A.l,follows eq.(2.9a), viz. 

and eq.(2.9b), viz. 

(A.8) 

(A.9) 

(A.IO) 
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(A.11) 

In the eqs.(A.8) and (A.9) is assumed that K
2 

I'd k
23 

and 

K
3

F1<1 k
32

+ k
34

, see figs. A.3 and A.4. 

16 102-.;a-'----+10~~-!,2,--~-.,c,4,__~--,,76 __,____..,.,1a 

Te l10 3Ki 

Fig.A.!. The ·functions S +and B for the considered effective levels 

of the four level model s'bown asPlinctions of the temperature. 
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16 

-:'..---------kk21 ; 
I I 1 

16 

Fig.A.2. Rate coefficients for the excitation and ionization from the 

neutral ground level K1 = k1"2 + k 13 + k 1 + • 

Fig.A.3. Rate coefficients for the (de)-excitation and ionization from 

effective level 2 ( 4s group). K
2 

= k
21 

+ k
23 

+ k
2
+ ~k2o' 

Fig.A.4. Rate coefficients for the (de)-excitation and ionization from 

effective level 3 ( 4p group). K
0 

= k
31 

+k
32 

+ k
0

+• 
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3, BASIC EQUATIONS AND GENERAL ASSUMPTIONS 

3.1. Introduction 

During the current pulse superimposed on the DC arc, the partially 

ionized plasma of the DC arc is converted into a fully and multiply 

ionized plasma. In the general introduction it has been mentioned that 

the plasma constituents of this collisionally determin~d plasma are not 

only the neutral argon species (Ari) which we dealt in chapter 2, but 

also singly ionized argon ions (Ari!), doubly ionized argon ions 

(Arlll), the ground level of the triply ionized argon ions (ArlV) and of 

course the electrons, Impurity densities are low and can be ignored in 

the balance equations. 

We will describe the macroscopic behaviour of the plasma with the 

conservation laws of mass, momentlll1l and energy. These so-called 

transport equations describe the macroscopic parameters such as 

densities, velocities and temperatures. In section 3.2 a brief overview 

of the basic assumptions and the derivation of these conservation laws 

is given resulting in expressions necessary for the treatment of mass, 

momentum and energy conservation in the chapters 4, 5 and 6. 

3,2, The transport equations for mass, momentum and energy 

Starting point of our description of the macroscopic behaviour of 

the plasma is a system of transport equations derived from the Boltzmann 

equation 

3f q 3f 
~ + V •'VJ. + ~ (E + V*B)•'iJ f = (_.!!:.) 
at -a a ma - - _ v a 3t coll 

(3.1) 

This Boltzmann equation describes the space, velocity and ti~e evolution 

of the distribution function f (r,v,t) of species a under influences of 
a--

the macroscopic electric and magnetic fields. 

The r.h.s term of eq.(3.1) describes the variations of fa caused by all 

possible elastic and inelastic collisions with species of kind b. 

The transport equations for mass, momentum and energy are derived 

from the oth, 1th and 2th velocity moments of the distribution function. 

For the calculations of the transport coefficients which appear in these 

transport equations, we will follow Braginskii [BRA65,MIT73]. He treats 

the case of a fully ionized plasma and uses Landau's form for the 

evaluation of the Coulomb elastic collision terms. This requires that 

the deformation of the distribution function is determined by Coulomb 

collisions rather than by elastic and/or inelastic collisions with e,g, 
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the neutrals. So, we require for the elastic collisions 

'ea >> 'ee' 'ei and 

Here 'ee , 'ei and r:ii are the characteristic collision 
electon-electron, electron-ion and ion-ion interactions 

Braginskii and T , T. are the characferistic times for the ea · 7-a 
neutral and ion-neutral interactions respectively. 

(3.2) 

times for 

as given by 

electron-

For the thermal plasma studied, with electron densities 10 2'.!.102 4 m -3 

and temperatures about 1-2 ev, upper limits of these quantities are 

-4 
'ee' 'ei .::_ 3.10 ns and T •• < 10-l ns • 

1,1, -
(3.3) 

Both inequalities of eq.(3.2) are fulfilled already for relatively low 

ionization degrees, defined as 

n e 
n +n e a 

> 1% ' (3.4) 

where ne' na are the electron respectively the neutral density [SCH83a). 

In the stationary arc, the ionization degree is about 15-20 % and the 

current pulsed plasma is about 60-100 % ionized. 

Concerning the inelastic collisions, usually plasmas .. which satisfy 
the condition of eq.(3.2) do meet also the supplementary· condition 

'ion >> 'ei , (3.5) 
where r:. is the mean ionization time. ion 
On the basis of condition ( 3. 5), Braginskii neglec·ted in his review 

paper the inelastic collision term [BRA65]. This term cannot always be 

written in explicit form due to its complexity. With the aid of 

collisional radiative considerations we will take into account the 

inelastic phenomena in the collision term (~)coll of eq.(3.1). 

Braginskii derived transport coefficients in the case of 

magnetized plasmas where the Hall-parameter ue'ei >> I and 

unmagnetized plasmas with st T • ((1. Here st = qf3/m with B is the e e7- e e 
external applied magnetic field. The cascade arc studied fulfils the 
unmagnetized plasma condition, viz• st T • ((1. 

e e7-
Concluding that the Coulomb collisions dominate the elastic and 

inelastic collisions, we are entitled to use Braginskii transport 
coefficients throughout. 
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The electron and ion gases reach equilibrium separately within 

times 1: ee , T ii re spec ti vely, which both are much smaller than the 

electron-ion energy relaxation time 1: ~ RI m ./m 1: < 20 ns. ei. i. e ee 
The mean free-path, determined by the pattitle energy, is for the 

electrons and ions of the same order and roughly RI 0 .3 µ m. This is small 

compared to the radial gradient lengths and the spatial resolution of 

about 0.5-1 mm of the spectroscopic measurements. 

Due to these small relaxation times of electrons and ions and the rather 

small mean free-path, it is justified to assume as a local approximation 

of the distribution function the Maxwell distribution, That makes it 

possible to use transport equations even for pulsed plasmas with rise 

times of about 1 µs and greater. In the present work the current rise 

time is about 60 µs. 

We note that a formal problem exists as far as the cut-off in the 

hierarchy of the moment equation is concerned, since the plasma 
-1 parameter nD is not very small as required in the theory. Formally, 

higher moments would be required to describe the divergence of the heat 

flux. Nevertheless we will substitute for the heat flux tensor the usual 

expression KVT and in this respect will ignore the possible tensorial 

character of the heat flux. The reason that this is a permitted 

approximation may be the fact that high density systems are very close 

to equilibrium and that the most effective contributions to the heat 

flux are from high energy particles. 

Another question concerns the validity of the transport 

coefficients by Bragin$kii for our plasma since the number of particles 

in the Debije sphere nD is not too large, In the kinetic Landau theory 

generally the transport coefficients are derived for nD >> 1. For the 

stationary arc mode, when nrr fl this condition is only marginally 

satisfied. In the current pulsed mode with nDRI 2, it becomes 

questionable. Nevertheless we used Braginskii transport coefficients, 

but introduce a correction factor, which accounts for the influence of 

this weak Debije character of the plasma [KIH63,DAY70]. 

With these considerations, the three conservation laws are found 

from the kinetic Boltzmann equation by taking the velocity moments of 

the Maxwell velocity distribution function for the various plasma 

constituents, Here the velocity £. is composed of a mean component, the 

drift velocity w and a random component = £_:£_,defined as follows 
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fr f dE. 
w = ffdE. and 

f v fdv -r -
<E_r> = f fdE. • (3.6) 

For reasons of simplicity omitting the subscripts a of the species a , 

application of the moment method to eq.(3.1) results in: 

Tile zeroth moment gives the continuity equation 

on + '\/• (n;;J_) 
(lt = f C colldE. , 

v 

(3.7) 

where f Ccolldv decribes the net particle production, see chapter 4. 

Tile first moment gives the momentum equation. 

( 3.8) 

Tile second moment gives the energy equation 

() ~ -2- f 2· 
at (Jmmv ) + '\/• (n~ mnv E_) - e n '!!_•'::!_ = v -tii1I v C colldE. • 

(3.9) 

It will b~ found more convenient for practical purposes to 

subtitute eqs.(3.7-9) in each other. Tile result is a set of intrinsic 

balance.equations, like the intrinsic momentum balance equation 

aw 
nm at + nm('::!_•'iJ)w + 'i/p + '\/·~ - en{E + w * : frmJ C 11dv (3.10) v -1' co -

and the intrinsic energy equation 

5 
Tile terms 'i/-{'2 nk~ and w•'i/p of eq.(3.11) can be rewritten using 
Dalton's law in such a way that these terms can be evaluated from 
measurements or from theoretical considerations, viz. 

5 5 3 'i/•{.,,,nkT wJ - w•'i/p = -2 kT'i/•mw + - 11JiJ•'i/ kT - kTw•'i/n 
i:i - - -2- - • ( 3 .12) 

With eq.(3.12) substituted in eq.(3.11) we get the modified energy 
equation 

(3.13) 
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The term V• (nli!) of eq.(3,13) can be evaluated by means of the 

continuity eq.(3.7), the terms containing Vp, VkT and Vn vanish at the 

symmetry axis of a cylindrically symmetric plasma, 

The terms e, g. VkT and '\In can be handled by performing the 

measurements of temperature and densities, see chapter 8. The terms V•q 

and Ii;:Vlil will be discussed in section 5.4. 

In the final transport eqs,(3.7), (3.10) and (3,13) different 

macroscopic quantities appear. The definitions are 

the density n(E,. t) f(r,-£., t)d'J:!.. 

the temperature T m<v2>/3k 
1-..!.2 the thermal heat flux 9... 7 ru11v -A.VT 

where A is the thermal conductivity 

the viscosity tensor ',!!; nmE_~r - p I, 
where !_ = oij the unity tensor and p = nkT the pressure 

the net particle source term (~t) f C 
11

dv 
o coll co 

R fm.£.r ccol1d£. the net momentum source term 

the net heat source term 
Q = f~2 Ccolld£ 

The viscosity tensor describes the internal friction of the same 

species, whereas the source term /;;}covers the heat generation or loss 

associated with elastic and inelastic collisions of particles a with 

particles b. 
Additionally it might be mentioned that the recoil energy of the 

electron heavy particle collisions is very small and can be ignored, In 

consequence we assume equal temperatures of the heavy particles before 
and after collisions. As a consequence of the energy balance treatment 

in chapter 5 it can be stated already that the temperature of all the 

heavy particles is nearly equal to the electron temperature. 

Furthermore, the plasma configuration is rotationally symmetric and 

axially homogeneous and no external magnetic field exists. End effects 

will be discussed in chapter 8. 
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4.THE CONTINUITY EQUATIONS 

4.1.Introduction 

As has been mentioned in section 3.2, for the evaluation of the 

energy balance eq.(3.13) one needs the continuity equation af •. eq.(3.7). 

Before discussing the experimental results, cf. chapter 8, it is 

necessary to write down not only the continuity equation for the argon 

atoms (Ar!) but also for singly·ionized (ArII) and doubly ionized argon 

ions (ArIII). We do not take into account the excited states of the 

triply ionized argon system (ArIV) and consider the ArIV ground level as 

the continuum limit. So we need also the description of. the ground level 

of Ar!V. Furthermore the continuity equation of the electrons is needed. 

As summarized in chapter 2 for the stationary arc, when only the 

Ar! system is considered, Rosado [ROS81] proved that for this ionizing 

plasma the ground level is usually overpopulated with respect to the 

excited levels and the continuum. This is mainly caused by radiative 

recombination to the ground level and by inward diffusion of the 

neutrals 'near the arc axis especially. 

His measurements showed the excited levels of Ar! to be close to 
/ 

equilibrium with very small deviations from the Saha populations. In 

this way his assumption of partial local thermodynamic equilibrium 

(PLTE) was justified and in agreement with other au tors [UHL70 ,NIC82]. 

This implies that the collisional excitation-deexcitation processes are 

lllllCh faster than the effective radiative transitions. 

For the argon ion systems which have been taken into account in 

the current pulsed ate, we will distinguish between the ground states 

and the excited levels in each system. The excited levels of all of the 

argon systems are assumed to be very close to equilibrium with the 

adjacent ground levels of the next ionized argon system, see fig.4.1. In 

other words, for all the systems considered we will use the PLTE model 

and assume like as for the Ar! system that the radiation is of minor 

importance compared to the collisional processes. 

Just as in Ar! we retain the possibility of overpopulation of the ground 

levels with respect to the corresponding excited states in the ArII and 

ArIII system. 

Furthermore we neglect the interactions of the excited levels of ArI 

with those of Ar!! just as the interaction between Ar!! and ArIII and 

vice versa, see fig.4.1. 

In section 4.2 this will be discussed in a generalized form and 

with the aid of this generalization the source terms of the continuity 

equations for the ground levels of ArI,II,III and IV will be derived in 
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section 4.3. A review of the equations will be given in section 4.4. 

Ar I 
E 

q 

ground level 
Ar IV 

ground level 
Ar III 

ground level 
Ar II 

ground level 
Ar I 

Fig.4.1. Schematic view of the energy levels of ArI, ArII and ArIII. 
(l+) (2+) • • . 

N,N _ and N are the cut-off levels 1n respectively the ArI, ArII and 
(1+) (2+) 

ArIII systems, E1+,Af:l+ and M:1+ repre:ent the
2 

lowering of
2 

ionization 

potentials due to Debye shielding, n , n and n~ are the 
p q L 

excited levels in the s ionized system. Notations without superscripts 

indicate level densities of the neutral system. Used is the convention 

l<p<q<r<Nto label the excited levels in ArI and similarly with 

superscripts for ArII and ArIII. 
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, 4.2. Generalized form of the (~) CR 
In this section we will treat 'the net production and annihilation 

terms of the continuity equation in a generalized form. Similarly as in 

chapter 2 for Ar! we will here express the balance equations in terms of 

generalized overpopulation factors ob1 of each of the subsystems, viz. 

Ar!, II and III. In fig.4.2 the considered radiative and collisional 

processes are indicated in an arbitrary system with n~ as ground level 

and n~+l as ~ontinuum limit. In table 4.1. the symbols used and their 

significations are given. 

The net source term of the continuity equation of an arbitrary 

level q2' can be written as follows, (cf, eq.2.1 of chapter 2) 

exc-deexc.from below exc-deexc.from above 

electr.coll. 3-part. recomb. recomb. radiation 
ionz. 

+ 

spont.em. 
(4.1) 

Since the source term fCc
0
ud£ of eq.( 3. 7) will be described with a 

collisional radiative (CR) model we denote 

(ar) 
.at CR 

In eq.(4.1) the absorption of both line radiation and 

recombination radiation is taken into account by means of the escape 

factor A • Absorption is only significant for resonance line radiation 

and recombination radiation to the ground state, For all other 

transitions the escape factor can be set equal to 1. Note however, that 

the description by an escape factor is essentially a local approximation 

as has been discussed in chapter 2. '.11:le value of A depends of the 

population of the lower level, the transition probability and the line 

form, cq. the ratio of the Lorentzian to Gaussian widths. 
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Table 4.1.Symbols and explanation used in fig.4.2 and eq.(4.1) 

:electron density (m-3) 

:population density of state l of system Ar2 (m-3) 

:ground level density of A~ (m-3 ) 
·. z+l -3 

:ground level density of sytem Ar (m ) 

:highest considered level of Ar2 

:ionization potential 

:ionization potential decrease. 
z z 3 -I :electron excitation rate p -> q [m s ] 

z z 3 -I :electron de-excitation rate q -> p [m s ] 

:electron ionization rate from level qz, q2 --> nz+l (m3s-I) 
1 6 -I 

:three particle recombination rate coefficient nz+l -> q2 (m s ) 
1 z z -I 

:transition probability for transitions from state q --> q ( s ) 
:escape factor for line radiation of the transition qz --> pz 

·. d. . . b' • • • z+l :ra iative recom ination rate coefficient, n
1 

--> 

f f b . . d' . z+l :escape actor or recom ination ra iation, n
1 

--> 

Ez z->1 
l+ nl 

exc-deexc 
NZ 

from above kz K(3,z} 
q+ +q 

kz kz 
qr rq 

exc-deexc 
from kz kz A" A2 

below pq qp qp qp 
z 

n 
p 

Ar
2 

ground 
level 

Fig.4.2.Collisional-radiative model of the excited levels of Arz. 
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It is rewrite eq.(4.1) in terms of 

overpopulation 

convenient to 
factor bz q 

the Saha density n
2 

q, 13 

z 
the re la ti ve deviation from Saha ob q 

the 

and 

These first two quantities are defined as 

follows: 

nz 
bz = _!:!_ 

q nz 
q, 13 

The Saha-density 

z+l 
nenl 

=---= z n q, 13 

and 

z 
n q, 13 

z+l 
gl 

2--z 
gq 

(4.2) 

is defined by the Saha-relation 

3/2 

{ 

The relation between the Saha populations of the levels q
2 

and !'
2 

is 

governed by the Boltzmann factor 

(4.4) 

In eqs.(4.3) and (4.4) is the statistical weight of the ground 
z+l z z z 

level of Ar and gq is the statistical weight of levelq of Ar • 

In accordance with Drawin [DRA65] for the . lowering of the ionization 

potential is taken 

Mi+= 2.086.10-
11

(l+r)V1 + <z>V";rev) 
e 

Here the effective charge number of the plasma <Z> is defined as 

<Z> 

(4.5) 

(4.6) 

with Z'i, is the ion charge number and r is the degree of ionization of 

the particles. Note that r=O for neutral atoms and r='l for singly 

ionized particles, etc. 

By applying the principle of detailed balancing the excitation and de

excitation terms can be balanced just as the ionization and three 

particle recombination terms in eq.(4.1). 

With these definitions the balance equation for level q2 can be 

written as 
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N 
ne {.I rob~ - obz)kz. - kz obz } + 

i.=1 q qi. q.+ q 

if'q 

q-1 I (l+ obz )AZ AZ 
p~l q qp qp 

+ ~ (l+obz )Bz Az .z l ~q ll ]. (4.7) 
r=p+l rq rq rq 

Note, that in this equation 

functions of Te only. 

z z z z 
the quantities kqi, kq+' Sq+ and Brq are 

Eq.(4.7) describes 

radiative source term in 
in the Ar z system. 

In the calculation of the 

in generalized form the net collisional
z 

the continuity equation of an excited level q 

source and sink terms of the various argon 

systems we will use the generalized expression (4.7). However, first we 

will link the various argon systems by the introduction of the 

overpopulation factors for each subsystem. 

Previously the density of states has been expressed in terms of the Saha 
z 

density nq,a , i.e. the level density if the level would be in Saha 
equilibrium with the next continuum (z+l) So, in fact each subsystem z 

is normalized to the ground state density of the (z+l) ionized 

subsystem. This is schematically indicated in fig.4.3. 

nl 

gl 
bl 

~ 
gl ' ' ' gq 

Ar 1 Ar II 

b (2+) 
l 

Ar IH 

--> Energy 

Ar IV 

Fig.4.3.Representation in a Bolzmann plot of the Saha densities nz 
q,a 

coupled through Saha jumps (Sj) to the actual ground state density 9+1 , 

The broken lines represent the LTE situation. 
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This is a necessary procedure if the plasma is not in full LTE. Then a 
characterization of the deviation of LTE for each subsystem is required. 

Since all the systems are supposed to be in PLTE this characterization 

can be achieved by only one parameter for which we use the 

overpopulation of each ground state, viz. 

nl 
b1 - re-- for Ar I , 

1,s 

(2+) 
b(2+) = nl 

1 
for Ar III • 

for Ar II and 

(4.8) 

4.3. The net source terms in the continuity equations of Ar!, II, III 

and IV and of the electrons. 
l 

4.3.1. Introduction 
To derive the source terms in the continuity equations of the 

three argon systems from eq.(4.7) we have to take into account the 

following considerations. 
1. The excited states of system z are very close to Saha equilibrium and 

a strong . <o_oupliag exists between these excited levels and the ground 

level of system z+l. We consider the excited levels to belong to the 

next ground level. 

The coupling between the excited states and their own ground level is 

less effective due to the relatively large energy difference between the 
ground level and the lowest excited state which is included in PLTE 

concept. 
2. As collisional processes are much faster than radiative processes 

any excitation from the ground state by electron collisions will finally 

lead to ionization in the next ionized ground state. 

3. Line radiation between excited levels and radiative recombination to 

the excited states of course will disturb the equilibrium density 

populations of these excited levels. However, as collisional processes 

are much faster than radiative processes the disturbance of the 

population distribution of excited levels as a consequence of these 

radiative effects will be restored immediately by electron excitation 

[SCH83b], leading to ionization. Therefore, line radiation and radiative 

recombination to excited levels do not contribute to the source term of 

the ground level of the next ionized state. 
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4. Resonance radiation and recombination radiation to the ground state 

are partially trapped. The net contribution from the excited states as 

well as the radiative recombination to the ground levels will be taken 

into account in each system. 

With these considerations, 1-4, the contribution from the excited 

levels to the diffusion can be neglected, however the diffusion of the 

ground levels has to be taken into account. We now consider the 

continuity equation for a ground level of an arbritrary argon system z. 
The collisional-radiative source term can be divided into a contribution 

from the z-1 system from below and one from above, the s system itself 

and can be written as 

from 
below 

z an1 I 
+ (-Jf. 

ot CR 

from 
above 

(4.9) 

With the aid of eq.(4.7) and the considerations resulting in eq.(4.9), 

the net source terms in the continuity equations of the ground levels 

for the various argon systems can be derived. In section 4.3.2. we will 

consider the source term in the continuity equation of the ground level 

of Arl. The same remarks hold for the contributions to tha ground levels 

of Arll and Arlll from above. 

4.3.2. The net sour~e term for the ground level of Arl 
As is evident for the Arl ground level only the contribution from 

above to this ground state has to be considered and this contribution 

will be negative for an ionizing plasma. 

As mentioned in the introduction, resonance radiation will be taken into 

account and in chapter 2 this has been shown to be an effect of 10 % of 

the recombination radiation. From the PLTE concept which implies that 

obq << ob1 for q ..=::. 2 ' 

we retain from the generalized eq.(4.7) together with eqs.(4.3) and 

(4.4) the net source term for the Arl ground level density 
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Ar II..,. I 
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Here the total excitation and direct ionization rate coefficient from 

the argon neutral ground level K1, defined as (cf. chapter 2) 

N 

= I k1. + k2 
i=2 1, + 

(4.11) 

has been introduced. 

The first term of the r.h.s. of eq.(4.10) represents the contribution to 

the number density of the ground level of ArI which is NOT in Saha 

equilibrium with the ground level of ArII. In other words it is the net 

particle flow departing from the ground level of ArI and arriving at the 
(1+) 

ground level n
1 

of ArII, see fig.4.4. 

Tiie second term represents the contribution to the ground level of ArI 

caused by radiative recombination, i.e. the net particle flow.departing 

from the ground level of ArII and which arrives at the ground level of 

ArI, see fig.4.4. 

Ar IV 

Ar III 

Ar II 

+ N 
~-

I>< 
~ 

+ 
N 
~-

.0 
<o 

+ <I) 
N • 
~-

N
~+ 

~""" + 
N 

N
~ + 

I>< 

+ M 

r(Z+) 

(2+) 
"1 

(I+) . 
............... ~~ ....... ~~-"'~~-"'--"-'--'--"--'--"--'-'--''--'--"'-''---''--'--'-'"1 

Ar I 

Fig.4.4.Representation of the net source terms of the continuity· 

equations of ArI, II and III. 
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The third term is the resonance radiation to the ground level of Arl, 

see fig.4.4. 

The l.h.s. of eq.(4.10) equals the partial time derivative of the 
density and a transport term, cf. the continuity eq.(3.7). 

4.3.3. The net source term for the ground level of Arll 

Because we assume PLTE in the Arll system, viz. only the ground 
(1+) . level n
1 

is overpopulated with respect to the excited levels of 

ArII, the same considerations as discussed for Arl, are valid here. The 
(1+) 

contributions to the Arll ground level density n
1 

consists of two 

parts; one is the net ionization minus recombination from below (Arl) 

and the other part is the net recombination and resonance line radiation 
(l+) . 

minus the ionization to n
1 

in the Arll system itself, see fig.4.4. 

The net source term of the continuity equation of the ground level of 

Arll satisfies the relation, 

a (l+J 
nl 
(~J CR = +nen1,sob1K1 

Ar I -+ II 

Ar II -+ III 

(l+)k(2JA(2) 
- nenl +l +1 

Ar II -+ I 

Ar III -+ II 
(4.12) 

Here just as in eq.(4.11) the rate coefficient K~l+) which is defined as 

N 
Kl+ - I k(l~) + k(l+) 

1 - i=2 1~ l+ 

is introduced. 

· 4.3.4. The net source terms for the ground levels of ArIII, IV 

and of the electrons 

(4.13) 

For the ground level of Arlll the same considerations as for the 

ground level of Arll are valid. In fig.4.4 the net ionization, radiative 

·recombination and line radiation which contribute to .the net source term 

in the continuity equation of the Arlll ground level are shown. In 

section 4.4 a review of the continuity equations is given. 

Also in fig.4.4. and in section 4.4. the net source term of the ArIV 

ground level, the continuum limit is shown. 
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(z+) a (z+) 

Where 
- nl 'i/ (z+) (z+) 
=~+ •nl ~1 

CR 

an an 
and ra/J - e 'i/ = ~ + •n.J!.e. 

CR 
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5.THE ENERGY BALANCE EQUATION 

5.1.Introduction 
The intrinsic energy equstion derived in section 3, eq.(3.14), has. 

been written as 

(5. l) 

2 
The heat source term f 4,mv C cond£ • which will be main subject of this 
section, represents the heat generation associated with elastic and 

inelastic collisions between the different species in the plasma. The 

energy exchange due to the elastic collisions Qel will be discussed in 

section 5.2 • the energy transfer by the inelastic processes Qinel is the 

subject of section 5.3, cf. fig.5.l. 

(section 5.2) 

/ 

Qel, l 

/ 
I 

/ 

(j_.!;:,VkTe) 

/ 
I 

I 

w -w. 
...._, -1 

\ 
\ 

\ 

/ 
I 

Q 

/ ' 

Ta-Tb 

\ 
\ 

\ 

Qel,2 

k(T
8
-Tb) 

' ' ' ' ' (S. 3) Qinel • ~ Q~nel 

I 
I 

Qff 

I 
I 

I CR-model 

' ' 

Fig.5.l. Schematic subdivision of the heat source terms. 

In section 5.4 the heat conduction term 'il•g_ 
;!l::'il!£ will be discussed and in section 

and the viscosity term 

5.5 the resulting energy 

equations for the constituent particles will be given. 

To come to the necessary total energy equation 

the electrons, ions and atoms are added 

magnitudes of most important processes will be 

the energy equations 

and an estimate of 

given in chapter 8. 

of 

the 
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5.2.The elastic processes 

There are two possible contributions to the energy exchange by 

elastic collisions. First, Joule dissipation arises if there is a 

difference between the drift velocities of the electrons and of the ions, 

see A. 

The second represents the energy transfer if a temperature difference 

exists between the plasma constituents, see B. 

e 
A. The frictional energy for electrons QeZ 1 in a plasma without magnetic , 
field can be written as [BRA65] 

(w - w .) - R"T• (w - w .) • -e -'{, -v -e -'{, (5.2) 

Here Rei is the frictional force exerted on the electrons and is -u 
the thermal force as a result of the electron temperature gradient. They 

are defined through 

m n 
ffi = - __!!_!!.. • a (w - w .) 
-U c. o-e --'/, 

(!!."/, 

- B n \JkT , o e e 

(5.3) 

(5.4) 

where T • is the electron-ion collision time and the factors a.
0 

and B 
e"/, o 

are dependent on the charge number, see table 5.1. 

Table 5.1. Values of a and B as function of the charge number 
0 o" 

[BRA65]. 
z ao Bo 

1 0.51 0 .71 
2 0.44 0.90 

3 0.40 1.00 

z 

.The drift velocity of the electrons is w , the mean drift velocityiJ. of 
-e -'{, 

the constituent iorts is defined in accordance with Braginski as 

(1+) (1+) (2+) (2+) (3+) (3+) 
nl !::l.1 + nl '.£.1 + nl !:!.1 

~ = (1+) (2+) (3+) 
n1 + nl + nl 

(5. 5) 
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(z} • h d h f 1 f h i Here.!:!.1 wit z=I+, 2+ an 3+ is t e dri t ve ocity o t e ions n 

charge state s with their respective ground level densities n~2! 
The current density J_ in fact is the sum of the electron and ion 

contributions, viz, 

J_=e 
(1+) (1+) 

ne1!!.e - nl '!!!.1 2 
(2+) (2+) 

nl '!!!.1 
., (3+) (3+) 
"nl '!!!.1 } • (5.6) 

The Coulomb interactions between the different charged ions are 

and therefore the differences in drift velocities between the 

doubly and triply ch~rged ions are small. Also the results 

strong 

singly, 

of the 

momentum balance, chapter 6, indicated this behaviour and eq,(5.5) gives 

with 

together with the quasi-neutrality condition, the current density 

j = e n (w - w .) e -e __,,, 

With the electrical conductivity, defined as 

e2 
(5.8) 

and using Ohm's law,J_"' O!_, the energy production of the electrons due 

to the friction of electrons with the ion species, cf. eq,(5.2), can be 

rewritten as 

(5. 9) 

and the term containing l/k.T vanish since L =O and j =O • 
e dZ P 

B. A general expression for the energy exchange associated with the 

temperature differences between particles species a and b is 

(5.10) 

el o 
where 'ab is the collision time for 90 momentum exchange for particles 

a colliding with particles b [BRA65], Besides the elastic collisions of 

neutrals and ions also charge exchange is an important effe.ct. This ·will 
· el be treated as an elastic process and Tab from eq,(5.10) is generalized 

to 
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1 1 1 
+ 2 na <av> oh (5.11) 1 + = 

Here T~ is the collision time for charge exchange and <crv> oh is the 

total charge exchange cross-section between particles a and b [POT79]. 

Note that nearly equa1 temperatures do not necessarily imply that the 

heat transfer can be neglected since the energy exchange time is very 

short. 

Since there are so many interactions among electrons. ions and 

neutrals, fig.5.2 represents these 

contribution of excited particles 

neglected. 

energy exchange graphically. The 

of the three argon systems is 

Q+' I 
el,2 

Q+,2+ 
el,2 

Q2+, I 
el,2 

Qe,2+ 
el,2 

+,3+ 
Qel,2 

Q2+,3+ 
el,2 

Qe,3+ 
el,2 

Fig, 5.2. Representation of the energy exchange due to temperature 
differences among .neutrals n

1 
, electrons e, singly charged n

1
(+) 

(2+) (3+) 
doubly charged n1 and triply charged ions n1 • 
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5.3. The inelastic processes 

5.3.1. Introduction 

The inelastic processes can be divided into 

a. free-free- transitions. 

b. collisional excitation, -d~excitation and ionization versus three 

particle recombination. 

c. radiative recombination and photoionization. 

d. bound-bound transitions. 

In section 5.3.2. the energy loss by free-free transitions will be 

discussed whereas in section 5.3.3. the electron energy exchange due to 

the processes b-d will be treated. In section 5.3.4. the energy exchange 

for the heavy particles will be considered. 

5.3.2. Free-free transitions 

The free-free radiation resulting from collisions of electrons 

with neutrals is of minor influence in the total pressure range 

compared with the total free-bound radiation, see fig.7.1 7.3. and 

cabannes [CAB71]. The reabsorption effects of the free-free radiation 

can be neglected, cf, chapter 7. 

Csbannes [CAB71] gives the emission coefficient for free-free radiation 

due to electron-ion interaction as 

ei cl ne 2 z 
i:: f.'-1" = - -L t: z n G (v,T ) , v, J c T ~ z z e 

e 
-43 4 ~ -1 -I 

where c1= 1.6321.10 Jm K \vsr , 

Gz(v,T) =E,ff,z exp[- kTe] the Gaunt-factor, 
with E,ff,z the Biberman-factor which accounts for quantum 

and non-hydrogenic effects. 

(5 .12) 

e 
The energy loss of the electr~is due to free-free radiation Qff can be 
calculated by integrating i::'J,ff over the entire spectrum. Introducing 
an effective Biberman factor i;eff = 1.27 [KAR6t], integrating eq.(5.12) 

over frequency results in ff 

(5.13) 

Eq.(5.13) is the energy loss of the electrons due to the free-free 

radiation and is a part of the heat loss term of the electrons. Since in 

this work the elecfron density is determined from continuum radiation, 

we will come back to this subject in chapter 7. 
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5.3.3. The electron inelastic collision energy exchange 

With excitation vs. deexcitation, ionization vs.three particle 

recombination and radiative recombination vs. photoionization not only 

the kinetic energy of the colliding electrons changes, but also the 

internal (potential) energy of the heavy particles differs before and 

after these inelastic collisions. The recoil energy can be neglected 

since the mass ratio of the electrons and heavy particlesme/mh << 1. So 

the change of the kinetic energy of the heavy particles can be ignored 

and the gain resp. loss of kinetic energy by the electrons equals the 

internal energy loss resp. gain by the ions cq. atoms. 

Just as in chapter 4 the interactions between the excited levels 

of Arl with those of ArII or ArIII and vice versa will be neglected. 

With this assumption it is possible to discuss the energy exchange due 

to the inelastic processes in a generalized form in the Arz system. 

The processes to be discussed here have their influence on the 

densities of the ground level and the excited levels of the Ar z system. 

These influences can be considered as a particle flow in the excitation 

space and a representation of this is given in the Boltzmann-plot of 

fig.5 .3. 

ground 
level 

rad.rec. to ground level 

exc. space • ion leve 1 

Fig, 5.3, Boltzmann-plot of the particle flow due to 

collisional processes and radiative recombination in Ar z. 
electron 

In order 
e Q. , 1, the 
i.ne "'• 

the radiative 
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to derive an expression for the electron energy exchange 

electron collisional processes will be discussed in A and 

processes in B. 



A. The excited levels in a collisional dominated plasma are nearly in 

Saha-equilibrium with the adjacent ion level. This.PLTE concept has been. 

proven in chapter 2 for ArI, has been considered an assumption in the 

case of ArII and III in chapter 4 and is assumed to be valid here for · 

Ar 
2

• Therefore the. overpopulation factor for the ground level 
z z z. z ob l » ob q ; the overpopulation factor of level q in Ar • 

In the case of collisional excitation vs. deexcitation the net decrease 

of the energy of the electrons is equal to the net increase of the 

internal energy of Ar 2
, the same is valid for the net ionization vs. 

the three particle recombination process. 

Just as has been discussed in chapter 4, the collisional frequencies are 

much faster than the effective radiative transitions. This means that 

each excitation process which is not balanced by a deexcitation process 

immediately leads to ionization. 

The energy loss of the electrons will be approximately the ionization 

energy < >. Due to the finite residence time in excitation space and 

the finite but small excited state populations, this will be an 

overestimate of about 4% [SCH83b,KR083]. 

B. Besides the capture of free electrons by radiative recombination, the 

recombination radiation and also the line radiation still have another 

effect, viz. the population densities of the ground and excited states 

change. If we consider these effects as a disturbance of the level 

densities, the electron collisions will instantaneously restore the 

original populations of these levels [SCH83b]. 

Concerning the recombination radiation, the energy loss of the 

electrons in that case equals exactly the energy difference between the 
z+l z z ion ground level of Ar and the considered level q of Ar , viz. 

~+ ; furthermore the electrons loose their own mean energy of, i kTe • 

The escape of line radiation is a loss of energy for the electrons 

proportional to the energy gap between the levels from which the 

considered line radiation emerges. 

Note that it is only necessary to consider the transitions between 

excited levels. The energy loss associated with the effective radiation 

to the ground level for both recombination radiation and line radiation 

has been accounted for in the collisional term from the ground state in 

A. viz. in the overpopulation factor ob~ by the use of the mass balance 

equation. 

The discussion in A and B leads to an expression for the inelastic 
e z collision energy exchange Q.' 1 1 

by the electrons. This includes 
1'ne ,,, 

collisional excitation vs. deexcitation ionization vs. three particle 

recombination, the net effect of creation or annihilation of free 
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electrons due to radiative +ecombination vs. photoionization and the net 

energy loss caused by recombination radiation as well as line radiation. 

Together with the free-free radiation Q , cf. section 5.3.1,the total 

energy exchange due to inelastic collisions for the electrons can be 
written for Ar z as 

with 

net exc/deexc and 
net ion/3 part.rec. 

net capture of 
electrons 

(5 .14) 

N 
-n nz+l \ k2 A(2,z) { :l kT +Ff' } - Q2(q > 2) • 

e 1 q-~2 +q +q 2 e +q - • Urte,rad 

net energy escape of rec.rad • (5. 15) 

where <Ff' > ei+ 
and 

. is the ionization energy of the Arz system [KR083) 

see chapter 4. 

The nomenclature has been partly explained in the preceding discussion, 

was partly defined in table 4.1 of chapter 4. The line radiation term is 

the summation over all possible radiation transitions in the Arz system 

and can be written as 

N N 
Qz. (q > 2) = l 

line,rad - q=2 
l (5.16) 

The total electron inelastic collision energy loss considered for the 

three argon systems, can be written as 

Qe,tot _ ~ Qe,z Qe 
ind, 1 - ti ine Z, 1 + ff · (5.17) 

5 .3 .4. The heavy particle ine.lastic collision energy e_xchange 

Through the ionization "7s •. three particle recombination and 

radiative recombination .vs. photoionization neutrals will be changed 

into ions and vice versa and the ions will loose or gain an elementary 
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charge. The net number of the particles created influences the heavy 

particle energy distributions and these particles can be assumed in the 

ground state for two reasons. First, the contribution of th~ excited 

states to the partition function is very small compared to the ground 

level density and second all excitations from the ground level will lead 

immediately to ionization. So._ we can ignore the inelastic losses of the 

excited state of the three argon systems. 

Q. i 1 = I (1+) 
Qine"l, 1 = 

'Z-ne • 

3 3 
-nen1,s6b1Kl 2 kTe 

I 
nen1,s6b1K1 2 kTe 

+n n(l+)k(2)A(2) ~ kT -n n(l+)k(2)A(2) ~ kT 
e 1 +1 +1 2 e e 1 +1 +1 2 e 

I -n n(l+)ob(l+)K(l+) ~ kT 
e 1,s 1 1 2 e 

I 
+n n(2+)k(2,1+)A(2,1+) ! kT 

e 1 +1 +1 2 e 

(5.18a) l (5.18b) 

(2+) T (3+) 
Qine"l,1 = 

I 
Qine"l, 1 = 

+n n(l+)ob(l+)K(l+) I kT 

I 
e 1,s 1 1 2 e 

-n n(2+)k(2,l+)A(2,l+) I kT 
e 1 +1 +1 2 e 

I -n n(2+)6b(2+)K(2+) ! kT n n(2+)6b(2+)K(2+) ! kT 
e 1,s 1 1 2 e 

I 
e 1,s 1 1 2 e 

(3+)k(2,2+) A(2,2+) ! kT -n n(3+)k(2,2+)A(2,2+) I kT 
+nenl +1 +1 2 e 

I 
e 1 +1 +1 2 e 

(5.18c) l (5.18d) 
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These net numbers of the particles in the ground state have been 

d.iscussed in chapter 4 and a review was given in section 4.4. 

;we neglect the recoil energy and we will assume that the temperatures of 

.. the heavy particles are very close to the electron temperature Te • The 

heavy particles inelastic energy exchang·e equals these net numbers of 

created and/or annihilated particles multiplied with the mean energy of 

• In eq. 5.18. these contributions will be given for the three 

argon systems. 

5.4. Heat conductivity and viscosity 

The heat flux, the term V•<J.. of eq.(5.1) can be written as 

The termal conductivity \h of the heavy particles can be ignored with 

respect to those of the electrons, due to the mass rate mh/me >> 1. 
Spitzer and Haerm [SPI53] have calculated for a fully ionized plasma 

Here oTeis a constant depending of Zeff' the effective ion charge, 

for our range of interest 0.2252<oT
8

.:s_ Q.5133 for l.:s_Zeff.:S.4 • 

Since the ratio of the drift velocity to the thermal velocity is 

and 

very 
much smaller than unity the viscosity 

chapter 8. 

can be ignored, cf. 

5.5. The energy equation 

With the equations of this chapter the energy balance for the 

electrons and heavy particles a in the groundstate, cf. eq. (3.14), can 
be written as 

a 3 a 5 a a 3 a a a a 
at (2 nlkTe) + 2 kTe\l•(n#l) + 2 n71:!!_1•\JkTe-kTe7:!... •\Jnl + 

+ ~~ : 'J1:!!_1 + \J '<J..~ = cf , (5 .20) 

where Qa is respectively for the 
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electrons 

Qe + Qe + Qe, tot + Qf.e'f , 
el, 1 el, 2 inel, 1 

eq. (5.9) (5. 10) (5. 17) 

neutrals 

Qel 2 + Qinel 1 , , , 
eq.(5.10) (5.18a) 

one-fold ionized ions 

Q(1+) = 
1 

,.,(1+) Q(1+) 
"'el, 2 + inel, 1 ' 

eq.(5.10) (5.18b) 

two-fold ionized ions 

i2+) 
eZ.,2 

(2+) 
+ Qinel 1 ' , 

eq.(5.10) (5. l"Bc) 

and three fold ionized ions 

Q(3+) = 
1 

Q(3+) + Q(3+) 
eZ.,2 inel,1 

eq.(5.10) (5.18d) 

(5. 13) 

(5.20a) 

(5.20b) 

(5.20c) 

(5.20d) 

(5 .20e) 

In eq.(5.20) below the different terms Q the corresponding equations of 

these chapter are listed. 
These five equations contain the unknown temperature exchange and 

transport terms and we will discuss them respectively. 

a. The 'ii• (n u; ) term can be rewritten by substitution of the continuity a-a 
equations of chapter 4, since 

an (zJ . 

Jcol~ dv - (-ai--) 
v CR 

a (zJ 
nl + \/•( (z) (z) 

nl ~1 • 

Note that with this substitution the collisional radiative model enters 

the energy balances. In this way the various contributions to the energy 

dissipation as there are excitation, ionization, radiative recombination 

and resonance radiation are included. 

b. In consequence of the results of the momentum balance, where it will 
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a be proven that the drift velocities ~l are much smaller than the 

thermal velocity, it can be approved that the viscosity term can be 

neglected with respect to the expansion term. 

c. On the basis of the experimental results on the radial profiles for 

the electron temperature and density one can conclude that 

and 

Here the radial positibn ~ < 2 mm and A is the width of the assumed 

Gaussian radial temperature and density profile, see chapter 8 •. This 

width A is a few times the arc radius R = 2.5 mm. So, for the major part 

of the arc the v kT and 

( a a. 
transport terms v• nz!'!_z)• 

a vn1 terms can be neglected in respect to the 

d, The heat conduction of the heavy particles can be ignored with 

respect to the heat conduction of the electrons in view of the small 

ratio m,/mc 

Substitution of the continuity equations of chapter 4 in eq.(5.20) 

and taking into account the mentioned assumptions about the viscocity 

vkT and vn
8 

terms there remains for eq.(5.20) 

'1n~ a (l J 5 &n~ 
- kT

8 
"Jt + n1 at ('2 kT

8
) + v·g_~ Qa :- '2 kT

8 
("Jt) CR (5.21) 

The terms Qa are given in eq.(5.18) and ('dn~/3t)CR is discussed in 

chapter 4. 

Since we are interested in the total energy balance for the mere reason 

to investigate the influence of deviations of the LTE concept expressed 

in the overpopulation factors ob~ , a summation has been performed of 

the five separate energy balance equations. 

With the summation of the five energy 
e energy exchange terms disappear, viz. Q
8
z 1 , 

temperatures differences between the species. 

equations, the elastic 
ab 

+ Qel 2 ' , caused by the 

Note again that these terms can not be neglected in the separate 

balances even though the temperatures differences are very small. 

This summation results to a modified time dependent Heller-Elenbaas 

equation, where the energy input ;}_.!!!._ is balanced with the total 
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radiation escape, the heat conduction of the electrons and the energy 

which maintains a net flow from the ground levels, expressed in the 

terms of the three argon systems. The result is given in eq,(5.22) in 

which we did not use a general notation but rather the explicit 

notation in order to distinguish the separate ArI, II and III systems. 

Only for the l.h.s. of eq.(5,21) the general notation is used. 

See next page for eq. (5. 22) 
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-kT a 3 J 
+ V.3~ = e + n1 "':ii/ff-T,,/ 

Ar I 

n,,n1, 8ob1KlTe 

ll+)k(2) A(2)kT 
-nenl +1 +1 e 

ll 
-kTe ,.;

2 
nrA,.1A,,1· 

+Qll) 
e,1 

+Q(l,1+) Q(l,2+) Q(l,3+) 
i.,, 1 + i, 1 + i, 1 

(5.22a) 
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T 
I 

I 

I 

I 

1 

Ar II 

-n,/•1,sob1KlTe 

+n 11+\12) A(2)kT 
enl +1 +1 e 

+n n(l+)ob(l+!il+)kT 
e 1,s 1 1 e 

-n (2+\12, 1+) A(2,1+)kT 
e"l +1 +1 e 

-Q(l, 1+) 
i, 1 

+Q(l+,2+) + Q(l+,3+) 
i., 1 i.,, 1 

(5.22b) 

T Ar III 1 
I I 
I - (l+)ob(l+!il+)kT 

nenl,s 1 1 e I 
I +nenl +1 +1 e 

l2+)k(2,1+) Al2,1+)kT I 

I . r2+!5bl2+)K(2+)kT 
+ne"l,e 1 . 1 e 

I 3+ \ (2, 2+) A 12, 2+)kT 
-nen1 +1 +1 e 

l 
-Q(l+,2+) i2+,3+) 

i,1 + i,,l J 
(5.22c) 



ArIV T e 

l

-nen1,s6b1Kl(E+7'.,J 

(l+)k( 2) t./2)kT 
+nenl +l +l e 

1

-n n(l+/iEl k(2) A(Z) {~T +E ) 
e 1 q=Z +q +q 2 e +q 

-n n(l+!ob 11+!il+!{E(l+!~T} 
e 1, s l l 2 e 

T ArI+ArII+Ar:II+ArVI+e 

l

-nen1,a6b1K1 {E1+tf<Te) 

+n .,!l+)k(g)A(2)kT 

'

-ne n~l+)N~~ k(:~ A(2: (~T +E ) 
el q=2 +q +q 2 e +q 

1

-n n(l+) ob(l+) i~+) {r/l+) ~T } 
e 1,s 1 1 1+ r e 

+n .,!2+)k(2,1+)A(2,1+)kT 
e 1 +1 +1 e l

+n n(2+\!2,l+)A(2,l+)kT 
e l +1 +1 e 

11-1 

1

-n n(2+) E k(2,1+)A(2,l+){~T +E(1+)) 
el q=2 +q +q 2 e +q 

-n n(2+)0b(2+!i2+){r/2+)~} 
e 1,s 1 1 2 e 

~ 

+nenl +1 +l e +nenl +l +1 e enl +1 +l e 
(3+)k(2, 2+) A(2,2+ )kT I (;;+)k(2,2+) A( 2, 2+)kT +n ( 3+\!2, 2+) A(2, 2+)kT 

N-1 N-1 
_ (3+) l: k(2,2+)A(2,2+){~T r/2+)) (3+) (2,2+) (2,2+)ljl<T +E(2+)) 

• nenl q=
2 

+q +q 2 e+ +q 

1

-nenl /;,
2
k+q A+q e +q 

+Q(3+) 
e,1 

-Q(l,J+) 
i,1 

l+.f.§. B0e-1
;l.VkT

6 
+;l.§. - BQ"-1.f.VkTe 

1

-i: <f'~q~2) - Qff ,-t ri'(q~2) - Qf.'f 
g L1-ne,rod a hne,rad 

-(/1! -i1+! _iZ+) -iJ+) 
e,1 e,,1 e,l e,1 

I 
i2+,3+) 
i,1 J_ 

(5.22d) (5. 22e) (5. 22f) 

In order to calculate the different terms of the total energy 

equation (5.22f) as a function of the measured temperature and measured 
electron density as function of the radius for the various pressures, a 

computer program is written. In chapter 8.3 the results will be 
discussed. 
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6. THE MOMENTUM BALANCE EQUATION 

6.1 Introduction 

For the description of the cascade arc plasma in the quasi

stationary phase during the current pulse it is necessary to know the 

drift velocities of the different constituents. To this end the momentum 

balance equation (3.10) must be solved for the electrons, neutrals and 

the one-, two- and three-fold ionized atoms. We limit ourselves to the 

description of the radial component of the momentum balance. In section· 

6.2. the momentum balance will be used to arrive at a system of linear 

equations from which the radial drift velocities and the ambipolar 

electric field can be derived. 

As a result of the solution of the radial momentum balance 

equations, the radial profiles of the pressure and of the current 

density can be calculated. This will be discussed together with some 

other result.s in chapter 8. 

6.2. The momentum balance equation 

In the study of the intrinsic momentum balance equation (3 .10) for 

the arc plasma studied we consider the arc cylindrically symmetric and 

axial homogeneous. (a/ae =a/as= OJ, see fig.6.1. 

-Cl -
Fig,6.1. Illustration of the arc geometry. 

Since we consider the stationary arc as well as the quasi

s tationary phase, we assume also the time derivative to be small, 

a/at=O. The viscosity term and the inertia term of eq.(3.10) viz. 'i7•1J: 
and nm(1!_-.'i7)!f!! can be neglected with respect to the momentum source term· 

!f.! Furthermore, we limit ourselves to the radial momentum balance 

equation in order to describe the radial drift velocities in the arc. 
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With the preceding assumptions the radial component of the 

momentum balance equation of particle a can be written,as 

{6 .1) 

Here E is the ambipolar electric field 
l" 

and lt7 B the so-called pinch
az o 

term with waz the 
magnetic field caused 

axial velocity of 

by the current in 

particles , B is the azimuthal 
0 

axial direction. 

In order to solve eq.{6.1) information is needed on the average 
change in momentum of particles a due to collisions with all other 

particles which the term ~ represents. 
In chapter 3 it has been shown that in the cascade arc plasma .studied 

the collision time for momentum transfer between electrons and neutral 

atoms is much larger than 'the momentum transfer collision time between 

electrons and the ions. This implies that the mean momentum transfer of 

electrons to neutrals,~a,is much smaller than that between electrons 

and ions,R . , viz. 
-e-i 

R « R • 
-ea -e-i • 

In fig.6.2 a diagram is given for momentum transfer between the 

different constituents of the plasma. 

R -e 
I \ 

I \ 
\ 

R 
-£a 

I 

I 
.I 

R1e 

u 

R. (i = 1,2,3) 
-1 

I ' 
I \ 

I \ 
R. l:.R .. l:.R. 
-1e 1-1 J i-1a 

\ ' 

\ 
l. 

R'" -,rr 

R 
.-0 

I \ 

I ' 
\ 

R -ae 

Fig.6.2. Representation of momentum transfer between the electrons , the 
ions i and the neutral a • 

The change 

velocities 
ei 

term B.vT 

of momentum which results from differences between the drift 

of electrons and ions, viz. u=w - !t7. is denoted by Rei • The· 
- -e -z, . -:u 

represents the change of momentum due to the gradient of the 
electron temperature. 
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In section 5.2 from a discussion on the average drift velocity 

of the ions eq.(5.5), an expression for the current density is derived, 

eq.(5;7). In the treatment of the momentum balance in order to calculate 

the drift velocities of the ions we have to specify each ion velocity 

and therefore all the momentum transfer terms, see Appendix A. 

The momentum balance equations for the electrons, neutrals and the 

singly, doubly and triply charged ions can be written from eq.(6.1) as 

ap 
~ + en (E - w B ) +R = 0 . (6.2e) 

r e r ez o er 

ap. 
'!, 

+ R. = 0 ' '(6.2i) az;-- - eziniEr -z,r 

apa 
+ R F ar = 0 . (6. 2a) 

Note, for the ion equation 2 and 3. 

Here it is '8.ssummed that the drift velocities of the ions in the axial 

direction. w. are much smaller than the axial electron velocity w • In 
-z,z ez 

other words the axial current is mainly carried by the electrons: 

y = en (w - w. ) l"'1 en w • 
z e ez -z,z e ez 

(6. 3) 

The terms R R. and R are given in Appendix A with their relation er, -z,r ar 
to the unknown drift velocities of the electrons we~• of the ions wir 

(i=1,2,3) and of the neutrals war. . 

In order to come to a solvable system of equations, the unknown 

terms wez and Be in the pinch-term wezBe can be related to the total 
pressure Ptot by adding eqs. 6.2.e, i and a. With the condition of 
quasi-neutrality 

n = L: z .n. 
e i -z, -z, 

this procedure results in 

where 

ap 
bJ B = _l_ . tot 
ez·e en ~' e 

Pt t = p + z: p. • o e . -z, 
'!, 

(6.4) 

i=1,2,3 • (6.5) 

Here the partial electron pressure p e is known from the experimental 
data through 

pe=nkT e e 
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and the partial ion pressures are known under the condition of local 

thermal equilibrium (LTE). 

After having expressed the pinch-term1 w Be 
ez 

in the total pressure 

from the total of S equations of (6.2) 4 equations with 6 unknown 

par:ameters remain, viz. Er, wer' wlr' w2r, w3r and war 
The first necessary equation is related to the ambipolar diffusion 

concept. In the presence of density gradients the diffusion of electrons 

will occur in general at different rates. This effect produces electric 

forces which tend to restore the deviation from charge neutrality, 

caused by the different mobilities of electrons and ions. The result is 

a radial electric field Er in which both charged particles diffuse with 

approximately the same velocity. In other words the radial component of 

the current density j is very small with respect to the axial current 
r 

density enewez' viz. 

j = e(n w - L z.n.w.) ~ O r e er . ~ ~ ~r 
(6.6) 

~ 

The second necessary relation to come to a sys·tem of 6 linear 

equations can be derived from the equations of continuity, see chapter 

4. Summation of the heavy particle continuity equations res.ults in 

L \J•n.N = 0 
H H-H 

(6. 7) 

which for cylindrical symmetry can be written as 

~ nlfHr = O ' (6. 8) 

where the notation H means the summation over the neutrals a and the 

ions ( i=l,2 and 3). 

The eqs.(6.2), (6.6) and (6.7) are the set of 6 equations with 

which it is possible to solve the ambipolar electric field Er and the 

radial drift velocities of the electrons, neutrals and the 3 species of 

ions. The set of equations is given in Appendix A and the results of the 

calculation will be discussed in chapter 8 [VAL84]. 
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7. MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUES AND EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP 

7.1. Introduction 
The electron temperature has been determined spectroscopically 

as will be discussed in section 7.2. The electron density is determined 

by means of absolute continuum radiation measurements; the contributions 

to the continuum by free-free and free-bound radiation of the various 

argon systems will be discussed in section 7.3. In section 7.4 the 

different arrangements used for the experiments are briefly described. 

7.2 The determination of the electron temperature 

The electron temperature is determined with the source function 

method basically described in chapter 2. With this spectroscopic method 

it is possible to measure the radial profiles of the temperature. These 

are essential to describe the plasma transport phenomena and to 

calculate to which extent the plasma can be described with the PLTE 

model. A second reason for the choice of this spectroscopic method is 

that we need an independent temperature measurement in the calculations 

for the plasma electrical conductivity in relation with the non-ideal 

plasma effects, cf. chapter 8. 

Furthermore under the plasma conditions studied the line absorption in 

the Ar! system and· in several spectral lines of the Ar!! system is 

essential for the application of the source function method. 

In chapter 2 the principle of the source function method [DRA73b] has 

been disccussed in relation to measurements in the stationary arc. 

Wavelength scans over several spectral lines of Ar! have been performed, 

In the pulsed mode situation the monochromator is fixed at the top of a 

spectral line of Ar!!, viz. the. transition 4tt/i'sf:r4s4p 
512 

with 

A =480,6nm, transition probability A 
8 

"" 8.82.107 s,""l 
0 4 0 6 .. 

The Ar!! 480.6 nm line is well separated from neighbouring lines 

[PRE77a,GOL77]. Reference measurements have been carried out on the Ar!! 
4 4 2 . 2 lines 1.

0 
.. 473.6 nm (4p 'P;;;2-4s P512 ) and )..

0 
"" 488.0 nm (4p D

512
-4s P:5;

2
J 

·;ind, no differimp.e i~ temperature values has been· found within the 

measurement accuracy of about 10 %. 
With a similar spectroscopic set-up as described 

radial temperature measurements have been performed 
in chapter 2, 

for pulsed arc 

conditions. The influence of the apparatus profile of the monochromator 

can be ignored, since the apparatus width ~A ~o.04 nm is much smaller 

than the·width and shift of the Star~ broade~f and self-absorbed 480.6 

nm line [HER82,KR083,DRA69]. 

In the quasi-stationary phase of the pulsed mode the 480.6 nm 
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spectral line is completely absorbed in end-on observation, so the 

emission at the spectral line center equals the black body radiation. 

Til.en the temperature can be calculated directly with Planck's formula 

from the measured absolute line emission. 

7 .3. The determination of the el.ectron density 

The method to determine the' electron density from the combination 

of the integrated value of spectral line absorption K(A) and the Saha 

equation is described in chapter 2i Although this method is in principle 

also applicable for the analysis of the pulsed mode, we have chosen to 

determine the electron density from absolute continuum radiation 

measurements in the wavelength area around 468.8 run with an apparatus 

profile of about 0,16 nm. The reason to choose this method rather than 

the source function method is that the latter requires the integrated 

spectral absorption which would demand many measurements over the entire 

spectral wavelength domain. In the pulsed mode situation shots at many 

different pressures and currents are then necessary. 

As will be discussed the continuum emission is proportional to the 

electron density and the ion densities and is only weakly dependent on 

the electron temperature. So when the electron temperature is known from . ' 
the source function method absolute continuum emission1measurements 

serve as a very adequate diagnostic to measure the electron density. 

The wavelength area around 468.8 nm has been chosen for the mere 

reason that there no argon atomic and ionic spectral lines are present. 

In this way the influence of line emission is avoided even if one takes 

into account the significant line broadening effects· of Ar! lines caused 

'by self-absorption and Stark effects [HOF78]. 

Also in the continuum wavelength area chosen no spectral lines occur 

from possible impurities, viz. copper from the cascade plates as well as 

tungsten from the electrodes. 

where 
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The total continuum emisssion, £tot'can be described by [CAB71] 

4 
(J/sm srJ , (7. I) 

(7.2) 

(7.3) 



and 

Table 7.1. Symbols and interpretation of eqs.{7.2-4) 

I 632 1 10 - 43 (Jm 
4 
i{f) 

~ ' S SP 

34 Jm
2 

1.026.10- ( J!>/2 ) 
S SP 

sff(i,T
6
,z}:Biberman factor for free-free radiation, including quantum 

mechanic correction for non-hydrogenic atoms. 

sfb(A,T ,z):Biberman factor for free-bound radiation [HOF78,82]. 
e -3 

n : electron density {m ) 
e -3 

nZ : a. fold ionized ion density (m ) 

z ion charge number z= 0,1,2and 3. 

g
2

, 1 statistical weight of the ground level of the system Al' 
with charge z. 

u z 
partition function of Ar 2 [DRA65]. 

Q(Te) electron-neutral .collision cross-section for momentum transfer 

integrated over the velocity distribution function {m-2) [DEV73]. 

A, e, k, a and £
0 

have their usual meaning. 

After applying eqs.(7.1-4) in the studied temperature and pressure 

range, it appears that continuum radiation of noble gas plasmas is 

mainly caused by recombination processes {j'b-radiation,Efb) between the 

different ions and electrons. The ff-contribution from electron~ion 

interaction is relatively small and the //-contribution of electron

neutral interaction is only a few percent of the total radiation in the 

lower temperature region, see fig.7.1. 
Up to temperatures of about 22000 K the fb-continuum originates almost 

completely from Ar!! to Ar! transitions. This is shown in fig.7.2. where 

the separate fb-contributions for ArIII to Ar!! and for Ar!! to Ar! are 

given. At temperatures of about 24000 K these contributions are equal, 

see fig.7.2. 

In fig. 7 .3. the total continuum emission coefficients at A = 468.8 nm are 

given, 
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6 A-468.Snm 
- a1bar 
---10" 

20 
. Tel1a3KJ 

25 30' 

ei ea Fig.7.1. Relative values of the contributions ofr:.fb, £ff and <.ff. to 
the total continuum as a function of the temperature !or pressure 1 and 

10 bar at). 468.8 nm. 
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Fig.7.2. Contributions from 

the wavelength of 468.8 nm. 

from <.~-III 

II-I III~II . 
£fb and t:.fb to the total cfb at 
Broken lines are inclusive the contributions 

The Biberman factors for fb-transitions to Arl and Arll are taken from 

Hofsaess [HOF78,82], the Biberman factors for ff-transitions have been 

calculated from Cabannes [CAB71]. Regarding the uncertainties in these 

Biberman factors especially in the higher temperature region and the 

small differences between the actual n value and its LTE value, it is 
e 

justified .to take in this expression for the electron density the LTE 

value. 



Furthermore the fb-transition from ArIV to ArIII can be neglected, see 

fig.7.2, so we need to consider only the transitions from ArIII to ArII 

and ArII to ArI. 

Fig.7.3. Total continuum emission of sfP, sf} and se[as a function of 

the temperature for pressures 1 and 10 bar at A.= 46f..s nm assuming LTE. 

Therefore in eqs,(7 .2-4) we deal with a summation over z:::J. and z=2• 

With the LTE model the Saha equation of chapter 2 eq.(2.4) 

written for ArI and ArII as 

and 

Together with the quasi-neutrality condition n e 
(1+) + " (2+) 

n <>n 

can be 

(7 .5) 

the neutral density n , singly ionized ion density n(l+) and the doubly 

ionized ions density an(2+)can be expressed as functions of the electron 

density n through 
e 3 

n - ne (1+) 
a - 2neSl + BS1s2 ' n 

and 

(7. 7) 
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Substitution of eq.(7.7) into eqs.(7.1-4) gives a relation which is only 

dependent of the wavelength A, the electron density ne and the electron 

temperature T. The figs.7.1-3 have been calculated under the assumption e 
of LTE, here also regarding the ion composition of the plasma. In 

chapter 8 we will show that this assumption is justified. 

For the effect of reabsorption which is taken into account, we 

calculate the value of the spectral radiance without reabsorption 

as 

I* 
A,meaa - B ln { 1 -

A 

I 
A,meaa } 
B ' A 

where I is the measured spectral radiance 
A,meaa 

function at the plasma temperature, cf. section 7.2. 

(7 .8) 

is the Planck 

The continuum emission coefficient £, t= I~ /R, 7 can be compared 
",eon ",meas p& 

with the total continuum emission coefficient £ as given i~ eq.(7.1) 
tot . 

where the electron density n is an implicit parameter. lhth the aid of e . 
a computer program the electron density is calculated from 

I* 
A,meaa 0 • (7 .9) 

The uncertainty in the known length of the plasma· R,pl is about 5 % • The 

absorption correction ranges from a few percent in the 1 bar arc up to 
about 100 % in the 14 bar arc. 

The correction on Dalton's lawllp is taken from Griem [GRI62], as 

1 2 
t:.p=---e-

6 41f £ 
0 a 

( 7 .10) 

This correction is about 0.03 bar for the 1 bar arc and about 0.2 bar 

for the 14 bar arc in the quasi-stationary phase of the current pulse. 

Although it is nearly negligible (~1.4 %) we have taken into account 
this correction in the calculation of the electron density. 

7.4.The experimental set-up 

A.The electric device 

The cascade arc construction itself has been discussed in chapter 

2, section 4.4 and a sketch is given in fig.4.5. The basic scheme of the 
electric set-up is shown in fig.7.4. 
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Measuring system PDP 11/03 

1
·1 

safety , 

0,5 fl 

clamp bank 
=~~=rklDign 2 :m::nµ:an: kV ' 

~~~~~~~~~~~-+~--! 

- + 4 mF 1 kV 
2 kJ 

Fig.7.4. Basic electric. diagram of the DC power supply connected with 

the capacitor device. 

The capacitor device consists of two capacitor banks. If ignitron 

I is triggered the main bank in connection with the 96 µH coil causes a 

current rise up to Ri 2200 A within about 60 µs. At the maximum of the 

current pulse, ignitron 2 is triggered and a secondary low voltage bank 

will drive the system and lengthens the pulse duration. As a result a 

long current pulse with a profile in time as given in fig.7.5. is 

obtained. The quasi-stationary phase of the current pulse is about I ms. 

The plasma current is measured with a Rogowski coil around the arc 

itself, To monitor the current of the capacitor bank a second Rogowski 

coil is mounted near the capacitor bank. 

Since the plasma resistance is dependent on the electron temperature and 

the pressure, the plasma resistance. varies from 0.2-0.4 a. This 

variation can not be neglected with respect to the load resistor Rb of 

about 0 .s a cf. fig. 7 .4. This influences the current profile but by 

presetting the voltages on the main bank and clamp bank the current 

profiles are corrected to maintain the same shape during the 

experiment. 

The safety spark gap 

shot the plasma current is 

the stationary arc power 

is necessary to avoid damage 

unexpectedly interrupted. The 

supply (NV.Diode 700V/100A) 

if during the 

load E protects 

against quick 

voltage rise at the anode of the arc. The triggering of the ignitrons is 

controlled by the DEC PDP 11/03 computer [STE78J. 
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time (ms) 

Fig.7.5. The current pulse superimposed on the 60 A DC stationary arc as 

a function of time. 

B. The electric field and pressure measuring system 

The electric field strength follows from the measurement of the 

potential drop between two plates of the arc l.ocated at !in accurately 

known distance. 

These two plates serve as measuring probes. Care has been taken to avoid 

end effects of the arc and the electrode effects by mounting these 

plates at a distance 4 till 5 times the arc diameter from the 

electrodes, see fig.7.6. 

data system 

t:.V 

Fig.7.6. Basic diagram of the pressure and electric field strength 

measuring system. 
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The pressure is measured with a vibration compensated piezo 

element (fa.Kistler, type 601A) which is combined with a charge 

amplifier (fa. Kistler, type 501). 

The signals from the electric field and pressure measuring systems are 

stored in the 8 channel transients recorder system, see fig.7.9. 

In fig.7.7. the diagram of the pressure pulse system is given. 

Before the ignition of the stationary arc under vacuUlll condition 
(F:til02Pa), the arc channel chamber is connected to the vacuum pump P with 

closed valves M2 , M3 and K2 and open valves M1 and K1• After ignition 

the valves MJ and K
2 

are opened and K
1

, x
3 

closed and the arc burns at 1 

atmosphere argon with a flow of """ 5 Nltr/h, when M1 is open and M2 is 
closed. 

Controlled by the PDP 11/03 computer at a pre-trigger time before the 

current pulse, M1 is closed and M2 is opened. M2 is connected to the 

high pressure argon gas reservoir filled with a preset argon pressure. 

The argon pressure rise as a function of time is given in fig.7.8 for 

various settings of the filling pressure p
0

• 

Also in fig.7.8. the timing of the trigger to the capacitor bank causing 

the current pulse, is indica:ted within the r_ather long stationary high 

pressure pulse. During this pulse the arc burns stable [BAU76b]. 

~r--

Ar H -
' I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
1...--·-

Fig.7.7. Diagram of the pressure pulse system. 
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Fig.7.8. Pressure pulse as function of the time for several pressures. 

C. The spectroscopic set-up 

The spectroscopic set-up has been discussed in chapter 2, section 

4.2. where in fig.4.1. the schematic representation is given. For the 

pulsed measurements the low pressure discharge LPD has not been used. 

D. The data handling system 

The signals from the 'intensity measurements are stored in Le Croy 

20 MHz. Waveform digitizers (type 2256). The signals representing the 

pressure, the electric field, the plasma current and the capacitor bank 

current are stored in the 8 channel transient recorders with a sampling 

time of 5 µs [HUS84], This is schematically shown in fig.7 .9. 

The measured data stored · in the memories of the transient 

recorders can be read by the PDP 11/03. After reading, the data will be 

sent to and stored in the DEC PDP 11/23 computer which also serves as a 

file handler. 

The accumulated data of many shots are sent from the PDP 11/23 to 

the central computer of the University, a ·Burroughs B7700 where they are 

permanently stored. With the software developed on the B7700 the results 

are yalculated from the measured data. 
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channel 
transient 

Fig.7.9. Flow-chart of the data acquisition system. 
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8. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

8.1. Introduction 
In this chapter we present the results obtained with the 

experimental methods and arrangements described in chapter 7. First in 

section 8.2 the results and discussion of the measurements of the 

electron temperature and density are given. The results of the energy 

balance and the momentum balance will be discussed in section 8.3 and in 

section 8.4 respectively. In section 8.5 the results from the electric 

f.ield strength measurements and· the non-ideality effects occuring in 

this dense plasma will be treated. 

· 8.2. The electron temperature and density results 

The electron temperature and electron density were measured in the 

DC arc up to pressures of ll bar at currents of 60 A and in the current 

pulsed mode up to pressures of 14 bar with a current pulse maximum of 

about 2200 A. Applying the source function method described in chapter 2 

the electron temperature was determined, The electron density was 

calculated from the absolute measurement of the continuum emission with 

corrections for absorption, at wavelengths about 468.8 nm as described 

in chapter 7. 

In the present work we limit ourselves to draw conclusions only 

from the experimental data on the stationary arc and on the quasi

stationary phase of the arc during the current pulse. 

A. Results for the stationary arc (60 A, 1-11 bar) 

In fig.8.2.1 the electron temperature T is given as a function of 
e 

the pressure p at the center of the arc. For p=l-3 it was determined 

with the source function method using the ArI A=696.S nm line, 

transistion 4s-4p. Above 4 bar pressure the temperature values are taken 

as measured by Kopainsky in a similar arc [KOP71J. 

In fig.8.2.2 the electron density calculated from the measured 

absolute value of the continuum radiance at A=468.8 nm corrected for 
absorption is given as a function of the pressure. The absorption 

increases from about %. for the 1 bar arc up to about 10 % for the U 

bar arc. The broken line in fig.8,2.2 is the electron density ne,LTE 
from the LTE model using the experimentally determined temperatures as 

given in fig.8.2.1. The uncertainty in the press.ure of about 0.1 bar is 

of minor influence and is less important than the uncertainty due to a 2 
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% variation of the temperature. In fig.8,2.2 error bars are indicated 

which represent the possible variation in the electron density ne,LTE 
due to this variation of 2 %. 

Only for the stationary arc at a pressure of 1 bar the measured 

curve is beyond the LTE error interval and this is in agreement with the 

conclusions of chapter 2. It can be easily seen from fig.8.2.2 that the 

stationary arc for pressures larger than 1 bar can be assumed to be very 

close to LTE. 

11 

0 2 6 8 
P{barl 

10 12 

Fig.8.2.1. Electron temperature as a function of the pressure for the· 

stationary arc with 60 A DC current. x Kopainsky [KOP7 I], o this work. 

1o22 
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Fig.8.2.2. Electron density 

stationary arc with 60 A DC 
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the press'ure for the 



The duration of a pressure pulse up to 11 bar in the stationary 
arc mode is about 1.5 s. This is long compared to the total duration of 

the current pulse which is usually 4 ms, cf. fig.7.6. During the 

pressure pulse the arc burns stable, which is in agreement with the 

stability criteria of Bauder for 5 mm diameter cascade arcs with plates 

of "" 2 mm thickness. Bauder [BAU76] investigated cascade arcs up to 300 

bar at relative low currents up to 250 A. Excessive electric field 

strength values of about 7500 V/m at low pressure cause arcing between 

neighbouring cascade plates which causes the arc to become unstable. In 

our stationary arc situation for all pressures the field strength is far 

below this stability limit, viz. 2_ 1500 v/m. 

B. Results from the current pulse experiment (2200 A, 1.65-14 bar) 

In the current pulsed mode at a pressure of about 1.65 bar we 

measured an electric field strength of about 8000 V/m, see fig.8.5.3. 

This value touches upon the range investigated by Bauder [BAU76], where, 

arcing between the plates can occur. But from intensity measurements no 

significant instability effects were noticed. 

From Ohm's law 
J_ = cr(T )E e-

it can be concluded that the oscillations occurring in the very 

beginning of the quasi-stationary phase of the current pulse are due to 

pressure variations, see fig.8.2.3 and 8.2.5. No oscillations are 

noticed in the current measurements and the measured oscillations in the 

electric field strength are found to be out of phase with the observed 

oscillations in the electron temperature and density, 

This implies that the oscillations observed are pressure variations and 

not due to arcing between the plates. Not only at 1~65 bar these 

oscillations exist but also at higher pressures where the measured 

electric field is less than 8000 V/m; see fig.8.5.3. 

BI. The electron temperature results 

The electron tempera.ture i.n the central region of the arc during 
the current pulse of about 2200 A superimposed on the stationary arc is 

given as a function of time in fig.8.2.3 for several pressures, To 

obtain those temperature·s we used the source function method applied to 

. the ArII 480.6 nm line. 
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Fig 8.2.3. The electron temperature as a function of time for several 

pressures, 

The source function method has optimum accuracy if the spectral lines 

under investigation show significant absorption in the line of sight 

with an optical depth 

In the de arc conditions at currents of 60 A even up to pressures of 10 

bar the absorption of the ArII 480.6 nm line is too small and in that 

case the source function method is not applicable [KOP71). 

In the quasi-stationary phase of the arc with a duration of about 

ms the current rises relatively fast in about 60-80 µs from the 60 A 

DC value up to 2200 A. During the rise of the current the optical depth 

Kz(A)l of the ArII line increases fast and reaches values up to 4. 

That means that in end-on observation the ArII 480.6 nm line is fully 

absorbed in the line center and its radiance becomes equal to the Planck 

radiation. This will discussed further in this section. 

After the quasi-stationary phase of the current pulse the current 

decreases slowly to the DC value, see fig.7.6. After about 2 ms current 

is still about 500-600 A. At about this current the optical depth 

becomes < 0.3 and beyond these current the source method is not 

applicable any longer. This point is indicated in fig.8.2.3 at a time of 

about 2 ms. 

In fig.8.2.4a the temperatures in the central region of the arc 

are given as a function of the pressure during the quasi-stationary 
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phase of the current pulse. In fig.8.2.4b the measured values of the 

electron temperatures are given as function of the reduced radial 

position for several pressures. 
values given at the reduced 

Note 

radial 

that the 

position 

measured temperature 

p = O, 0.4 and 0.6 in 

fig.8.2.4b have been measured with a spatial resolution 

position p = 0.6 represents a temperature value of p 

The drawn fitting curve is constructed that beyond p 

gradient is introduced, viz. by the function 

T 
e 

2 2 . 10 
T 0e.xp[- r /AT ]{1-(r/RJ } , . e e 

of mm. So, 

0.4 up to 0.8. 

0.8 a steep 

where R = 2.5 mm and ATe the width of the Gaussian part of the fitting 
curve. These procedure is somewhat questionable because no measurements 

are performed near the wall. In this procedure the wall temperature was 

assumed to be about 1000 K, the melting point of the copper plates. 

Under the discussed conditions the plasma ionization degree is 100 

% at 1.65 bar down to 60 % at 14 bar. In this situation the plasma is a 

good medium to study non-ideality effects. In section 8.5 these effects 
will be discussed. 
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Fig.8.2.4a. The electron 'temperature 

function of the pressure. 

at the center of the arc axis as 
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Fig.8.2.4b. Radial dependence of the electron temperatures for several 

pressures. 

B2. The electron density results 

In fig.8.2.5 the electron density obtained from absorption 

corrected values of the absolute continuum emission at 468.8 nm is shown 

as a function of time for several pressures and at radial position zero. 

In fig.8.2.6a the electron density is given during the quasi-stationary 

phase also at the central position as a function of the pressure. 

In fig.8.2.6b the measured radial density values are shown for several 

pressures. As mentioned previously in the discussion concerning the 

radial temperature profiles, also here the electron density values at 

reduced radius p = 0 .6 represents the value from p = 0 .4 up to 0 .8, The 

steep gradient beyond p = 0.8 is an extrapolation from the experiment of 

Kolacinski [KOL82]. He investigated with a radio-frequency method the 

electrical conductivity at stationary cascade arc boundaries. He 

concluded a very steep rise of the conductivity and of the electron 

density in sheaths of about 20 µm. 

electron density near the wall 

with the el~ctron temperature, the 

From figs.8.2.5, 8.2.6a and b it 
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Based on his conclusions 

with a ·similar procedure 

broken curve fig.8.2.6b. 

can be observed that 

we fit the 

as performed 

the electron 



24 -3 
density reaches values beyond 10 m • The consequences for the Debije 

shielding length AD and the corresponding non-ideality effects in the 

plasma will be discussed in section 8.5. 

0 2 3 
time (ms) 

Fig.8.2.5. The electron density as a function of time for several 

pressures. 

Indicated in fig.8.2.6a are the measured temperatures at the same plasma 

condition and radial position. Note that the electron density calculated 

at local thermodyamic equilibrium n LT. is within the error bars of the 
· e, E 

measured electron density. 

The value ne,LTE is calculated combining the Saha relation, Dalton's law 
and the quasi-neutrality condition, Taken into account is the decrease 

in the ionization potential from Debije-Hueckel [DRA65J; the correction 
of Dalton's law for dense plasmas can be neglected [GRI62]. 

From fig,8.2.6a it can be concluded that in the quasi-stationary 

phase with a current of about 2200 A the plasma satifies the LTE 

relation. From the results on the energy balance we will conclude in 

section 8.3 that also the ion-composition is very close to the LTE 

condition. 

In order to illustrate the observed agreement with the theoretical 

predicted continuum emission coefficient €tot eq.(7.1), with the 

measured one, viz. €A,aon t = IA:meas/lpl. eq,(7 .8), we have given in 
fig.8.2.6c the absolute value of. the continuum emission coefficient as a 

function of the temperatures for several values of the pressure. Also 

from this comparison it can be concluded that the agreement is very 

satisfactory. 

This makes the plasma a very suitable medium to study e.g. transport 
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properties, transmission probabilities of highly ionized ions, Stark 

effects at these conditions. 

QJ 

c: 

1023 . ..._~~~~~~-'---'----'------'-------'------'------'--'--'--
o 2 4 6 B 10 12 14 16 

p(bar) 

Fig.8.2.6a. The electron density as a function of the pressure 

at position r=O in the quasi-stationary phase of the current pulse. 
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Fig.8.2.6b. Radial dependence of the electron density for several arc 

pressures. 
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0 
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ooo €>.,cont 

20, 
Tel10 Kl· 

25 30 

Fig.8.2.6c. The absolute continuum emission coefficient E:tot and the 

measured absolute continuum emission coefficient E:, t I, /lpZ as 
A, aon A,meas 

a function of the temperature for several values of the pressure. 

Remarks about the Biberman factors 
In the literature many investigations concerning the Biberman 

factors applied in absolute .continuum measurements can be found eg. 

[SCH70,MEI76,GOL77 ,SCH82,HOF78]. Since this factor is linear in the 

expression for the emission coefficient, see eqs. (7,2-4) any 

uncertainty in the Biberman factors may be important, 

During the present work the electron density has also been measured for 

the pulsed current mode for the quasi-stationary phase of the current 

and a pressure of 1.65 bar using feed-back interferometry as described 

in chapter 2. A value of the electron density of (2.7 .! 0.3) io23m-3 was 

found [llER82]. 
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This is in very good agreement with the electron density determined with 
23 -3 the optical method described in this study, viz. (2.8,! 0.4) 10 m , 

see fig.8.2.6a. Here we used the Biberman factors as calculated by 

Hofsaess [HOF78,82]. 

The conclusion may be drawn that these factors are reliable in the 

temperature range from 12700 up to 27000 K, where the comparison between 

the optical and the interferometric method was made. Also the values 

for transitions from ArIII to ArII as calculated by Hofsaess can be used 

with confidence. Within respect we should also mention that the values 

of Hofsaess are within 10 % from these obtained by other authors 

[SCH70,MEI76,SCH82] for the transition from ArII to ArI. So, the 

Biberman factors by Hofsaess can be used fully throughout the experiment 
studied. 

Remarks about the absorption 

In literature for relatively low currents several cascade arcs are 

described which are hardly influenced by reabsorption of continuum 

radiation. In most cases the absorption amounts to a few percent. Here 

we want to give a brief survey of some of these experiments and compare 

them with our work. 

E.q, Lee et al [Lee73] studied a cascade arc with a current density up 

to 107 A/m2, power density of 2.10 10 W/m3 and argon pressures up to 10 

bar in a wavelength interval of 80-3860 nm. It should be noted that 

self-absorption increas~s with increasing wavelength, current and 

pressure, but even under their most extreme conditions considered 

(A=3.86µm, I=400 A, p=lO bar), the absorption appeared to be less than 1 

%. 
Preston [PRE77c] reported about a 3 mm diameter wall-stabilized argon 

plasma at pressures of about 2 bar. In the wavelength interval of 120-

340 nm the absorption effects were less than 1.5 % along the axis in his 

extreme case of current densities of about 10
7 

A/m2 and power density of 

108 w1ri3. 
Goldbach et al [GOL76] reported about argon continuum measurements of a 

5 mm diameter cascade arc up to pressures of 30 bar. At a wavelength of 

447.0 nm at 30 bar with an axis temperature of 11200 K, the absorption 

amounts to about 11 % again with current densities of about 107 A/m2 and 
10 3 

power densities of 2.10 W/m • 

Before· the calculation of the absorption coefficient we note that in the 

present work a current density is reached of over 108 A/m
2 

in the 
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temperature range from about 18000 K to about 27000 
12 

range of 1-14 bar with a power density of about 10 

K and 
3 W/m • 

a pressure 

The absorption coefficient (1-exp[- Ki]) can be calculated as 

follows: for an homogeneous plasma of length ·tpl and effective 

absorption coefficient K, t.he measured end-on radiance i, A, meas is 

related to the emission coefficient EA as 

l l E 

IA,meas : EA (exp[-K(A).x]d:i: = K(~) {1 - exp[-K(AJlpl]}. (8.2.l) 

with Planck's function 
2ha2 1 

=-5- ha. 
A exp(. AkT ] 

e 

(8.2.2) 
- 1 

the absorption coefficient can be calculated from the absolute measured 

continuum radiance I, as 
A, meas 

(8.2.3) 

The value of Planck's function BA(T
8

) is known, since we me?sured the 

electron temperature. 

In fig.8.2.7 the absorption coefficient is given as a function of the 

pressure, also indicated in the figure is the temperature on the axis of 

the arc. These values of absorption already are obtained about 40 µs 

after starting the current pulse where the current reaches value of 

about 1000 A. 

From fig,8.2.7 an absorption can be observed of about.10 % at a 

pressure of about ~ bar and this is roughly in agreement with the data 
from previously mentioned authors [PRE77,GOL76,LEE73]. A rather strong 

increase of the absorption coefficient up to about 100 % at 14 bar 

exists. This remarkable fact proves that at this pressure the arc plasma 

approaches the Planck limit and nearly can be considered as a black body 

radiator in the investigated wavelength interval. This is indicated in 

fig.8.2.8 where the ratio of the Planck function to the measured 

absolute radiance IA.,meas is 'given. 

One should note that in the discussion of the temperature 

measurements it was concluded that in the center of the Arll 480 .6 line 

in the quasi-stationary phase of the. current pulse over. the whole 
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pressure range, the radiance was equal to the Planck radiation, 

Although further investigations are needed certainly in the high 

density, high pressure and high temperature regime where the arc was 

operated, care has to be taken with concern to the influence of the 

quasi-continuum. The wings of. the spectral lines are broadened 

considerable. This should be ,investigated by measurements at several 
wavelengths. 

a. 
)( 
QI 

,.!. 20 

0 2 4 6 8 
P(barl 

10 12 14 16 

Fig.8.2.7. Absorption 1-exp(- Kl) as a function of the pressure p. 
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Fig.8.2.8. Ratio of Planck function BA(Te) to the measured absolute 
radiance IA,meas as a function of the pressure. 
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8.3. The energy balance results 

In chapter 5 on the basis of the separate energy balances for 

electrons, ions and neutrals a total energy balance has been derived. 

Several contributions to the energy dissipation viz. excitation, 

ionization, radiative recombination to the ground level and resonance 

radiation have been expressed for each subsystem z in one term which is 
z ' 

proportional to obl • This has been achieved by the substitution of the 

continuity equations into the energy balance equations cf.eq.(5.2.1). 

For the quasi-stationary phase of the current pulse it has been 

shown on the basis of the momentum balance, that the gradient terms of 

eq.(5.20) viz. J/2n
1
aw

1
a.'ilkT and kT wa."Vn

1
a can be neglected in the 

- e e-
main body of the plasma. 

For the low current stationary arc conditions, vmen only neutrals 

and singly ionized ions are present, the total energy balance reads 

J.: '§_ n n ob K {E + §_ kT} - n 2k( 2)A(2)kT + 
e 1,s 1 1 2 e e +1 +1 e 

N-1 
n 2 E k( 2)A(2){E + ~ kT} + Q(q>2) 

e q=2 +q +q +q 2 e Une,rad 

5 a 
. + Qff + 11.qe + 2 newer aP kTe (8.3.1) 

The loss of energy due .to the effective radiative recombination to the 

ground state already has been included in the inelastic term which is 

proportional to ob
1

• Even for the stationary arc the contribution of the 

first term of the r.h.s. in eq.(8.3.1) is by far the most important, 

though the contribution of other losses in particular the electron heat 

conduction can not be neglected, see fig.8.3.1. 
For the quasi-stationary phase of the pulsed arc the electron 

density and temperature radial profiles appear to be much flatter in the 

central part of the arc than in the case of the stationary arc. Based on 

measurements profiles at a pressure of 1 bar cf. chapter 2 and· at higher 

pressures cf. section 8.2 as well as on the results from the momentum 

balance in section 8.4, the gradient term~ newer ~r (kTe) can be 
neglected with respect to the heat conduction for the central reg~on of 

the stationary arc. 
Therefore, the energy equation (8.3.1) can be used to obtain an upper 

estimate of the deviation from equilibrium,viz. 

j E - 11.q - (rad.rea.terms) 
0 _zz -'€ 

bl - n n
1 

K
1
{E

1 
+ 5/2 kT } 

e ,a e 
(8.3.2) 
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Using measured values of the axial electric field strength E
2

, the 

current density j i 0) for 60 A DC calculated from 

j (0) = crF(T {O))E , 
z e z 

where crF is the Frost conductivity, using a known rate coefficient 

[SIJ84], we calculate an overpopulation factor obl of 0.6 in the Ar! 

system with a 60 A DC current at the center of the arc. 

,,... 
E ..... 
3 

0 

-.--~~-------"--.H. 

.2 4 6 8 10 12 14 
p (bar) 

Fig.8.3.l. The different terms of eq.(8,2.1) for the stationary arc with 

60 A DC current. 
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p (bar) 

Fig.8.3.2. The overpopulation factor ob1 calculated from the energy 

balance equation 1 chapter 5. x Energy balance, t measured cf. chapter 

2. 
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In chapter 2, section 5.2 it has been shown 

overpopulation factor can be measured by measuring n
8

, 

the relations 

n 
~ - 1 with n

1 n1,a ,exp 

that the 

and by using 

This procedure resulted in an experimentally determined overpopulation 

factor of 0.6 for a 1 bar 60 A arc, which is in excellent agreement with 

the value as obtained above from the energy balance. 

This agreement proves the reliability of the method to obtain the 

overpopulation factors from the energy balance. In fig.8.3.2 the results 

for the 60 A stationary arc are given as a function of the pressure. 
From these results it can be ·concluded that even at higher 

.pressures the relative deviation from equilibrium amounts about 10 %. 
This is due to the relative decrease of the radiative recombination with 

respect to the three particle recombination with increasing electron 

density, see fig.8.2.2. 
The above method to obtain the overpopulation factor ob1 from 

energy balance considerations will be also employed at pulsed arc 

conditions to obtain a first estimate for the deviations from 

equilibrium of the three argon systems to be considered. For the pulsed 

arc in the lower pressure range the contributions from Ar! can be 

neglected. For the higher pressure range the contributions from Arl must 

be taken into account. 

This can be concluded from fig.8.3.3 where the LTE densities of 

the three argon systems, ArI, ArII, ArIII and the ground level of ArIV, 

acting as the continuum limit, are given as a function of the electron 

temperature for two values of the total pressure i.e. 1 and 15 bar. In 

the pressure range of 1-5 bar the contributions of ArII and Arlll are 

predominant, whereas in the pressure range from 6 bar up to 14 bar the 

contributions of Arr.are increasing with respect to those of ArII. The 

contributions of ArIII are decreasing with decreasing temperatures. In 
the whole pressure and temperature range the ArIV concentration can be 

neglected. 

With the total energy balance equation (5.22f) the various terms 

have been calculated for the radial position r-0. In this calculation 

the radial profiles of the measured electron temperatures and measured 

electron densities have been used, cf. chapter 8.2. The results are 

presented in fig.8.3.4 as a function of the pressure. 

The contributions in the energy equation from radiative 

recombination to the excited levels in Arll can be neglected with 
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respect to the energy input J_.§_ • 

,..,, 
'E 

10 

Ar I 
----'-..., n 

...,,.,_ ___ -------- -~- -
,,,,,,........-. ............ ----

,,,,.,,.,, ........... ;f1+i-
/ ............ 

............ ---

30 

:Fig.8.3.3. The densities of the three argon systems, viz. ArI, II, III 

and the ground level of ArIV as a function of electron temperature for 

p~l bar (full line) and pc 15 bar (dashed line) under LTE conditions. 

Also compared to the over the whole pressure range nearly constant 

energy input ;j_.!!._ the heat transport term V.g_ is negligible. The 

contribution of the free-free transitions Qff and the recombination 

radiation to the excited levels in Ar! is negligible in the lower 

pressure range. With increasing pressure these two contributions also 

are increasing but remain about a factor of 10 lower .than the energy 

input J_.!!._, see fig.8.3.4. 

Finally for the total energy balance equation (S.22f) remains: 

Ar! Ar II 

+ n n( 2+Job(2+JK(2+J{E(2+J + !
2 

kTe} 
e 1,s 1 1 1-+- (8.3.31 

Arlll 
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14 16 

Fig.8.3.4. Various terms of eq.(5.22f) as a function of the pressure for 
the quasi-stationary phase of the current pulse at radial position r=O 

mm. 

In fig.8.3.4 are given the three coefficients of the three 
viz. 

Coe ff obl-term 5 
ne n1,sK1{E1++ 2 } J 

Coeff (1+) n n(l+Jx(l+J{E( 2+) 5 ob1 -term e 1 .. s 1 1+- + 2 kTe}, 

Coeff. ob< 2+J_term 
1 

n n( 2+}K(2+){E(2+) 
e 1,s 1 1+ 

+ §. 
2 }. 
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The total excitation and direct ionization rate coefficient from 

the ground level 

corresponding rate 

are uncertain as 

available. 

of ArI, viz. x
1 

is well known, see chapter 5. But the 
coefficients K(l+) and K(2+) for resp. ArII and III 

1 1 

With an 

estimates 
extended 
of these 

only limited information on the.excitation rates is 

collisional radiative model for ArII and ArIII 

rate coefficients have been obtained. However, we 

want to stress here, that an uncertainty of a factor of 5-10 may be 

present in particular for the ArIII system. 
2 

In fig 8.3.4. the coefficients of the obl -terms as defined in 
eq.(8.3.4) are given, while in fig.8.3.5 the ratio of these coefficients 

to the total energy input J._.!}_ is given • 

. ---- ......... 
/ " / ' 

/ coeff-5b111 

I g 
Ari! 

-f--........... --
/ '>< ~ 

/ " coe';;'_ 5b1 
/ \ l·~ 

/ \ Ari 

I
I \oett-l>P (2•) 

. \ H .. 
100 --r-~------ \Arm-

/ \ 
101~__,-~-~--~---'--~----'--_; 0 2 4 6 . 8 10 12 14 16 

plbarl 

Fig.8.3.5. Ratio of the coefficients from the 

energy input ;j_.!}_. 

We now make the reasonable assumption that the relative deviations 
from equilibrium for the three argon systems are of the same order of 
magnitude. 
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From fig.8.3.5 it can be concluded that for pressures up to about 5-6 

bar the contribution to ArI can be neglected with respect to those for 
Arn and III. 

So, in this pressure range we must demand that neither of the remaining 

two terms at the r.h.s. of eq.(8.3.4) viz. those of ArII and III, may be 

larger than the l,h.s-term, the energy input j.E. This will give us 
upper estimates for the products Ob(l+)K(l+J -a-;:;d 6o( 2+)K( 2+) and using 

the values for K~l+) and K~ 2+) uppe~ estlmates for of~l+)l and ob~ 2+J • 

The results are shown in fig.8.3.6 as a function of the pressure. 

N~ 
.Cl 
<O 

1040L-..J.--'-2--'---'-4--'--6'---''---'8--l.--'-10__.__1.._2 --'--;-1 ':--4 -'--='16· 

p (bar) 

Fig,8.3.6. Upper estimates for ob1 of ArI, ob~l+) 
of ArIII as a function of the pressure. 

of ArII and ob( 2+) 
1 

For the pressure range higher than 6 bar Arl gains importance at the 

expense of the contributions of ArIII, w~ich already has been· discussed 

and concluded from fig.8.3.3. The same procedure now is applicable to 
(2+) 

get upper estimates for the overpopulation factors obl and obl as 

shown in fig.8.3.6. 

From fig.8.3.6 it .can be concluded that over the whole pressure 

range from l-14 bar during the quasi-stationary phase of the 2.2 kA 
( 1+) 

current pulse the overpopulation of ArII, viz, ob1 at most has values 

Of 10- 2 -l0-3• In the 1 . h th A I d it b ow pressure range w ere e r ens y can e 
(2+) 

neglected, the overpopulation factor of ArIII, viz, ob1 amounts to 
-2 

about a few times 10 at most. 
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In the higher pressure range, 

neglected, the overpopulation of 
few times 10-z. 

where the density of ArIII can be 

Ar!, viz. ob
1 

has upper limits about a 

We safely can conclude that the deviations from equilibrium in the 

three argon systems must be smaller than 10 % during the quasi

stationary phase of the current pulse. 
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8.4. First results of the momentum balance 

In this section the first experimental results related to the 

momentum balance as treated in chapter 6 will be given. As an 

introduction to the more complicated case of the current pulsed arc with 

more kinds of ions present, the momentum balance of the stationary arc 

with only singly ionized ions will be discussed. 

A. Results for the stationary arc 

The viscosity and inertia terms can be in comparison 

with the friction contributions R 
1' 

see 

neglected 

eq.(6.1), We deal in the 

stationary arc with only argon neutral ArI, singly ionized argon Ar II 

and electrons. Further the collision frequency between the electrons and 

ions vei is much larger than the collision frequency 

electrons and neutrals. 

v ea between the 

For the stationary arc the radial components of the momentum balance can 

be written as: 

ap 
e +en E 

F er 

api . 'CkTe 
a- - en.E + (w. -w )v. n.m8 - 80n.·-a~ = 0. 
,. i, r i-r ar i-a i, v , 

In 

current 

+ (w -w. )v .n m
8 ar i-r ai, a 

eq.(8.4.l) the ambipolar concept is 

density is very small with 

= 0. 

included, 

respect to 

(8.4. la) 

(8.4. Jb) 

(8.4. lc) 

viz. the radial 

the axial current 
density, see eq,(6.6); the quantity ao has been introduced in chapter 

5. 

In the stationary arc the total pressure is constant over the arc 

radius, the quasi-neutrality relation is valid and we assume the 
heavy particle temperature to be equal to .the electron tempera·ture, see 

chapter 2. The unknown quantities in eq,(8.4~1) are the ambipolar field 

Er , the radial drift velocities of the charged particles wir=l.Jer and 

the radial drift velocity of the neutrals w • From eq.(8,4.la) the 
a1' 

ambipolar electric field can be expressed as 

kT 3n e e 
ene ar (8.4.2) 

The second term of the r.h.s, of eq,(8.4.2) is the well-known relation 

for the ambipolar field if radial gradients in the electron temperature 
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can be neglected. In fig.8.4.l the values for the electric field 

strength Er> are given for several pressures. In fig.8.4~1 is also shown 

for 10 bar the value of the ambipolar field if the term oT /or is e 
neglected, 

We may conclude that in stationary cascade arcs the 

is not negligible since this term may amount to roughly 20 

oT
8
/or term 

%. Uhlenbusch 

[UHL69] measured in a cascade arc with a diameter of 4 mm the potential 

distribution inside the plasma. His measurements have been performed 

with electric probes in a 50 A 4 mm diameter arc. Scaling his results 

with respect to our 60 A DC plasma of 5 mm diameter, as shown in 
fig.8.4.1, the agreement with our calculated ambipolar electric field is 

satisfactory. 
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Fig.8.4.1. Ambipolar field strength, eq.(8.4.2), as a function of the 

radius for the 60 A DC arc at several pressures. [UHL69]: cascade arc, 

diameter 0 4 mm, 50 A, p=l bar. 

The summation of eq.(8.4.1) gives the relation between the total 

pressure ptot and the partia~ pressure of the electrons p
6 

which" is 

equal to the partial pressure of the ions, viz. 

(8.4.3) 

where Pa is the partial neutral pressure. Since the radial profiles of 

the electron density and temperature are known and we assume equal 

temperatures for the heavy particles, the radial profiles of the 
neutrals can be calculated. 
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The summation of the continuity equations for the heavy particles for 

cylindrical symmetry for the stationary arc results in, see chapter 4 

and eq.(6.7), 

nawar + niwir = 0, (8.4.4) 

with niwir =newer 
The particle flux newer can be calculated from eq.(8.4.lc) with 

substitution of eq.(8.4.3) and (8.4.4) and satisfies the relation 

(8.4.5) 

The collision frequency between the ions and neutrals via is taken to be 
n.<Q(~,l)v> in which Q(~,l) is the average cross section as taken from 
~ a~ a~ 

Devoto (DEV73]. 

In fig.8.4.2 the particle flux newer calculated from eq.(8.4.5) is shown 

for the stationary arc for.a pressure of 1 bar and a plasma current of 

60 A DC. For the same plasma conditions the radial drift velocities of 

the neutrals and of the charged particles are given in fig,8.4.3. 

stationary arc 
P•1bar, 60A DC 

1022~~--::'-=-~--.,~~-,-,--~-,,...,_~--' 
0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 

p.r/R 

Fig.8 .4. 2. Radial particle flux, eq. (8 .4 .5). 

B. Results for the quasi-stationary phase of the current pulse arc 

In the quasi-stationary phase of the current pulse the drift 

velocities of the different species have been calculated.with eq,(A.11) 
which is discussed in chapter 6, 
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Fig.8.4.3. Radial drift velocities of the electrons, wer , and of the 
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We will distinguish between the situation of singly ions only and the 

rather different situation that both singly and doubly ionized ions are 

present. In both regimes the electron flow must be directed outwards in 

the stationary state, since in the ionizing plasma there is a net 

generation of electrons which is maximal on the axis. 

To maintain charge neutrality positive charge moves outwards with 

the electrons and the total fluxes of the negative and positive charge 

are equal. This implies an inward particle flux of the particles which 

are needed for the production. In the case of the stationary arc this 

requires the neutrals to. move inward and if significant doubly ionized 

ions are produced as in the quasi-stationary phase of the current pulse 
at low pressures, also singly ionized ions must move inward to supply 

the particles needed for the production of doubly ionized ions. 
This is indicated in fig.8.4.4. In the quasi-stationary phase of the 

current pulse at low pressure. the neutral flux is about a factor of 10 

lower compared to the singly ionized argon flux, 
Close to the wall the production of the doubly charged particles 

decreases very rapidly, so there the flux of the singly ionized ions may 

reverse, see fig.8.4.4-~ 

With increasing pressure the production rate of the density of the 

doubly charged ions decreases because the temperature becomes lower. So, 
at high pressures the total positive charge flow will be mainly carried 

by the singly ionized ions. Then of course the inwardly directed flow of 
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Fig.8.4.4. Particle flux densities of the electrons, ArI, II and III in 
the quasi-stationary phase of the current pulse as a function of the 

radius for several pressures. 

neutrals must be comparable with the outward flux of the ions. 

In fig. 8.4.5 a representation has been given of the drift velocities 

for the two situations discussed. We note, that the particle fluxes of 

the high pressure pulsed arc have the same behaviour as those of the low 

current stationary arc, fig.8.4.5b. 
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Fig,8",4.5. The different plasma-regimes.with the directions of the drift 

velocities. 
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The calculated drift velocities of ArII are very low, about 10-3 

m/s, in particular for this low pressure region. lbis is indicated in 

fig.8.4.6 for the radial position r•l mm. In fig.8,4.6 are also given 

the radial velocities of the electrons, Ar!, III and IV at the same 
radial position. 

1030'----'2---'-4~···-"-6 -'--a~'--'10--'---'-12--'--1-'-4-'--'16 
p(barl 

Fig.8.4.6. Radial drift velocities of the electrons, Ar!, II, III and IV 
in the quasi-stationary phase of the current pulse at the radial 
position r = 1 mm. 
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8.5.Non-ideal plasma effects 

As has been previously discussed the transport processes in 

thermal plasmas have been studied primarily in the framework of 

classical collision theory. In this description the moment equations are 

derived from the Boltzmann equation and the effect of the Coulomb 

collisions are taken into account in the collision term, for which the 

Landau integral is used. 
-1 3 

This description requires the plasma parameter, Ep = nD with_nD = neAD' 
to be small, in other words, the mean interparticle distance r=n-:V3 must e 
be smaller than the Debije shielding length AD • In thermal plasmas the 

requirement to have many particles in the Debije sphere, nD >> 1, is 

only marginally fulfilled and the applicability of the theory, valid for 

dilute plasmas, becomes questionable. 

From measurements it is known that the numerical values for the 
transport coefficients which follow from classical theory are still 

sufficiently accurate to describe plasma transport processes in plasmas 

for which nD > 4 to S. This is of importance for studies related to 

optimization of technical processes which utilize thermal plasmas as in 

plasma spraying, plasma welding, circuit breakers and wind tunnel arc 

heaters. For plasmas withr!zJ< 4 larger deviations are to be expected and 

actually are observed eg. [BAU76,GUN83, GOL78]. 

Therefore, it is of fundamental significance to study accurately the 

deviations of the transport processes from classical theory for 

decreasing values of the number of particles in the Debije sphere nD • 
This will be done in this section for the electrical conductivity of a 

high density, high pressure plasma which is also highly ionized. In this 

study the parameter range of cascade arcs operating under normal DC 

current conditions is e~tented by the use of an additional current 

pulse. In the highly ionized argon plasma where extreme electron 
24 -3 

densities of 10 m have been observed, the Debije shielding length is 
-8 

not much different from the mean interparticle distahce, viz. < 10 m. 

Under these circumstances the concept of the Debije shielding length 

needs to be modified. 

The parameter which characterizes this problem of dense highly 

ionized plasma is the so-called nonideality parameter 

1 
(8.5.1) 

where r is the mean interparticle distance between charged particles. 

In accordance with Norman et al [Nor79], in the definition of;:; we 
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account for the presence of ions by writing 

- -1/3 r = (n + E z.n.) e . -z. -z. 
'l-

So the nonideality parameter can be 
. 1/3 

2 (n + E z.n.) 
e e i -z. -z. 

kT r = 
e 

written as 

1/3 
-5 ne 

2,1.10 -T- · 
e 

(8.5.2) 

Generally a non-ideal plasma may be defined as a plasma in which 

the ratio r becomes of the order or is even larger than unity. This 

implies that the potential energy of the charged particles is not 

negligible with respect.to their kinetic energy, cf. eq.(8.5.1) In fig. 

8.5.1 a characterization of plasmas as given by Kulik [KUL72] is shown. 
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Fig.8.5.1. Electron concentratipn versus temperature (KUL72]. 

From this figure it appears that. for the plasma under investigation the 

nonideality parameter ranges between 0.1-0.2 which characterizes the 
plasma as weakly non-ideal or a weakly non-Debije plasma. 

The relation between the argument A , of · the well-known Coulomb 
logarithm lnA and the nonideality parameter r is 
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(8.5.3) 

For idea.l plasmas, r<< 1, the value r>> 1, hence the Coulomb logarithm 

lnA >> l. The argument A of lnA is the ratio of two lenghts 

characterizing the extent of Coulomb interactions in the plasma, viz. 

(8.5.4) 

where b0=<e 2/(4TI~0JkTe) is the collision parameter for TI/2 deflection of 
thermal electrons. The Debije shielding parameter 

(8.5.5) 

is defined in agreement with Griem [GRI62]. The number of particles in 

the Debije sphere is defined as 

(8.5.6) 

In both definitions the ions are taken into account. 

Note that the definition of the Coulomb logarithm is somewhat arbitrary 

and depends on the particular choice of the definition of the Debije 

length AD and the minimum impact parameter 80 • 
In order to account for the effect of nonideality it is common use 

in the literature to replace the Debije shielding length AD in the 

Coulomb logarithm by the shielding length AS through 

AS 
in A =in -s b0 

with (8.5.7) 

The ratio AsfAD serves as a free parameter which describes the effect of 

nonideality. Note that x will approach unity for increasing inA and is 

close to one when inA > ·4 or nD >> 1. 
The electrical conductivity is an appropriate quantity to study 

nonideality effects in dense plasmas, since it can be measured in a 

relatively simple and accurate way. As described above we will introduce 

the x -factor in the expression for the electrical condu,ctivity through 

the Coulomb logarithm to characterize the effect of nonideality. 
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However in most of the experimental investigations of nonideality 

effects through the determination of the electrical conductivity, a 

problem arises since plasmas are only partially ionized. Hence, 

additional theoretical difficulties concerning the influence of the 

neutral particles arise. Here· nonideality effects should be separated 

from the effect of electron-neutral collisions. Therefore, in the study 
of the nonideality of dense plasmas it is advantageous when the degree 

of ionization is as high as possible and at least so large that 

electron-ion encounters dominate the 

collisions. 

influence of electron-atom 

Nonideality studies based on measurements of the electrical 

conductivity in partly ionized gases have been carried out by several 

authors. 

Bauder and Devoto [BAU76,73] investigated these effects in a cascade arc 

for pressures up to 300 bar and currents up to 150 A reaching current 

densities of about 8.106 A/m2• 

Goldbach et al [Gol78] studied 175 A cascade arcs in the pressure range 

d 6 I 2 . of 1-20 bar with a current ensity of about 9.10 A m • 

Guenther et al [GUN83} reported on the electrical conductivity in weakly 

non-ideal current pulsed argon plasmas generated in a quartz tube with 

pressures up to 20 bar and a 'ulse~ current of about 2 kA, reaching a 
current density of about 4.10 A/m • 

In this work the nonideality effect is studied in the current 

pulsed cascade arc with pressures up to 14 bar, a pulsed current of 

about 2200 A with current densities over 108 A/m2 • 

In most cascade arcs normally operating at stationary currents up to 

250-300 A the ionization degree defined as 

(8.5.8) 

reaches a maximum of about 70 % at argon pressures of bar but 
decreases with increasing pressure, see fig.8.5.2. In eq .• (8.5.8)'na is 

the neutral density. 
The d~gree of ionization in the current pulsed plasma under study 

approaches a value of about 100 % at 1 bar and is still as high as 60 % 

at 14 bar as shown in fig.8.5.2. Also given in this figure is the degree 

of ionization of the stationary arc at 60 A and 250 A DC current. 
So, in this study the ionization degree is so high that the 

correction due to the electron-neutral collisions is negligible. 

It can therefore be concluded that the plasma ·generated serves as an 

excellent medium to test the effect of nonideality in argon plasmas by 
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measuring the electrical conductivity. 

The electrical conductivity cr(T) , the current density J.. and the 

electric field strength ~ are related through Ohm's law 

J.. = aE 

The magnitude of the axial electric field strength Ez measured as 

described in chapter 7, is shown in fig.8.5.3 for the quasi-stationary 
phase of the current pulse. 
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Fig.8.5.2. Degree of ionization for· 2200 A current pulse and the 

stat'ionary arc for 60 A and 250 A DC currents. 
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Fig.8 ~5 .3. The measured electric field strength E z' as a .function of the 
pressure p in the quasi-stationary phase of the current pulse. 
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The electric field strength is assumed to be radially independent as a 

consequence of i/X§_ = l!_=O and the axial homogeneity of the arc Cl/Clz = O. 
This has been experimentally verified by Uhlenbusch et al [UHL69] who 
measured the potential radial distribution in cascade arcs. 

The c~rrent density j is calculated from the measured current z 
pulse. As has been discussed in section 8.4 the axial current density 

shows a very flat profile up to very close to the wall. So we 

assume the effective area for the current to be 'll"R2 and in this case 

the current density j
8 

can be calculated as 

(8.5.9) 

in which we may take the full arc channel radius R, viz. 2.5 l0-3m. 

This is of course a slight underestimate for the axial current 

density and therefore a slight underestimate of the electric 

conductivity as calculated from Ohm's law 

cr - J. /E 
meas z z (8.5.10) 

The error involved is estimated to be about 6 % and will be discussed 

further in this section. 

To show the nonideality effects in the measured electrical 

conductivity of our non-Debije plasma with lnA "'2-3, we compare the· 

experimental values with results from the classical expression as given 

by Spitzer et al [SPI53]. The Spitzer electrical conductivity is based 

on the Debije shielding model, viz. 

T 3/2 
e 

a8P = c~ 

where lnA is defined as in eq.(8.5.4). 

(8.5.11) 

The value of crSp depends predominantly on the electron temperature 

which in our case has been determined by the source function method, see 

chapter 7. For the densities, which are weakly dependent in the Coulomb 

logarithm, the densities are taken which are measured with the absolute 
continuum emission method, see chapter 7 and section 8.2. 

That electron-neutral interactions play only a minor role may be 

seen from fig.8.5.4 where for several pressures the ratio of crp/cr8 is 
. p 

shown as a function of the temperature~ The conductivity of partially 

ionized gas crF is taken from the mixture rule of Frost [ FR061] which is 

known to represent very well the measured conductivity of weakly to 

fully ionized Debije plasmas. As is clear from fig.8.5.4, for the 
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indicated temperature range in the quasi-stationary phase of the current 

pulse crSp is nearly equal to cri and we can use crSp to compare the 
measured conductivity with. 
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Fig.8.5.4. The ratio to asp as a function of temperature with the 

pressure p= 1, 5 and 10 bar as parameter. 
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A first presentation of t.he measured nonideality effect is given 

fig.8.5.5, where the ratio.of ameas to crSp is given as a function of 



inA • 
The broken line is based on a theoretical model by Williams et al 

[WIL69] and Viegas [VIE71]. The agreement with our experiment is quite 

well. 
The theoretical values have been calculated by Bauder from the 

publications of Williams and Viegas, based on the quantum-mechanical 

kinetic equation of Gould and De Witt [GOU67). This equation is used to 

calculate the transport coefficients for a fully ionized two component 

plasma near thermal equilibrium. The results of Bauder and Devoto 

[BAU76,73) are indicated in fig.8.5.5. 

The results of Rusche [ROS73) are partly in agreement with 'the. 

theoretical prediction but those from Kulik [KUL72] show poor agreement. 

For these deviating results we have no explanation. 

A few authors have presented the free parameter x = Asf'AD as a 

function of the number of particles in the DebijeA~phere nD. Since asp 
depends predominantly on the temperature and ZnA=Znr;-;, with known Spitzer 

factor ye, the experimental a can be expressed a~ 
meas 

er =G(T,yJ/ZnAs• (8.5.12) 
meas e e 

AS 
with ZnAs =Zn "F"- and AS= xAD .cf. eq.(8.5.7). The value of the 

shielding parame€er x=Asf'AD can be calculated from 

G(T ,y) 
x = exp [ ZnA - e e ] • a meas 

(8.5.13) 

The results are shown in fig.8.5.6 where the effective shielding 

factor x is shown as a function of the number of particles in the 

Debije sphere nD • Quite good agreement exists with the relation as 

proposed by Guenther [GUN83], viz. 

2nD 
x = s. o exp [- T J + 1 (8.5.14) 

for nD >l. 

The broken lines in fig.8.5.6 limit the area in the x vs nD plane 

containing scattered results of measurements in xenon [GUN72), in 

hydrogen [GUN76] and in argon [GUN83). Also shown are the results of 

Goldbach et al [GOL78]. from stationary arc measurements up to 20 bar and 

a current up to 175 A. 

From fig.8.5.6 it can be concluded that the measurements of Goldbach are 

below and ours are above the drawn curve, 'but both are lying in the 

uncertainty range. 
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A reason for this discrepancy may be that in our experiment values 

of "'D ::: 4 are reached for a plasma with an ionization degree of 95-100 % , 

whereas in Goldbach's experiment the plasma is partially ionized (max 70 

%) at that value of nD• This requires in Goldbach's case a correction 

for the influence of electron-neutral collisions. 
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Fig.8.5.6. The effective shielding factor x = y /y as a function of the 
. S D 

number of particles in the Debije sphere nD• • [GOL78], x this work. 

Previously we discussed an underestimation of Ri 6 % of the current 

density also resulting in an underestimation of crmeas of about 6 %. So, 

the ratio of o / o
5 

contains the same underestimation of 6 %. In 
meas p 

fig,8.5.5 our experimental values of crmeas/oSp may very well be 6 % 
higher, but still the agreement is quite satisfactory. The 6 % 

underestimation in Omeas is included in the error bars of our 

~xperimental points as shown in fig.8.5.6. 

From the results presented in figs.8.5.5 and 8.5.6 it can be 

concluded that at a value of nD 1'::12 and Zn"A Ri3 the meas·ured electrical 

conductivity is about 1.4 times the Spitzer conductivity. Since the 

necessary electrical input power for many industrial applications is 

proportional to the electrical conductivity, this factor of about 1.4 is 

of considerable importance in processes utilizing non-Debije plasmas. 
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9. CONCLUDING REMARKS 

It is possible to superimpose a current pulse of about 2200 A with 

a duration of about I-2 ms on the.DC current of a cascade arc. In this 
10 · 3 

way the usual power density of a few times IO W/m under stationary 

arc conditions is extended to about I0 12 W/m3 • In the literature cascade 

arc experiments with current densities of about I07 A/m2 are described; 

in the present work this current density range is extended to values 
8 2 larger than IO A/m • 

During the quasi-stationary phase of the current pulse at a 

pressure of about I.5 bar an electron temperature of 27000 Kand 
23 -3 electron densities of 3.IO m are reached, while at pressures of I4 

bar a temperature of I8000 K and electron densities over 1024 m-3 are 

observed. 

The electron temperature of the plasma in the quasi-stationary 

phase of the pulsed arc is deduced from the end-on measured spectral 

radiance with the ArII 480.6 nm line. Over the whole pressure range the 

optical depth is sufficiently large, Kl .'.:. 4 , so that the spectral 

radiance of this line reaches the Planck limit and can readily be used 

to measure the temperature. 

The absorption of the visible continuum spectral radiance over the 

length of the arc ranges from a few percent in the lower pressure range 

up to IOO % at the 14 bar plasma conditions. This implies that even the 

visible continuum radiation of the pulsed arc approaches the Planck 

limit. 

Electron densities determined from absolute continuum emission 

show that during the quasi-stationary phase of the arc the electron 

density and electron temperature satisfy the LTE relation which follows 

from local thermal equilibrium considerations. 

Using a collisional radiative model the energy balance expressed 

in overpopulation factors of the ground levels is solved for neutral, 

singly and doubly ionized argon. The results lead to the important 

conclusion that during the quasi-stationary phase of the current pulse 

in the three argon systems, deviations up to 10 % from the LTE-ion 

composition of the plasma occur. This is an important conclusion for the 

spectroscopic studies eg. of transition probabilities in more-fold 

ionized systems. 

Very good agreement exists between the overpopulation factor for 

neutral argon in the stationary arc as obtained from energy balance 

considerations and the overpopulation obtained on the basis of the 

continuity equations and the measurements. 
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With the aid of the momentum balance a good description of the particle 

fluxes has been obtained. 

The pulsed arc plasma which is found to be 100 % ionized at 1.5 

bar and 60 % ionized at 14 bar, serves as a good medium to study 

nonideality effects in plasmas. A correction of the Debije shielding 

theory is obtained which is in agreement with theoretical pre~ictions 
and is sustained by the scarce experimental evidence on weakly non

Debije plasmas. 
In general the thermal plasma studied with its composition of 

neutral, singly and doubly ionized argon very close to the equilibrium 

values, can serve as a good medium for spectroscopic studies of highly 

ionized systems and as a valuable source in the visible as well as in 

the near and far ultraviolet part of .the spectrum. 
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APPENDIX. A. Relevant formulae for the momentum balance equation 

Based on Braginskii's review article [BRA65] the various momentum 

transfer terms Ea are written as: 

Rei 
-:u = m n a (Z .) e e o e?, 

{ 

= m.n .a (Z •• ) 
1, 1, 0 1,J 

{ 

= mini { w.-w -1, -c 

w -w. -e -1, 

w.-w. 
-1, -J 

} \). ,,,a 

} \) . e,,, 

\) i;j 

=-R . , -a?, 

(A. 1) 

(A.2) 

(A.3) 

(A.4) 

Here a (Z b) end 8 (Z ."'l are dependent on the ionic charge number Z and o a, o a,ti' 
T~t are respectively the collision frequency and collision time 

momentum transfer between particles a and b that are specified as 

3/lii'(kT ; 312 (4~€ ) 2 3.5 JO I I T 3/2 

= e e o 
Fld 

e 
T • 

Z~ri. ln A ei. l21Tl 4 2 4 2~e ln A nizi 
1,. 1,. 

JO I 11'5.. T. 3/2 4.9 

(A.5) 

m 1,. 
e 

T •• = l':;j 
2 1,J ln A (Z .z .) n. ln A 

1, J J 

(A.6) 

and -1 1 
3.52 10 16 T-O.J6 

T. = \). = r/1, V 
Fld 

1,0 ?,a n n . a a ,,,a 

(A. 7) 

A A (1 1) 
with Te, Ti in ev, in Kelvin and 'Jia' is the ion-neutral 

collision cross-section as taken from Devoto [DEV73]. 

With the aid of eqs.(Al-4) the total momentum transfer terms !f.e .. !!_i and 

R can be written as, cf,fig.6.2 and Vallinga [VAL84] 
-a 
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m~n~a0 (Z~J.) m.n. 
{ v v v (w.-w.) } _ 7.- 7.- (w.-w) + 

T. • .;.;.,z, -J -1.- -a 
1.-J 

(A.9) 

mn 
_!!_!!:_ { 'W -w . } . 
Taj -a -J 

(A. 10) . 

Note, that the total momentum transfer is fully balanced, i.e. 

R+ +R:::O, 
-e -a 

With the momentl.llll balance equation (6.2), the ambipolar concept 
expressed in (6.6) and the heavy particles mass balance (6.7) a set of 6 

linear equations can be derived in which the pinch-term wezBe has been 
transformed with (6.4). These equations are in matrix form 

e -L 
a

0
(e,1) a

0
(e,2) a

0
(e,3) 

0 Er c 
me e Te,1 T 

e,2 Te,3 e 

e 
a

0
(1,e) 

-Ll 
a

0
(1,2) a)l,3) 1 w c1 

mH Tle T 1, 2 Tl,3 Tia er 

2e a
0

(2,e) a (2, 1) a (2, 3) 
1 0 

-L2 
0 . 

c2 wlr ·-mH T2,e T2,1 T2,3 T2a 

0 0 1 1 1 
-L c 

Tal Ta2 Ta3 a w2r a 

0 n -nl -2n2 -3n
3 

0 w3r 0 e 

0 0 nl n2 n3 na war 0 

(A. I I) 

where a number of elements is specified by 

Lk l ao(zk,j)vkJ with k = 1,2,e, 
j 

jlk 
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L a 

c2 

c a = 

~ v . , 
J aJ 

j:/: e 

{ - I 'dpH + 
H 'dr 

{ 
'dpl f3o( 21,e) 

T T 
__!!!:._ + __!!!:._ + 1 
'e2 're2 

'dp2 f3 (Z2 ) 

{ - o ,e 

'e2 T n 

+ 
ec, 

+ 1 
'el 'eJ 

'dkT e 
} /mlf'l , n e ar-

'dkT 
e 

} /mlf'2 , n 
e ar-

Eq.(A.11) is the set o'f linear equations to solve the ambipolar. electric 

field El' and the radial drift velocities of the electrons, neutrals and 

the three species of ions. 
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SUMMARY 

This thesis deals with the investigation of energy and transport 

phenomena in high density thermal plasmas. 

In order to reach a large specific energy density a stationary 

atmospheric argon discharge running at a current of 60 A and with a 

diameter of 5 mm and a length of about 90 mm is simultaneously pressure 

and current pulsed. Pressures as high as 14 bar and currents of 2200 A 

are reached during 2 ms. The obtained powerdensity is about 10 12 W/m3 

together with current densities over 108 A/m2 • 

Under these conditions the argon plasma studied consists of argon 

atoms, singly and doubly ionized argon ions as well as electrons. Tile 

description of this plasma using the energy balances has been carried 

out with a partial local thermodynamic equilibrium (PLTE) model, Tilis 

PLTE model allows the introduction of deviations from local thermodyamic 

equilibrium (LTE) for the three considered argon systems. 

The particle fluxes are described by the momentum balances of the 

constituent particles. 

Tite. primary experimental parameters, the electron temperature and 

the electron density, have been measured with spectroscopic methods. 

The electron temperature is determined from the measurement of the 

emission and absorption of the 480.6 nm line of the argon singly ionized 

spectrum, 

It was found that during the quasi-stationary phase of the current 

pulse, the spectral radiance fro.m the center of this line reaches the 

Planck limit over the whole pressure range. 

Tile electron density is calculated from the absolute continuum emission 

corrected for absorption in the wavelength area around 468.8 nm. At the 

maximum of the current at a pressure of 1.5 bar during the quasi

stationary phase an electron temperature of 27000 K and electron 
23 -3 densities of 3.10 m are reached, At maximum pressure of about 14 bar 

the electron temperature is 18000 K with electron densities reaching 

values over 10 24 m-3• 

The absorption of continuum radiation in the visible amounts from 

a view percent in the low pressure range up to nearly 100 % in the high 

pressure range. This leads to the conclusion that in the high pressure 

range Planck's limit is reached at the plasmatemperature of 18000 K for 

the investigated spectral continuum range. 

The measured electron tempeTature and density during the quasi

stationary phase of the current pulse satisfy the LTE relation, which 

follows from local thermodynamic equilibrium considerations. 
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Analysing this results with the energy equation, which is solved 

for neutral, singly and doubly ionized argon, the important conclusion 

can be drawn that during the quasi-stationary phase of the current pulse 

of 2200 A, only deviations up to 10 % from the LTE-ion composition 

occur. This conclusion is of particular interest for spectroscopic 

studies in more-fold ionized systems. 

The method to determine the overpopulation factor from the total energy 

balance has also been used for the low current stationary arc. It 

appears tha~ the prediction for the overpopulation factor of the ground 

level of the argon neutral agrees well with the measured overpopulation 

factor. 

The first results of the momentum balances give a good description of 

the particle fluxes of the constituent species in radial direction of 

the arc. 
In the highly ionized, ionization degrees from 60-100 %, high 

density thermal plasma studied, non-ideality effects have been studied 

experimentally. The values of the plasma conductivity in this non~Debije 

plasma are in good agreement with the theoretical predictions and are in 

line with the scarce experiments on weakly non-Debije plasmas reported 

in literature. 
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SAMENVATTING 

In dit proefschrft wordt een onderzoek beschreven van de energie

en transportprocessen in een argonplasma met grote energie- en 

deeltjesdichtheid. 

De grote specifieke energie- en deeltjesdichtheid is bereikt door een 

drukpuls tot 11 bar gedurende ca 1.5 sec. en een stroompuls van 2200 A 

gedurende ca 2 msec. te superponeren op een stationair atmosferisch 

argonplasma. Dit stationaire plasma wordt gegenereerd door een stroom 

van 60 A DC in een ontladingskanaal van ca 90 mm lengte en met een 

diameter van 5 mm. De verkregen vermogensdichtheid is ongeveer 10 12 W/m 3 

bij stroomdichtheden even groter dan 10 8 A/m 2• 

Het bij deze condities gevormde plasma bestaat dan behalve uit 

argonatomen uit een-, tweemaal geionizeerde argonionen en electronen. 

Met behulp van een botsings-stralingsmodel, het zg. partiele locale 

thermodynamische evenwichtsmodel (PLTE), zijn de energievergelijkingen 

voor de beschouwde deeltjessoorten opgesteld. Met dit PLTE-model is het 
mogelijk om afwijkingen ten opzichte van het locale thermodynamische 

evenwicht (LTE) te formuleren voor de grondniveaux van de beschouwde 
argonsystemen. 

Het deeltjestransport wordt beschreven door middel van de impuls 

vergelijkingen. 

De fundamentele plasmaparameters zoals de electronentemperatuur en 

de electronendichtheid, worden met behulp van spectroscopische 

methodieken bepaald. 

De electronentemperatuur is met een emissie-absorptiemethode bepaald 

waarbij gebruik gemaakt werd van een spectraallijn uit het enkelvoudig 

geionizeerd argon-ionspectrum met een centrale golflengte van 480.6 nm. 

Het is gebleken dat tijdens de quasi-stationaire fase van de stroompuls· 

over het gehele drukgebied de Planck limiet werd bereikt. 

Uit absoluut gemeten straling van het continuum in het 

gebied· rond de 468.8 nm werd de electronendichtheid 

continuumstraling is voor absorptie gecorrigeerd. 

golf lengte 

bepaald. De 

Bij drukken van ca 1.5 bar en in het maximum van de stroompuls 

zijn temperaturen van 27000 K en electronendichtheden van ca 3 10 23m - 3 

bereikt. Bij een maxi~le druk van 14 bar is de electronentemperatuur ca 

18000 K terwijl de electronendichtheden even boven de 10 24 m - 3 liggen. 

De absorptie van de zichtbare continuumstraling bedraagt in het 

lage drukgebied een piar procent, in het hoge drukgebied van 14 bar 

worden absorpties van ca 100 % bereikt. 
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Hieruit volgt de conclusie dat in dit hoge drukgebied de Planck limiet 

bereikt wordt bij een temperatuur van ca 18000 K in het beschouwde 

continuumgebied. 

De gemeten electronentemperaturen en electronendichtheden 
beantwoorden aan de evenwichtrelatie zoals deze te beschrijven is op 

grond van locale thermodynamische evenwichtsoverwegingen. 

Uit analyse van de resultaten van de energievergelijkingen zoals 

deze zijn opgesteld voor de neutralen en de een- en tweemaal geionizeerd 

argonsystemen, kan de belangrijke conclusie getrokken worden dat 

gedurende de quasi-stationaire fase van de stroompuls maximale 

afwijkingen van ca 10 % van het LTE-model voor de ionenconcentraties 

optreden. Dit laatste is van belang bij spectroscopische studies in hoog 

geionizeerde argonsystemen. 
Met behulp van de energiebeschouwingen is de overbezettingsf actor 

voor het grondniveau van neutraal argon voor de 60 A stationaire ,boog 

bepaald. Deze bleek in goede overeenkomst met de gemeten 

overbezettingsfactor te zijn. 

De eerste resultaten van de impulsvergelijkingen geven een goede 

beschrijving van de deeltjesfluxen van alle aanwezige deeltjessoorten in 

richtingen loodrecht op de lengteas van de boogontlading. 

In het sterk geionizeerde plasma, met ionizatiegraden van 60-100 % 

en de vermelde dichtheden zijn z.g. niet-ideale plasmaeffecten 

experimenteel geconstateerd. Deze bleken goed overeen te komen met de 

theoretisch te verwachten effecten en zijn in overeenstemming met de 

enkele in de literatuur beschreven experimenten. 
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STELLINGEN 

1. Het is mogelijk om de 

argonboogplasma's van ruim 

vermogensdichtheid in wandgestabiliseerde 
10 3 12 3 

10 W/m te vergroten tot 10 W/m • Deze 

plasma's vormen dan een goed medium voor spectroscopische studies van 

meervoudig geioniseerde systemen. 

Dit proefschrift 

2. Wezenlijke verliesposten in de energiehuishouding van de electronen 

zijn excitatie en ionisatie vanuit geexciteerde toestanden. Deze 

botsingsverliezen kunnen eenvoudig bepaald worden aan de hand van het 

stralingsverlies dat optreedt bij lijn- en stralingsrecombinatie

overgangen naar aangeslagen toestanden. 

Dit proefschrift 

3. Bij een druk van 14 bar en stroomdichtheden van 10 8 A/m 2 bereikt in 
een beperkte ruimtehoek de continuumstraling van een thermisch argon 

plasma voor golflengten groter dan 400 nm de limiet van Planck; een 

dergelijk plasma vormt derhalve een intense witte stralingsbron. 

Dit proefschrift 

4. Botsings-stralingsmodellen Worden meestal geformuleerd in genormeerde 

bezettingen. Deze modellen zijn doorzichtiger als daarin relatieve 

overbezettingsfactoren toegepast worden. 

5. In tegenstelling tot wat Goldbach stelt is het mogelijk niet

idealiteitseffecten te bestuderen in volledig gefoniseerde plasma's. 

C. Goldbach et al,, z. Naturforsch. 33a, 11 (1977). 

6. De experimenteel bepaalde verhouding tussen rotatiesnelheden en 
thermische snelheden van ionen in het gemagnetiseerde argonplasma van 

een holle-kathodeboogontlading moet worden gezien als de maximaal 

haalbare. Dit beperkt het scheidingsrendement bij toepassipg van dit 

plasma in een plasmacentrifuge. 

C.J. Timmermans, A, Lunk en D.C. Schram, Beitr. Plasma Phys. 21, 117 

(1981). 

J.M.M.J. Vogels, Transport and turbulence in a magnetized argon plasma, 

Proefschrift, Technische Hogeschool Eindhoven, Eindhoven (1984). 



7. Bij modelberekeningen aan intermitterende stromen in een negatieve 

corona-ontlading moet in de uitdrukking voor de stroomdichtheid rekening 

gehouden worden met meer gradienten dan die van de dichtheid van 

ladingsdragers alleen. 

8, De veronderstelling dat een cascadeboogplasma in locaal 

thermodynamisch evenwicht (LTE) is kan leiden tot een aanzienlijke 

overschatting van de warmtegeleidingscoef ficient van het plasma. Dit 

ondanks het feit dat de gemeten temperatuur slechts enkele procenten 

verschilt van de temperatuur berekend volgens het LTE-concept. 

9. Condensatorbatterijen dienen bij voorkeur beveiligd te worden door 

schakelaars die werken onder invloed van de zwaartekracht. 

10. Als de groten gaan letten op de kleintjes, moeten de kleintjes juist 

gaan letten op de groten. 


